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Incorporated 1794. Commenced Business 1792
Greville E. Fryer,
Charles Platt,
Secretary.
Cash, S3,000,000.

President.

Up
ASSETS,

Capital

HAVANA.
The above word is the name of a certain specie of tobacco plant grown on
the Island of Cuba, which is admitted
by all expert judges to be the finest
variety of that weed in existence.
From this very choice quality of tobacco the

Paid

In
Dec.

31,1891.

Real estate owned bv the company, unincumbered.$ 309,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage
(first liens).2,547,398.73
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value.. 4,543,880.00
142,700.00
Loans secured by collaterals
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank..
T?
27,ooo.id
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collec■

bb4:,yoi..iy

tion

274,616.23

Other properties..
the admitted

of all

Aggregate

lcto|vaffie.C.°“Pa“y -at .^9,278,220.00
31,189J

LIABILITIES, Dee.
Net amount of unpaid losses and

claims.:•$ 483,366.00

Amount required to safely re-msure all outstanding risks. 3,549,811.64
All other demand! against tlie
19,567.15
company, viz: commissions,eto.
Total amount of liabilities, except
4,052,744.69
capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up lu cash.. 3,000,000.00
Surplus beyond capital. 2,225,47o.3l

IRWIN

..

Cigars

10c.

CIGAR CO., Mfrs.,

„t(«5

liabilities_

including net surplus.89,278,220.00

made throughout.
Coupled with
the above fact, we employ none but the
most skilled workmen to make this
Why, then,
famong brand of cigars.
smoke other and inferior goods when
you can get this superior article at the
All dealers.
same price.
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amount of

Aggregate
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DOW & PINKHAM, Agents,
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THE WEATHER.
Fair

Condition

Weather

the

Coming

from

Interior.

Fobrpary 3.—[8 p. m.]—
is the forecast of the wea-

Washington,

Tliefollpwing

ther for New England: Slightly colder ; fresh north winds; cloudy Thursday;
continued cool and fair Friday.
Boston, February 3.—Local forecast
for New England until Friday night:

Fair; slight change
northwest

ana

west

temperature,

in

a

winas.

tan-

weather condition- covers Hie interior
and will probably drift eastward over
the Atlantic States during Thursday and

\

Friday.
I.oral Weather Report.
Portland, Me, February 3, 1892.
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and Means Democrats

the

on

Tariff Question—Mills Men Want a
Instead of Springer’s Petty
Hill's

Presents

Measures—Cockran

Many Promises and No Action—
liules.

House Talks of

(Special

to

the Press.]

Washington, February 3.—The ways
and means committee is not
making
much progress in the way of reporting
any legislation to the House, and it is
practically in a deadlock until the differences of opinion among the Democratic
There is
members can he harmonized.
a three cornered fight going on within
the committee room which is very interesting to an impartial outsider. The
the committee,
three Mills men on
Messrs. McMillin, Wilson and Turner,
are for a general revision of the tariff,
and although in a helpless minority,
have not yet given in to the Springer
plan of attacking the McKinley bill in
detail and passing small bills, which will
go through the House only to meet with
defeat in the Senate. They are trying to
make their friends believe that their pol-

is the only right one for the Democratic majority to adopt and they will be
content with nothing else.
Bourke Cockran of New York forms

icy

A

little Tarty All l>y Himself

but there are many
the floor who believe with him.
His idea, which is really that of the
Democratic boss, Senator David B.
in the

committee,

men on

great
Hill, is that the Democrats should do
nothing at all with the tariff at this session, but simply content themselves with
“resoluting” and indulging in glittering
generalities, showing what they would
do if they could, but what they won’t as
they can’t. This “resoluting” platform
and comprehensive
would be wide
enough to shelter free traders, protec-

tionists and mugwumps, and as it would
mean nothing and not even the author
would be able to exactly define what it
was intended to cover, no one could
charge the party with inconsistency er
cowardice.
Until These Domestic Difficulties

are

Set-

tled

the public will not be taken into the
Meanconfidence of the committee.
while Chairman Springer has a hard job
on his hands trying to get liis men into
something like harmony, and he has
come to the conclusion that to be the alleged leader of his party is not such a
soft job as he fondly imagined it would
be.
Mr. Boutelle will tomorrow night reply
to the toast of “The New Navy” at the
anmuu

utuiquci

ujl

me

aueiwi»u^

Manufacturers’ Association of Baltimore.

Barometer.So-810
30.0
Thermometer.28

HOUSE ADOPTED IT.

20.

Dew Point.2b.

Divided

General Bill

Idea of

89.
Humidity.§4.
Wind..
12
Velocity.13
LtSnwiS

Amendment Offered by Mr. Dingley and
Supported by Mr. Reed.

••••••«••'

Weather.
Mean daily ther... 28.0iMax. vel. wind. 20 NE
Maximum ther.. .30.0jTotal precip.27
26.0|
Minimum ther

Washington, February 3.—The House
today resumed consideration of the
rules, the pending motion being the one
S—Sleeting.
made by Mr. Boatner of Louisiana, striking out the clause permitting general legWeather Observations.
islation on appropriation bills, provided
The following are the observations of that, being germane, it retrenched expenthe Agricultural Department Weat’ er ditures. After a long debate, Mr. CatchBureau for yesterday, February 8, tak- ings of Mississippi demanded the previMr.
ous question, and it was ordered.
en at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the obmotion was defeated, 59 to 110.
servations for each station being given in Boatner’s
Mr.
Dingley of Maine offered an
this order: Temperature, direction of amendment
providing that no bill or resthe wind, state of the weather:
olution shall, at any time, be amended
of
Boston, 32°, X, cloudy: Xew York, 34°, by incorporating therein the substancebeXW, partly cloudy; Philadelphia, 36°, any other bill or resolution pending was
The amendment
XW, cloudless; Washington, 38°, XW, fore the House.
partly cloudy; Albany, 30°, W, snow; lost.
Mr. Dingley also offered an amendBuffalo, 28°, W, snow; Detroit, 32°, W,
for the consideration of
snow; Chicago, 34°, XW, cloudy; St. ment providing
Paul, 28°, SW, cloudy; St. Vincent, 22°, Senate amendments to Houseasbills, not
they are
24°, S, appropriating money, as soon
SE,’ll_*T>;-0-40
cloudy; Huron, So. Dak.
XTW
In speaking in
laid before the House.
lyiUUUlVUU)
favor of the amendment, Mr. Reed of
less; Jacksonvlle, 54°, W, cloudless.
...

DEATH AND DISEASE
BAFFLED! !

A Wonderful Escape!
Lynn, Mass., Aug. 4,1891.
Gentlemen:—l have been an invalid for
At first Kidney
years.
Trouble caused such a weakness in my
to
back that I was wp ij p unable
over

seven

domywork I rlSl standing
up. 1 rapidly run down until disease peculiar to mv sex fastened upon me, and
LIFEf BECAME A TORTURE,

such as only those afflicted as I was can
know. Compelled to sit or lie down
all the time—to stand upon my feet for
twenty minutes at a time was a torture unspeakable. The Terrible

DRAGGING DOWN SENSATION

would send such a feeling to my brain that
almost
INX would be
SANE. My IVIIXB VJ nervous system weakened until the SLIGHTEST
NOISE would nearly
DRIVE ltl£ WILD.
A Nervous Headache was my
I tried the various
constant visitant.

-J

—

7

Grippe Responsible for This Suicide.

February 3.—Win.
Damakiscotta,
a fisherman,
McLain, aged about 35,
jumped

and PrescripfliaT
I
tions so much I
advertised,
but obtained no relief. My Physician at

Compounds

into the sea at Heron

island,

at

the mouth of the Damariscotta river yesHe was ill
terday, and was drowned.

last told me
I COULD NEVER BET WELL.

Beading Owns It Now.

New Yobk, February 3.—A.

A.

Director

Mc-

Leod, president of the Reading road,
elected president of the Central New
This means that the
England today.
Reading has secured control of the great
Poughkeepsie bridge.
BRIEFLY TOLD.
M. Johnson, town clerk and
collector of Wilmington, Vt., is missing.
So is $1200 of town money.
The Vermont Grand Army Encampment yesterday endorsed Commander-inChief Palmer’s famous Rebel flag order.
Walter R. and R. J. Jones, cotton
factors, Memphis, Tenn., have defrauded
their creditors of
$100,000 and are

OAlbert

CURES

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, travelliing
incog.
Sour Stomach and Sick Headache.
opium, Morphine or other dangerEach box contains 30 powders.
Price St.00 per box, (post paid.) Sample boxes
Al'STIN BLACK,
free. Address
Ceil. Agt., 61 Middle St., Kofckland, Me.
dlw lstp*
feb3
no

drugs.

!

-THE-

CASTINE,

of the Mint Gives No

Comfort

to

Silver Advocates.

was

RAWSON’S SPECIFIC

A-cadiaii

amendment

was

THEY QUESTIONED LEECH.

The

MRS. HELEN E. SELDEN.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.» Belfast. Maine*

FOR

The

[Laughter].
agreed to.

House.

insane.

of your Great Remedy.
Yours truly,

ous

this

grippe and probabiy was temAfter further discussion the House adThe body has not been journed.
porarily
He leaves a family.
recovered.
with the

Last March I got a bottle of DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA. I thought the first
bottle help
gDC© ed me a
little. I have VWKtOuscd nine
bottles of SARSAPARILLA and four
bottles of DANA’S LIVER & KIDNEY
PILLS, and find myself able to
do all the hard work in a family of four.
I AM NEARLY WELL.
Can stand upon my feet and
work all day without suffering. God alone knows how grateful I
am.
I wish all suffering as I was knew

Contains

Maine remarked that the work of the
last Congress had been done under stress
of weather from the reading of the first
mimnol
fiwn.l nrlifmrnmpni n.Tld if t.llft
ship had sailed safely over the stormy
sea, how much better would it sail in the
summer weather which would characterize

Hotel,

ME.

Nearly new, and well furnished throughout; has 52 guest rooms; is finely located,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests.
Owing to decease of a ia«-ge owner it will be
#J. E. MOOItE,
sold cheap. Address
Tliomaston, Me.
jao22FM&‘Wtf

Seven pouches of mail matter were
stolen from the mail teams on a ferry
boat between New York and

Hoboken,

Tuesday night.
The British minister and Postmaster
General Wanamaker have signed a convention for a parcels post between the
United States and British Guiana.
The trial of the Barnaby will case was
begun in Providence yesterday. This is
tlie will in which Mrs. Barnaby left Dr.
T. Thatcher Graves $25,000 and made
As Dr. Graves is just
him executor.
now wanted in Colorado, a new executor
will be appointed if the will is probated.
The suit to break it is brought by Mrs.

Barnaby’s family,

The
February 3.
Washington,
on
committee
coinage,
weights and measures today examined
Director Leech of the mint bureau on
matters relating to the silver questions.
Mr. Leech said the amount of currency
in circulation in the United States was
$24.50 per capita. This was larger than
Mr.
except France.
in any country
Leech, having answered in the negative
to
whether
as
a question of Mr. Stone
was based
any European paper money
on silver, Mr. Bland inquired whether lie
held that there was no country in Euwas based on
rope where paper money
silver. Mr. Leech responded that there
was no country in Europe where paper
in silver.
money was redeemable solely
Mr. Bland read from Secretary Windom’s
of
France
report stating that the Bank
had issued many millions of notes based
and siver deposits, and also
on gold
where countries had out similar notes.
Mr. Leech insisted that liis answer had
been with reference to silver notes alone.
Mr. Williams of Ohio asked if he regarded the issuance of silver certificates
to circulate instead of silver dollars as
obstacle to free coinage. Mr. Leech
—

House

any

replied

in the

silver in domestic circulation over there
than was needed.
Mr. Leech thought the free coinage of
3ilver would either send gold abroad or
to a premium. One reason, he said, for
rther countries wanting our gold was
that the countries m the Latin Union
liad to pay any excess due a creditor na-

gold.

RANSOM WAS READY.
Ward

a

Lonely Place With It,

__

Immigration and Divorce Laws.
Washington, February 3.—In the
Senate today Mr. Dolph. from the committee on foreign relations, reported
back adversely the various anti-Chinese
bills introduced at the present session,
Oiem a bill conand reported in lieu
all the laws
tinuing in force for 10 years
now in force prohibiting and regulating
the coining into this country of Chinese
of Chinese descent.
persons and persons
The joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the constitution of the
United States relating to marriage and
iivorce, heretofore introduced by Mr.
Kyle, was taken up and Mr. Kyle addressed the Senate in support of it. The
amendment proposes that Congress shall
have exclusive power to regulate marriage and divorce in the several states
and territories and the District of Columbia. The resolution was referred.

Father Went to

Waterbary’s

of

Work—Express

Mes-

sengers Suddenly Discliarged.

but the men who stole THE BOY

ilUIC,

uavc

PJCVU

UIDVIIWI^VVI

Hivww*

Tliey Sent the Youngster Home

and

Dis-

Made Him

appeared—Ward Says They
Tramp for Miles Through Woods and
Fields—Then He Was Held Captive in
a

House—Finally

Door

Was

He

Left

in

a

A Big Vessel Navigating Herself
AbOwi the Atlantic.
SHE LEFT PORT WITH A

Jinks at Deer Island,

Yard,

Mr. Close asked Ward to come in and
He then told Mr. Close his
so.
He said that at 4 o’clock on
history.
Monday afternoon two men approached
near the school
him as he was
house. He cannot describe th# two men
but
said
they were not very
very well,
The two
tall and were plainly dressed
men talked with him for a while.
They

he did

Said He Was

a

Fine

MUTINEERS ON BOARD.

The trouble
Boston, February
which has been brewing at the city institutions at Deer Island for some time
past, due to the internecine warfare in
the board of commissioners for public
institutions, has resulted in an open and
There have been
serious rebellion.
—

What

Happened Afterwards

Is a Mystery
Declared the Vessel

—Mutineers Had

Unseaworthy—They
New Men
On the

Were

Ironed

and

Hired-All Told, Fifty Were
Boats

Ship—Her

Would

Not

complaints that the men were not
Hold that Number.
properly housed and cared for, and a
New York, February 3.—News of the
row between a prisoner and an officer
gave an excuse for all hands to begin abandonment at sea of the big Norwecreating trouble.
gian ship Florida, was brought here today
Last evening, Dominick MeCue, who
the steamer Runic, from Liverpool,
arrived at the island during the day, un- by
rlou crmtonon
for
rlviinL-oririocc
civ
which passed the Florida January 29 in
months of imprisonment before him, got latitude 44°, 5(V north; longitude 43°, 4(5'
into an altercation with Officer Erskine,
west, driving before the wind with some
and on the charge of insolence and inand
upper
There canvas spread. Her hull
subordination was locked up.
works were somowhat damaged, but her
was considerable disturbance during the
uvwugvui
evening, the men being exceedingly noi- yaiuo,
sy; ana this morning, when they were intact, She did not seem to be in a consent to their allotted tasks, the trouble
The
culminated in an outbreak of the prison- dition necessitating abandonment.
ers in the sewing room.
They refused Florida sailed from Pascagoula, F’la.,
to work until Superintendent Gerrish December 81, for Dordrecht, with a fearShe was comshould come, and insisted on having a go of southern products.
talk with him.
When the superintend- manded by Captain Ellefsen, and carried
a crew numbering about 25.
Captain
ent arrived he was greeted with loud deIlUbObO «11U ail

mands for the release of McCue. This
he declined to do, and a riot was soon in
The men rushed from the
progress.
sewing room out into the yard, and let
pandemonium loose.
In the yard they are accustomed to
line up on thejway to the workshops,
and a small guard-house in the centre,
circular in shape, with windows looking
out in all directions and commanding a
view of the enclosure, is usually occupied at such times by a couple of de-

puties.

was at once their obof attack.
They advanced upon it
with snowballs, and the guards, Officers
White and Wilson, were forced to beat a
hasty retreat. After breaking the windows and battering in the door, they
started for the sheds,
Pickaxes, olubs,
icepicks and pitchforks were grabbled
by the men, and they came back to renew their attack on the House of Industry itself.

The guard house

ject

Others marched about the

cheering and shouting, and
the stone yard, near the

grounds

went to
water front,
hammers and other
some

where they threw
tools overboard.
One party headed for the

some-

Wiv

Viv

Ellefsen had trouble with the sailors at
Pascagoula, the men asserting that the
After being a
vessel was unseaworthy.

fewjdays atsea,they mutinied and refused

southern
out
of
her
work
to
waters. Captain Ellefsen headed towards
Cuba and about January 7th reached
Havana. At the Norwegian consul’s suggestion, the refractory seamen were put
in irons, and imprisoned in the hold. A
secured January 10th, and
the Florida again sailed for Dordrecht.
Two days later the steamer Ciudad Con-

new crew was

dal passed her under full sail about 40
Her hull
miles off the Florida coast.
That was
was very deep in the water.
the last heard of her until the Runic fell
No news of
in with her, abandoned.
Capt. Ellefsen or his two crews,
has
50
about
men,
numbering
The
received at any port.
been
few life boats of the Florida could not
accommodate all the men on board, and
it is feared some lives were lost, unless
the men were taken off by a passing vessel. The Florida was a three masted
She was built in
vessel of 1264 tons.
1867 at St. John, N. B.. and was formerly

called the Louisa Fletcher.

She

was

boiler-rooms, owned by Hansen & Abrahamsen, Porsbut Chief Engineer Page kept them at grund, Norway. With canvas spread,
beating aimlessly about the Atlantic, the
bay with his revolver for 15 minutes.
A large force of police soon after derelict is a menace to navigation.
reached the island and after they had
MANY GOOD SPEAKERS.
broken the heads of 10 or 12 convicts,
pandemonium was succeeded by calm,
But Secretary Tracy, Remembering Two
the prisoners being locked op.
Sad

THE EMPIRE’S DIADEM.
to

Concession
Means

Ireland,

the Loss of

Says Salisbury,
Its

Flowers,

Occurrences, Will Not Attend.

New York,
nave

oeen

February'3. ^—Invitations

sent

a uumuci

lu

ui

uiouu-

present and speak at
the annual banquet of the Board of
London, February 3.—In his speech
and Transportation three weeks
at Exeter last night Lord Salisbury as- Trade
A committee of the
cribed the results of the recent South from tonight.
Molton and Rossendale elections solely board, consisting of William Brookfield
to the loss of personal influence, adding and Darwin It. James, called on Presiguished

increased evUnionist majority
might be secured. Possibly the manifest lukewarmness on the home rule
question was due to Radicals fostering
the notion that its advocates only used
the Irish vote as a tool to secure office,
without intending to grant home rule.
The speaker then said he must beg his
auditors to observe, however, that the
Irish quarerled among themselves, and
vied with each other to obtain the most
from Mr. Gladextreme concessions
“The first step in concession,”
stone.
declared Lord Salisbury, “will soon lead
to others and eventually place protectionist, impecunious Ireland in the
hands of the priests, who in all our quarrels with Spain,
America and France
invariably fought against us. What
could the world think of us if. we displayed such weakness? If we fail in
this hour of our trial the flowers will be
plucked one by one from our diadem of
empire, and we will slowly recede from
the great position handed down to us by
our fathers.”
that if the Unionist vote

Boy

and finally one of them asked him to
show them the way to a certain place.
When they reached
1872, and successfully defended $50,000 Ward consented.
of express money. No reason is assigned the place the two men declared that
for the discharge. The men claim it is
Ward was really a remarkably fine boy
the result of a determination by the
and promised him that if he would go a
to
exterminate
the
officials
company’s
treat
Brotherhood of Express Messengers. little further with them they would
kindness.
The men will apply for admission to the him very handsomely for his
into
going with
Federation of Railway Employes in the They cajoled the boy
finally, when he got tired and
hope of securing the aid of that organi- them, to
wanted
go home, they told him roughzation.
ly that he must go with them. They
school
were some distance from the
WANTED TO SEE JAY GOULD.
house then, and Ward saw it was use.
less for him to cry out because there was
This Crank Intends Building Railroads
The spot was a
him.
no one to help
and a City in Jersey.
lonely one. He begged the men to let
him go, but they refused.
They said
that they would not hurt him, but inNew York, February 3.—A man, callthem.
with
he
should
sisted that
They
go
ing himself Ephraim Pine, from Mill- forced the boy along, walking for miles
back
for
two
been
across
fields,
has
along
lots, through
waiting
ville, N. J.,
roads and through patches of woods, undays in the corridors of the Western til Ward was
too weary to drag one foot,
Union building on Broadway, for an in- after the other.
It had long since beThis morning come dark, and objects about were not
terview with Jay Gould.
he told a reporter that he wanted a mil- distinguishable.
Finally Ward could not go any farther,
lion and a half from Jay Gould, as he
Then one
and he fell from exhaustion.
had a vast scheme to buy acres of land of the men picked him up and carried
cover
them
with
railand
when he
and
fell
Ward
in New Jersey
him.
asleep,
lie was also going to build a awoke he was in a small house, which
roads.
was
city. No attempt was made to arrest was barely furnished. Ward
him.
Assured by His Captors
that he would not be hurt. He said he
The Lawyers of Maine.
was hungry, and they gave him someAugusta, February 3.—The prothing to eat. Then they put him to bed,
of
the
the
annual
for
meeting
gramme
after awhile he fell fast asleep.
Maine State Bar Asociation has been ar- and
When lie woke up in the morning he
sent
out
Secretaand
is
by
being
ranged
was unable to look out of the window.
ry Leslie C. Cornish, Esq. The meeting Tim winflmuc find
wprp filnsflfl
n.nfl
will be held in the senate chamber, Aulie could not tell whether the house
gusta, February 17 at 2.30 p. m., with stood in an open space or in the woods.
Re- He asked the men to let him look out of
the following order of business:
but they refused. The men
the
of
address
election
and
officers;
by toldwindow,
ports
him he was being held, and that his
Charles
F.
Hon.
the president,
Libby: father would send some money to readdress by Hon. Orville D. Baker, sub- lease him.
Ward knew that his father
and mother would be worried, and urged
jecfc, me rruieaaiuu, wuuicoa uy juuu.
the men to let him go. All day Tuesday
Josiah H. Drummond, subject, “Reminthey kept him in the house.
The
iscences of the Kennebec Bar.”
All day the men seemed to be watchmeeting will conclude with a banquet at ing for' some one. On Tuesday night
7 p. m.
Ward’s captors walked him across more
fields and along more roads, all of which
Veterans Mustering.
After awhile he
were strange to him.
3.—Grand
February
Army got too tired to walk farther, and one of
Auburn,
all
men have been arriving
day to attend the men took him on his back. The
the department meeting tomorrow. As- men took turns in carrying him, aud
soon he was dropped in front of a
sistant Adjutant General Milliken said at pretty
gate. It was Mr. Close’s house. The
noon that he expected to see a large at“You go into the
man said to Ward:
tendance. Members of the First Maine yard and knock at the front door; I will
Cavalry, including Gen. Cilley, in atten- wait here.”
Ward knocked at Mr. Close's door, and
dance upon the encampment, are to be
while he was doing so the man who had
entertained Thursday evening by Henry carried him ran away.
Little i u Auburn.
A cousin of Mr. Waterbury, a shiftless

fellow, is suspected of knowing
thing about the abduction.

OF

LOT

many

Pound

More discharges, it is said, will
follow. Most of the messengers are veterans, including Dresbach, who fought a
gang of robbers at Seymour, Ind., in

Augusta. February 3.—The amount
of insurance business reported by the
Maine Insurance Commissioner the past
year is:
Fire, $93,066,363; premiums,
Marine,
$1,254,550; losses, $737,376.

Riotous Prisoners Had Raised High

After

3.

days.

Maine’s Insurance Business.

THE FLYING NORWEGIAN.

EVIDENTLY GOT FRIGHTENED.

playing

Chicago, February 3.—Twenty express messengers in the employ of the
Adams Express Company, it is stated

sured. Farweil & Co.’s loss is $70,000;
insured for $50,000. Burns’s loss is $20,000; insurance $15,000. The cause of the
lire is unknown.
Farweil & Co. did
more business than all the other firms in
the town, employing 225 hands, making
about 35 cases a day. Burns & Co. made
ten cases daily, employing about fifty
hands. The fire is a great blow to business here.
POLICE BROKE HEADS

Ridqe, N. Y., February 3.—
Eight-year-old Ward Waterbury, who
was kidnapped from the vicinity of the
school house near Long Ridge, Conn.,
Monday afternoon, and for whom his
SHARP DEAL ALL AROUND.
parents and the entire neighborhood
have been searching far and near ever
of
Games
Hoey’s
1 Flayer In One
Says
since, was taken home at 3 o’clock this
He Was Cheated.
morning by John Close of Standwich,
Conn. There were lights in Mr. WaterInNew York, February 3.—Justice
bury’s house when Mr. Close drove up
Court
the
in
Supreme
today,
graham,
Mrs. Waterwith Ward in his buggy.
rendered a decision dismissing the comto sleep, and was
unable
had
been
bury
plaint in the suit of Henry C. Sherburne
keeping her nightly vigil until her boy
against John Hoey, Clapp Spooner and should be returned either dead or alive.
Edward F. Taft, to recover about $100,Mr. Waterbury was at home,having but
000, claimed to be due him as part of his
returned from his trip'*to Miller’s
just
of
salo
of
the
the
share in
profits
where he had been summoned by
bridge,
New England express companies to the a letter
signed “River Boys,” making
The judge an
Adams Express Company.
with him there. He had
appointment
holds that the agreement between Spoongone alone to the spot in accordance
trustees
of
the
Adams
er and Hoey,
with the demands of the letter writers.
Company, ana Taft and Sherburne to di- He carried his dark lantern with him,and
that
was
is
vide the'profits,
illegal;
Hoey
he was well
guilty of breach of trust and that SherPrepared for Any Emergency.
burne may seek redress from Taft,whom
he claims received his share as agent.
He was at the appointed spot, Jim Milwas in the trial of this suit that the disler’s bridge at Bedford, at precisely 12
closures were made which resulted in
He had to drive ten
the forced retirement of Hoey and o’clock last night.
Spooner from the Adams company and the miles to get there. He paced up and
The down alone swinging his dark lantern,
suits against them for restitution.
Adams company acquired a half interest but no one came. After
remaining there
and
Boston
New
York
in the
Dispatch, until after 1.30 this morning he came to
and Kinsley and Union Express com- the conclusion that the
kidnappers had
panies, for $350,000 from Taft and Sher- been frightened away and did not come.
them
to
the
$270,000,
being
burne,
profit
Then he drove homeward.
Waterbury
Of this profit, Spooner and Hoey re- reached his house at a
quarter of three
Then it was agreed beceived $138,000.
o’clock this morning, and upon entering
tween the four that they should purthe house without the child Mrs. Waterchase the other half interest in the combury swooned away.
panies, and give the Adams the option
About three o’clock the door bell rang
of purchasing it. This half interest was
and John Close entered with the missing
and
sold
to
the
procured for $80,000
Ward sprang into his father’s arms
It had been agreed boy,
Adams for $500,000.
There was
ana then into his mother’s.
between the four that the profits should
The boy was
a very affecting scene.
Sherburne went to
be divided equally.
hugged and kissed again and again.
Europe making Taft trustee of his inJohn Clovse lives at Standwich, Conn.
He received $100,000 of the proterest.
At two o’clock this morning there was
gts and claims that he was entitled to a loud knocking at his front door.
He
Sherburne claimed the de$175,000.
the door and saw a little boy
tails of the sale were kept from him, and opened outside.
standing
charged Hoey with bren^’i of trust.
“Who are you,” he asked.
“I am Ward Waterbury,” answered
the boy, “and I want to go home.”
ONE ONCE SAVED $50,000,
Now He Is Out

THREE CENTS.

1892._{gggfPRICE

PORTLAND, MAINE, THURSDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 4,

23, 1862-YOL. 30.

THIS MORNING’S NEWS.

PRESS.__

erywhere

as

there,

a

French Tariff.

The New

Paris, February 3.—The Italian, Belgian and Swiss ministers have been interviewed and requested to give their
opinions as to tho effect of the new
French tariff on their respective coun-

tries.
They concur in declaring that
their governments will be compelled to
take measures for the defence of their
Mr. Cowe, the
commercial interests.
commercial attache of the British lega-

tion, being questioned on the subject, expressed liis belief that English factors
were equal to the emergency.
Several Thousand Slain.
San

Francisco, February 3.—The

test uctaus

vu

tuc

Chinese rebellion

on

lamv-

the border of Man-

churia show that the Imperial troops are
carrying out their orders to exterminate
the rebels. Several thousand insurgents
were slain at Kon Tso, and those in the

interior

near

by

were

surrounded and

At Sam Sliap
to a man.
Katse, where the rebels made their last
stand, the commauder-in-chief of the
bandits was captured with 300 followers.

slaughtered

France and the

men

to be

dent Harrison last week to invite him to
be present, and he promised to come if
nothing unexpected should interfere.
The date fixed for the dinner (February
24tli)Jwas chosen with a view to his accommodation, and there is very little
doubt that he will be present and speak.
All the members of the Cabinet were invited, but only Secretary Elkins and
Postmaster General Wanamaker are re-

possible speakers.
farded
‘racv and Secretary Foster
as

Secretary

have deTwo years ago Secretary Tracy
was to have spoken at the annual dinner
of the Board, but the sad death of Mrs.
Tracy a few days before cancelled the engagement. Last year he was present at

clined.

the

banquet, with

a

speech prepared,

when the sudden death of Secretary
Windom at the banquet table broke up
This year Secretary
the assemblage.
Tracy has declined to be present.
Senator Hill and Senator Hiscock have
In the House of
been invited to speak.
Representatives, invitations have been
extended to Speaker Crisp, ex-Speaker
Reed and Mr. Mills of Texas, who have
declined, and to Mr. Breckinridge of
Kentucky and Mr. McMillin of Tennessee, who are expected to be present.
Senor Pedro Montt, the Chilian minister
at Washington, has been invited to be

to
represent the diplomatic
corps, and HOn. John W. Foster to represent the State Department and discuss
railroad prosperity. General O. O. Howard will represent the army, and Captain
Henry E. Erben the navy. Ex. President
Cleveland and Hon. Thomas F. Bayard
ot
The
have been invited.
governors
four states are also on the list of possible speakers, Governor McKinley of

present

Ohio, Governor Russell of Massachusetts, Governor Boies of Iowa, and Governor Flower of New York.
Captain
Ambrose Snow, the president of the
the
banquet, which
board, will preside at
will be held at Delmonico’s.

A Washington special to the New
York Morning Advertiser says Judge
District
States
Green of the United
Court of New Jersey, will probably succeed the late Justic Bradley.

Priests.

Bordeaux, February 3.—Ecclesiastical agitation against the government
was revived today in Bazas by Father
Barbe, who in a sermon described the
government as the party of executioners
and sectarians.

The Relief of

Peary.

February 3.—Prof.
Hellpin, in discussing the plans of the
Peary relief party today, said the point
of starting would'probably be St. Johns,
N. F., about June 15. One year’s supply of provisions will be taken. Search
Philadelphia,

for records of Peary will be made first at
Cape York, then at Conical Iiock and

Walstenholm Island.-

_--

Danvers,

Mass.,

Doses

by Fire.

negative.
Mr. Leech thought that if we adopted
$10,228,679; premiums, $249,049; losses,'
free coinage, European silver would
The companies’ losses are a
$130,538.
come here in ship lo"K just as fast as it
loss
Xlrere wee more trifle wore than in the previous year.
could be brought iu,

on

Law Suit

Threatened Over Butler’s Book.

Lowell, Mass., February 3.—Thayer
& Co., of Boston, publishers of General
Butler’s book, have refused the Lowell
City Library a copy and intimate prosecution in case the library authorities put
one in circulation, it being sold by sub:
the building is §15,000 •, partly la- scrip tion.

Danveks, Mass., February 3.—One of
the worst fires ever known in Danvers
began at 6.30 tonight. The shoe factory
of Joseph E. Farrar, occupied by C. C.
Farwell & Co., and W. H. Burns was
Farrar’s
burned almost to the ground.

Absolutely

Pure.

A ercam of tartar baking powder.

Highest o

all in leavening strengtll.-Xafest U. S. Governwho* iood Jicvort,

MAINE TOWNS.
It#«us oi

Uit-ercst

{umde&b

>(
Cor re s-

Gathered,1 by
of the

J^rjfisssy.

,?<

l/VYhidharn.
SOUTH WINDHAM.

Owing i'- .he storm on Tuesday
ing the quarterly meeting did not
mence

ond annual concert at the Central church
A
Saturday.- .evening, February 5th.
pleasing bijogramme of 18 numbers- will
be prtfte&lady including thi? following
talent; ,<I& St Herrick, raad^r; Miss H.
; A. Hodedoh and Mr; C. L. Ward, vocalists; If;,I)i.>Lbvell,'clariiiet-soloists; V. D.
Welcome, trombone; Edw. Blanchard,

tmtit^VeUiieadayJnibrning.

cornet.

even-

Wafierbor ough.
,,Sp UX/* WATEBBO HO’.
The ^jnetimonia and grippe still prevail
with little or'ho abatement.- At North
Waterborougli. on Friday, 29tli ult.
widow Joanna Davis and her daughter,
Mrs. Mieah Dresser both lay dead in one
house from pneumonia and grippe, aged
about 75 and 45 years respectively.
W. G. “Chadboume, Esq., who has
been quite ill for several weeks is out
again though not fully restored.
Mr. H. C. Boothby, blacksmith, is
slowly recovering from an attack of
He is 70 years old and this
the grippe.
is- the first sickness lie" ever. had.
The w inter session of the" York County
Quarterly meeting of Free Baptist
churches will convene with the church
in Biddeford, commencing Tuesday Feb.
2, at 2 o’clock p. m. and closing Thurs-

com-

Rev.'

The
chosen moder$tb$
was
committee
business
following
chosen: Rev. K. C. Harmon, Mrs. L: M.
Webb, John MoLellan.
L..S. Beau

was

The following delegates were chosen
Bowdoin Quarterly
to other bodies:
Me ‘ling, Rev. J. S. Staples; York Quarterly Meeting. Rev. C. E. Cate; Parsonlichi Quarterly Meeting, Rev. B. P. Parly r: (Hisfield Quarterly Meeting, Rev.
'J'. D. Crockett.
B y the action of this conference all
ministers wilPoe ordained by the state

board.

Jtr. Bailey who has faithfully served
the quarterly meeting twenty-five years
as their clerk sent in his resignation.
Tim resignation was accepted and the
following resolution was adopted:
having
Whereas, llev. J. if. Bailey, D.
served-this quarterly meeting as clerk nearly a

'“jiu-ratinn of human life and whereas he has
tendered his resignation and the,same has been
accept on, therefore be it resolved:
of
That we hereby express our appreciation
his faithful services and our respect for tne tmnarihil and efficient manner in winch lie has
a tribute to the integrity *«<! moral uprightness
of Ills r.liara«i« during a long life of service for
Christ
P. F. Small of West Falmouth waS
elected to fill the vacancy caused by Dr.
The term of ofhce

Bailey’s resignation.

of the clerk aud treasurer was
meetin;.’ limited to one year.
Letters from ten churches
aoout the usual state of things.

by this
showed

day

p. m.
The sleighing is exeellent but lumbermen find it hard to carry on their business for the want of snow in the woods.
ttorham.

|

Professor Lee of Bowdoin College "will
lecture in the Grange course next MonUCHJ

1 GUI U»1

C V

_Y

VUi,

LV C

HIV

Subject, “A Sumin Labrador.” The lecture will he
illustrated with about 100 gtereoptieon
views and it is one of the most popular
entertainments of the season.
Iiev M. B. Pratt, pastor of the North
street M. E. church, will deliver a course
of three sermons, beginning next Sun-

gregationaichurch.
mer

day, February 7tli. First, “The Bible as
Book;” second, “The Bible as God’s
Word;” third, “The Bible and Man.”
The people who wish to hear them will
be gladly welcomed.
a

The sermon Wednesday morning
Mills.
by Rev. Mr. Staples from Webbs
Wednesday afternoon was given up to
The meeting
the subject of missions.
Cape Elizabeth..
in the care of Mrs. N-P. Phinney.
was
The mumps and colds are very prevaThe sermon by .Rev. B. M. Osgood of
Quite a number are
Brunswick, was an earnest appeal for lent in Pond Cove.
missionary sick.
more persistent efforts in
Mrs. Nathaniel Staples of
Bowery
work. Miss Maggie McLellan rendered
Dr. S.
the Beach is very dangerously sick.
verv finely a missionary poem from
was

Friends Review.
The young peoples meeting 011W ednes-

B. Thumbs is in attendance.
Mr. Milton Dyer has been quite ill for
the past two weeks. Dr. L. C. Jewell is
in attendance.
It is reported that Mr. McLean is to
start; a creamery at the Centre.

day evening was largely attended; twenty
and
eight came from Windham Centre
1 lie adtwenty-two from Portland.
dress by \ Richard Foss was full of enPorter.
couragement for the young people and of
enthusiasm for his society in which he
KEZAR FALLS.
is evidently a very profound believer.
I. W. Stanley lost a horse the other
Through the kindness of Mr. A. O. Hill day.* We understand it is the opinion of
the young people from Portland after
that the horse was poisoned.
their long cold ride were served with an many
Thomas Page w as drawn juror for the
oyster supper before the meeting comterm of court at Paris to repremenced. A committee consisting of Rev. .February
sent this town.
of
F.
Small
D.
and
of
Casco
Cox
A. E.
Charley Hubbard died quite suddenly
West Falmouth was appointed to arThursday.
in
the
three
for
meetings
days
range
different churches.

Rev.

Mr. West

of

Cape Elizabeth and Rev. Mr. Cook of
Bridgton preached very acceptably on
Thursday. All of the prayer meetings
were well attended and full of interest
especially the meeting led by D. F.
Small on Thursday evening. The conference throughout was one of unusual
interest and harmony. Portland people
present were Rufus Deering, L. M. Webb
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Jones, Mr, and

Jordan and Rev. C. E. Cate.
W. McVeigh of New York city visited
here last week.

Rev. Mr. Bean is to take charge of the
Congregational church at Gorham village
during the pastor’s stay abroad.
Mr. Will Holden lias returned

lege.

to

col-

Cumberland.

CUMBERLAND CENTRE.
Following is a list of officers of Diadem Lodge, I. O. G. T. for tlie year ending May 1st.
C. T.—Geo. D. Sweetser.
V. T.—Ethel C. Blanchard.
It. S.—Nellie P. Blanchard.
y. S.—P. M. Leighton.
Treas.—K. H. Blanchard.
Chap.—S. S. J. Porter.
Man.—H. 1’. Sweetser.
Guard.—A. W. Doughty.
Sent.—Clias. C. Shaw.
In the literary competitive contest for
the last quarter, the side led by Nellie
Blanchard led the opposing side by 350

points.

The anniversary Sunday school concert held last Sunday night, was interesting and well attended. From the
treasurer’sreport we learn that the penny
contributions during the year amounted
to $115.23 and the amount given by the
school since this system was adopted to
be $1270.73. From tlie superintendent’s
report we learn tlie average attendance to be 83 47-52 which would have been
much larger but for so much sickness
during the first half of the year. The
library of the school contains 530 voland are in good condition; the
umes
number of books distributed during the
year was 1404. A short address on tlie
origin of tlie Sunday school was given by
the pastor.
At tlie semi-annual meeting of the Y.
p. S. C. E. for the election of officers
held last Monday- evening the following
were elected for the ensuing term:
President.—W. W. Wilson.
Vice President.—Geo. D. Sweetser.
Sec’y and Treas.—K. 11. Blanchard.
Chairman ITaver-meeting Com.—A. S. Chase.
Chairman Look-out Com.— F. H. Chase,
Chairman Social Com.—Si S. J. Porter.
Chairman Temperance Com.—P. M. Leighton.
Chairman Music Com,—Ida S. Chase.
Chairman Mlssionery Com.—Carrie F. Wilson.
Chairman Flower Com.—Anna B. Chase.
The amount pledged on the Fulton
System’ fmmissions bv the
society
amounted to $21.
Farmers are busy cutting and hauling
their ice. It is a foot thick and of good

STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
The Bath Times reports Dr. Weeks of
this city as saying that the Garcelon bequest ensures the removal of the Maine
medical school to Portland. They have
already received pledges to the amount
of some $25,000 toward the buildings
which the schools must have, or one half
the required sum, and now that this be-

quest gives them an aunual income—the
$200,000—the remainder of
the $50,000 can probably be secured without delay. The advantages to be gained
interest on

Irom tne cnncai

privileges which woum
be had in the Portland hospitals makes
the removal very desirable from the

faculty’s standpoint.
The Bangor Commercial bears witness
that the registration in Bangor passed off
without any friction of any kind.
W. P. Rice, who engineered the big
iron and coal works deal at Fort Payne,
is back there again, sending out circulars to stockholders requesting them not
to take definite action about the disposition of the property until they communicate with him. This will interest some
of the people who were sufferers by that

unfortunate collapse.

At the annual meeting of the Augusta
Board of Trade oificers were chosen for
the ensuing year. President Ira H. Randall was re-elected; vice presidents M.V.
B. Chase, J. Manchester Haynes, C. S.
Hichborn; treasurer, Treby Johnson;
secretary, Henry G. Staples; directors,

Bangs, George A. Cony, Oscar Holway, Thomas J. Lynch, J. H. Manley, S.
B. Fowler, C. M. Sturgis.

A S.

The first contract of the HollingsworthWhitney Paper Company at Waterville
lias just been given to Bushy & Roe,
which is for the excavation of 25,000 feet
of earth in opening up the canal be-

island” and the Winslow
Work will commence Thursday

tween
shore.

by

a

“the

large

crew.

The trustees of the insane hospital
have yoted to increase -the compensation
of the Augusta Water Company for water furnished the hospital, from $1400
per year to $2000: It Was shown that the
amount of water furnished was about
double what it was when the contract
was

made.

Hr. J. M. Twitolieli will retain his position as clerk in the office of the State
Board of Agriculture.
Recent
UciVU

investigation::
ill

&iivyvix

iii

Machiasport

ULUtli UlAO

bUH

jlu>uijj

are two granite quarries, a limestone and
marble quarry, and a large deposit of
slate, The most valuable of these pro-

perties probably is now leased and being
worked- by the
Machiasport Granite
quality.
quarry of light red
Sagwa tribe red men will adopt three Company. This is athe
water front, and
and possibly four pale faces at their granite, .situated on
of land. This
some
15
acres
covering
council fire next Friday niglit.
now
incorporated, has a capiDr. C. T. Moulton arrived lioihe last company,
Monday in quite poof health. He has tal of $10,000, divided into 100 shares, 00
been stopping for the past few months of which are sold and held together by
citizens of the town.
with relatives near Boston, Mass.
JSoothbay.
•Sheriff John E. Kelley is on the sick
list. We hope he may soon be out again.
Mrs. Joseph L. Dodge, who has been
quite ill for sometime is now very feeble.
Her many friends regret her failure.
Mi. Frank W. Adams and Andie Lawson were united in marriage the 24th
inst.
J. L. Dodge & Sou have purchased a

threshing machine which they
intend to put in their mill in place of
the old machine. The old one they
offer for safe.
W. H. Sherman has bought out his
brother’s. half of the Holton farm in
Booth bay Harbor and will move thereon
in' early spring,
The Knickerbocker Tec Co. have been
scraping their ponds, also East Boothhay Ice'" Co. Meadotv covo and other
Co’s in town. Tee is from 9 to 19 inches
thick.
E. C. Dodge has sold his mill to
Boot’idav Harbor parties who will move
all the machinery lit the spring. It is
unde; stood that the Boothbay Marine
BailwayTuts made the contract.
new

Yitrm'.mth.

Egan Becoming Popular in Chill.

New Yobk,February 3.—A Valparaiso
special to the Herald says the resolution
introduced Monday in the House of Re-

at Washington, requesting
President Harrison to recall Minister
Egan caused much surprise in Valparaiso
and Santiago. There has been an entire
change in public feeling toward Egan in
Chili since the settlement of the diplomatic tangles that have been disturbing
His
the relations of the two countries.
attitude seems now to be better underservices in protecting
stood and his
many prominent members of the Congressional party from the vengeance of
the late dictator, and in granting an
asylum to refugees who sought theAmerican legation after the downfall of Bal-

presentatives

maceda,
as

are

now

having been
He

generally recognized

both humane and proper.

Their Origin, Manners, Customs and
/ Method of Living.
The

.Boston, Mass., February 3.—J. Fair-

General Impression Regarding
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Not I-ilie Civilization.

A reporter has had the novel pleasure
of
pf passing an evening with a family
at their
blooded
full
gypsies
genuine
home in this city.
To the average reader rliis statement
will not appear particularly startling
nor interesting, for the average reader
is probably not sufficient,y conversant
with gypsies and their ways to be interested in a family of them which journeyed
home in
across the water to make a new
the United States.
It is safe to say that the popular idea
of gypsies is far from being correct. All
have seen our wandering nomads travel-

ing along

our

highways

or

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
They

are

going

at a

iurs at

great sacrifice. !Vow is your opportunity
a low price.
They must be closed out.

■’

jr.

NEGLIGEE

and good first class lints too.

SHIRTS

at

than

less

half: price

close

to

v

We have

only

a

short time to close this stock out and it must go before
we remove

to our new

large

store.

Last season’s
are, but “Will

-I

Aja-V

v

■;

:

...

We don’t see half as many people on
Carnet floor as we ought. Is it because we are so far dowu town?
Surely It is worth the little extra
walk, or if not the car fare can be
saved three times over on a small purchase.
There’s another thing we want t^
say right here and that is, that we
have always made it a rule never tty

eodtf

buy

*

FITTINGS, VALVES,
SHAFTINC,
HANGERS,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

Heavy Velvets,
Superior Brussels,
and Agra Wools.

CHASE & SON & CO.
57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

Me.
Portland,
d(5m

janl9

The use of Castoria' is so universal and
its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach.”
Carlos Martyr, D. D.,
New York City.
Pastor
Bloomingdale Reformed Church.
Late
_

Rooms $1.00 per

For several years I have recommended
Castoria, and shall always continue to
do so as it has invariably produced beneficial
results.”
Edwin F. Pardee. M. D.,
Tbs Winthrop,” 125th Street and 7th Ave.,
New Tort City.

Day

and Upwards

Appointments and Cuisine unexcelled, and
every attraction for both permanent and transient guests. Located in the commercial centre
of tire city and provided with large sample
rooms for travelling men.

_

HOW THEY LIVE.

No 399 1-2

S&Thlymm

are

Congress Street, Portland.

a cure.

Safe Investments?

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal axel

Honest

and Conservative

Dr. Keed will not ask you any questions in
way In regal'd to your diseases, aud after
have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are striekly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the culference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
becoming an entranced medium. There
as been a great many people who have lost
tlielr lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 aim., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence aud
ago and one stamp, $3.00.
my22d9m
any
you

Management.

THE FUNDS OF THE

UNITED STATES REALTY CO

Eersoo

Home Company, under Boston management, are invested only in centrally located Bminess
Property In growing cities
Every stockholder is a partowner of such pronerty. Investors of $100 or $10, 00 Oreceive
PPR

CMT

PER ANNUN3, BY COUPONS ATTACH ED TO
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
BANK IN THE COUNTRY.

The rentals of Company’s property are earning a considerable surplus above
this amount.

The Policy plans of the UNION*
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Cue. Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years. Limited Pay
mem Lile and Endowments.

Offcehs: President, E, B. PHIEEIPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads;
WM. APPLETON RUST, Treasurer, Director Blackstone National Dank ; Hon. J. <J. A.
BRACKETT, Counsel.
Write for Circular, or call at office, ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING. STATE ST., BOSTON.

N. S.
sepo

Agent for Portland and vicinity, 185 Middle St., Porthnd.
eotiom

GARDINER,

___
~
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Fairford Southern Fine Flooring.

i

This is
or

a

rift

splinter

It will not sliver
flooring.
will out-last three ordinary

sawn

aud

floors.

Every

oue who is building aud thinks of using
Southern pine should see It.
Write for particulars, or call on
8. H. & A. R. DOTEN.
*94 to 504 Fore aud 279 Commercial Sts.
SeplOeodOms*
Portland, lie.

Paint.

eod&wly

marls

To remove paint, fold some soft cloth
several times and lay the soiled article
on it.
Wet the spots with benzine and
rub -with a woolen cloth. Pour on more
benzine and rub again. Repeat as often
as may be necessary.—Good Housekeep-

GEORGE

C.

HOPKINS,

Counsellor at

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
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For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
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VELOURS DRAPERIES,
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IMPORTED VIENNA DRAPERIES,
Ur 353.33. Reed. MEDIUM TARGOMAN DRAPERIES.
CHOICE IRISH POINT DRAPERIES,
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

The Cestaur Compant, 77 Murray Street, New York.

pass through. They
tremely courteous.
They remain frequently several weeks
in one camp. Reaching a town they
hire a camping ground, which is usually
a large field affording sufficient pasturage for their horses and donkeys. The
tents are pitched, the camp made and
then the men begin to buy and sell
horses—this in England and Scotland is
called “coping,” it being difficult to cope
with a gypsj °n horse dealing—and the
women devote their spare time to basket
making and fortune telling. There is a
throng of visitors about their camp the
greater portion of the time, and a tribe
usually takes more money out of a town
than it brings in.
The camp is a model of picturesqueThe tents are small affairs, the
ness.
grassy soil being the floor, generally covered with dry leaves gathered from the
neighboring hedgerows. In front from
a tripod hangs a large kettle, and the
women wearing dresses and shawls oi
bright gay colors combine to make the
The gypsies
scene a most cheery one.
are great tea drinkers and brew the beverage in a way that would have delighted the heart of “Hairy Gamp.”—New
York Recorder.
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Under new Management. Both Amer'n & Europ nPIans

your

As a rule the gypsies are superior tc
many of the people whose countries they

are

BOSTON, MASS.

gestionj

Without injurious medication.
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Our facilities for making and laying
perfect, charges are reasonable.
we have always from 125,000 to
150,000 yards in stock, it is our privilege to show the most complete line iu
patterns and styles to be seen anywhere outside Boston or \ew York.
If you have a room or two to carpet,
bring your measure; we have always
ft few lengths just about room sizes,
that come cheaper, being sold at a cut
from regular price of the goods.

AMERICAN HOUSE

Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

KEELER & POCOCK, Froprs.

;

cheap grade Carpets..

Fine Axminster,
Choice Wiltons,

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

«>

common,

satisfactory.
We can please the most fastidious.
We have an elegant stock of

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

“Castoria is so well adapted to children that
it as superior to any prescription
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
known to me.”
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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We argue that of all unsatisfactory!
things a poor carpet is the most un4

in 1496. thev

I recommend

well,”
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wear

us.

NOW AT 222 MIDDLE STREET, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
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patterns! Tes, they

they

judge is the great question with you.
That part of the matter we can guarantee.
They are [the product of the
best mills.
It is all nonsense for housekeepers to
pay out ten, fifteen or twenty cents a
more than is
yard
necessary. Don’t
doit. Save money by purchasing of

M iRY, the Hatter and Furrier,

One Charles Bosworth, a gypsy “king,”
lived and flourished at Bossington in
Yorkshire in 1709. According to all accounts Charles was a roistering blade
and enjoyed himself to the utmost.
History informs us th^t he “was a mad
spark, mighty fine and brisk, keeping
company -with a great many gentlemen,
knights and esquires.” An idea of the
social standing of the gypsies can be
formed when in 1750 the Prince and
Princess of Wales journeyed to Norwood
to visit “Queen” Margaret.
Like the Jews, the gypsies have foi
centuries been a greatly oppressed race,
and great injustice has been done them.
As late as 1872 forty-seven of them were
arrested in Germany upon various
charges and imprisoned. When they
came to trial not one of the charges
could be sustained and they were all released.

_

BRUSSELS,
Wools and Unions.

We have only four of them, real Wolf, at half price.
UiDBB£LLAS A>i> BAGS at the same discount as other goods.

England.

j ing.

lot.

Tapestry Brussels,

made bullets and cannon balls.
No one should for a moment think
that gypsies are either poor, careless as
to their personal appearance or shunned
socially by the people with whom they
come in contact.
Many gypsies are very
“well fixed” financially, and few if any
in Europe or on the Continent are not
well supplied with all the necessaries of
life. They own valuable horses, fine
wagons and caravans, comfortable tents
and furnishings. In return, they have
been entertained by kaiser and pope on
the Continent, and by dukes and earls in

Benzine Takes Out

the

out
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two or

•sire a carpet or two to make the
floor* a* attractive as the rest of the
fari/Mvings. (>f cotB'se: you can’t tell
by rending this notice <>,fours, whether
we isave'any thing Unit would suit you,
fitit we feei tolerably sure that if you
v. iit kindly call on us on
Monday, you
will not only be agreeably surprised at
the prices of the Carpets, but will buy
if you are intending to renovate a room
or two.
We make a rule to keep no old stock
on hand; the Carpets we offer at the
reduced prices are line quality.

Collars, Cui'i's, Shirts and Braces at such a big discount you can't help
buying if you see them.

Gypsies have figured as engravers,
metal and iron workers, actors, artists,
musicians, clergymen, evangelists, carpenters, physicians and so on. Working upon iron and metals appears to
have been their forte, however, next to
dealing in horses. In 1726 they cast a
large bell at Edgehill, and at about the
same period they practiced engraving
on pewter, lead and copper.
Gypsies
also conducted an iron foundry near St.

are

Portland, that

r

At the greatest discount, you ever saw',

NEITHER POOR NOR LAZY.

bright and

secure

We venture to say there

It is made up
it was centuries ago.
of the Egyptian, Hindoostanee, Roumanian and other languages.
Gypsies are scattered over all Europe,
and there are today over 70,000 of them
on that continent. It is not known when
first they left their native country and
began to make their appearance in EuThey entered Germany in 1122,
rope.
and as early as 1531 many of them were
in Scotland, following the occupations
of actors and dancers and tinkers. They
are known to this day in Scotland as
“tinklers.” The better and more progressive class of gypsies seem to have
adopted Great Britain as their home.
While the men have as a rule followed
horse trading as a business, and the
women fortune telling and basket making, they have turned their hands to
nearly all trades and occupations.

are

to

1 hree hundred house* in

as

TTnne'arv.

of Them.

bivoucking

originally from Egypt. They have a
language of their own, the Romanee
chick, or "Gypsy tongue,” which is still
preserved and spoken almost as purely

Tn

Attention!

You Hay Be One

and six of them will substantially say:
“People who travel about the country
and exist by doing as little work as they
can and by stealing all they can lay their
hands upon.”
This impression is all wrong and there
are few, very few. genuine gypsies in
this country.
Gypsies are a distinct race and nationality in themselves: as distinct as the
Germans are from the Chinese or the
Russians from the Americans. They are
suppose to come, as their name indicates,

AnHrpw’s.

AT THE
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in their filthy tents and still more filthy
is
camps. Ask ton people what a gypsy

May Succeed Mr, i'urbcr.

field Phillips, general agent of the Boston & Maine at Lowell, Mass., is prominently mentioned as successor to General Manager Furber, of the Boston &
Maine.
He is of great executive force
and thoroughly acquainted with the bus-

Yarmouth'Tirxis Band, Professor
Blnuchard, director, will give their sec- iness.
The

miscellaneous.
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A full line of SWISS, MADRAS and
NOTTINGHAM. Our stock taking has
revealed many odd lots of extra value,
that are worthy of examination.
You
•an’t tell until you see them either as
to their suitability or how much of a
bargain they are, but when you do
took at them closely, we are satisfied
you won’t want to miss the chance,
some are half original price.
TURCOMAN TABLE COVERS are
ilso marked down considerably.
All over the store you can find something you would like and it will not
be the prices that will keep you from
buying, neither need the lack of cash
prevent you for we are ready to make
lgreeable terms without extra charge*
Every necessary article for the com'ort, convenience or ornamant of your
iomes is to be Iny! here.
We Hone to see you on Monday on our
j sarpet floor or where the C hamber
jets are being shipped out at about
iveperceiil over cost. You might
1 ook over the entrance floor thoroughly
viieu you come in as we have a lot of
] ’iano Lumps. Fancy Chairs and Piciues i hat were sent too late for the
loliday trade. No trouble to select a
I fargaiu or two here.
We close at
Elevator to every floor.
( I p. m.
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The LONESTAR

Cotton

HEADQUARTERS

Picking Company
STOCK

Can be had for

a short time at S5.00:
per
Share by Calling on

XV.
XX.
fe(>2d2w

Wentworth.,

81 mvktue

street,

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE

STS.,

Portland, Me.
Bran olios, —auburn, ban[OK, BATH, in ODE-FORD, GARDINER
OR WAY, OLIlTOWN, ROCKLAND AND
\ VATF.RYLLLE,
‘
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MISCELLANEOUS.

A TALK ABOUT JOKES.

FOR SCROFULA
scrofulous humor

How

in the blood,

Arc Written and Distrib-

They

uted Through the

ulcers, catarrh, and

Papers.

consumption,
use

Thing That Many Try Their Hands

A

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Write About

The most

to

economical,
safe, speedy,

and

blood*purifiers.
Has Cured Others
will cure you.
•

Jfr. Burgess is one of our Bargest
Grocers in this city« and by honest

dealing has acquired for himself
a first-class reputation.
I have used

Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup,
satisfaction.

with the best of

mation there is
for the

cure

qualities

extra

In my estipreparation equals it

no

of
is

Dyspepsia. One
that it gives

of

its

almost

instant relief for all distress caused by food
water. I have sold it to my customers
and in all cases it has proved its merits,
or

and I safely recommend it to any one
troubled with disordered stomach. No one
can help praising it after giving it. a trial.
Yours respectfully,
Fred Burgess.
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On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Bead guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, heartburn.

Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipatiou. And why will it cure? BeRelaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
cause

it is
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anH

liprhs.
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Alcohol

from

Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Grotlfer’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

or
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THE 6R0DER DYSPEPSIA CURE

L1U£ diWUUU
a certain

COMPANY,

WHAT TO EAT
with
many people because but
few articles of food agree
with them. The doctor says
difficult

problem

AVOID GREASE
and the result is unpalatable food. The reason the

physician objects

to grease
is because lard is the article
most used, and every physician knows that hog
grease in any shape is unhealthy and indigestible.
Every one interested in
pure and healthful food
hails with joy the new product

GOTTOLENE
which is composed of pure
cottonseed oil and pure beef
not
suet—nothing else
It is better than
even salt.
either lard or butter for all
cooking purposes, and one
pound of Cottolene will do
—

as much as two

pounds

TV UU/U

ot

5 Central Wharf, Boston.

Not
q

Cure-All.
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BoSh the public and the medical

profession are suspicious of a
remedy that promisee to cure everything. Rheumatism, Neuralgia and

Sciatica are diseases of a distinct class. Cure of
for
either of these terrors is work and glory enough
one medicine.
Atb-Io-pho-ros does relieve and euro
Rheumatism, etc., but it attempts nothing more. It
is, in itself, absolutely harmless. Yet, in a sure and
scientific way it expels the acids which produce rheumatic and neuralgic troubles. In many instances it has

miracles.-Mary S.Wcrt, Kenoza
80
Are., Haverhill, Mass., writes: “I known man
who from
peers old, Mr. Pickett, Georgetown, Maes.,
being entirely unable to work because of Ithcumatifm
it now comfort blcand able to take care of Ins garden
—all from Ath-to-pho-ros.”-it per bottle. All
Druggists. The Athlophoros Co.,New Haven, Conn.
Treatise on RheumaSism free. Write for it.
almost worked
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joke which it has reshort time before.
There are about twenty-five papers that
use and pay for jokes, and unless a
funny man has some system he is likely
to send the same jokes twice to the same
paper. One of the best systems has been
devised by a young man who has written several thousand jokes since he began, two years ago. He writes anywhere from ten to twenty-five jokes, and
then numbers them on the back each
with the same number. He writes this
number at the head of the page in a
miniature account book and devotes a
lino to each paper. He recently gave
the writer a page from this book, and it
is here copied:
jected

N. K. FAIRBANKS. CO.,
CHICAGO, and

p8

a

another paper a

lard or butter, and it costs
less than either.
Every housekeeper that
tries Cottolene will find in
it just what she wants.
Beware of imitations—get
the genuine of your grocer.

se

Jokes

in
weekly English publication
the writer sees sometimes as many as
four or five in a single issue. The prices
of jokes range from twenty-five cents to
three dollars.
Each funny man has a system of his
own, but in a general way the jokes are
sent outin batches of fifteen or twenty to
each paper in turn. It would seem that
the paper that pays the most would command the first choice, but this does not
always follow, for the funny man likes
to get his rejected matter back quickly
so that he can turn it over to another
paper, and sometimes for this reason he
will send his batch of jokes out to a
paper that pays a dollar and pays cash,
rather than to a paper that pays a little
more and keeps him waiting for his
money, particularly if his rent is nearly
due.
Of course the most successful
funny man is he who has a business
knack about him and the foresight
to keep enough cash ahead so that he
can afford to wait a little while for his
money and get more of it. The price
paid doe3 not always determine the
quality of a joke.
A paper which pays but fifty cents for
its jokes may have a better selection
than one which pays a much larger
price. Editors are obliged to read so
much funny matter that it is not strange
that their mental focus should occasionally need readjustment. It frequently
happens, for instance, that a paper
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Twenty-five

Must

ful with anxiety over the child’s life.
Whole houses are furnished by jokes,
and the bright feather on the bonnet of
the funny man’s wife may be the symbol
of a passing thought, caught and placed
in the mouths of imaginary beings,
who are continually standing on corners
or reclining in easy chairs, as we see
them printed in the funny papers. The
joke business is as much a branch of trade
as the baker’s, and is just as serious a
matter to the people who make their
living by it. But there are comparatively few men who follow this occupation. and practically no women, so that
in a column of jokes it is no uncommon
thing to see several which were written
by the same man, though originally published by different papers.
A very large number of young men
who enter the newspaper field try to
write jokes during some part of their
While
career, but most of them fail.
hundreds are writing jokes, but few succeed in their efforts, and even these few
are handicapped in many ways by circumstances. The man who makes a
business of writing jokes and has his
living to make out of it must be prolific
and capable of continuing for an indefinite period. Not more than half a dozen
men in the whole country do this.
The
rest earn their living in other ways, writing jokes when they can, to make their
income larger.
The most successful writer of dialogue
jokes that ever lived was undoubtedly
Philip H. Welch, who flourished on the
New York Sun, and whose sad death in
February, 1889, is still remembered by
thousands.
Mr. Lord, the managing
editor of The Sun, told me recently that
he had seen Welch turn in fifty jokes a
day for a month at a time. These jokes
he would distribute around among the
various papers. His income was said to
be about $7,000 a year, but in reality it
His jokes are still
was less than this.

Mr. FRED BURGESS, Waterville, Me.

—
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Keep the Wolf from the Door.
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Testifies :

Succeed

[Special Correspondence.!
New York, Jan. 28.—The joke column, which is a feature of every well
ordered newspaper, is an interesting
thing to study. Most of the jokes of
today are in the form of dialogues, but
oftentimes the best and brightest sayings are contained in a single line.
These jokes, gathered from all sources
and invariably credited to the various
papers where they originate, are as
much an article of commerce as the
queer carvings that you see displayed in
the windows of Swiss villages, and they
command a certain scale of prices varying according to the standard of the
papers in which they appear. 'Whole
families are supported by them. The
milk which the funny man’s baby sucks
from its bottle is bought with the bright
saying which came to the father the
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When the jokes have been returned
by several papers and the lot has dwindled down somewhat, he puts two or
three lots together and sends them down
the long list of papers that pay from
twenty-five to fifty cents. Out of a
lot of 2,000 jokes he still has on hand
between 400 and 500 which he has been
unable to dispose of, but he keeps them
with the idea of rewriting them some
day. The most annoying thing the
funny man has to contend with is the
delay in getting back his manuscript

He is oftentimes debarred from writing
current jokes and obliged to fall back
on oiu suDjects, Decause ne Knows that
the first paper will keep his matter so
long that when it is returned many of
the ideas will be stale, and yet the editors cannot be blamed for this. They
are wonderfully conscientious in their
duties, and the vast mass of material
they receive necessitates much work.
Each lot, as a rule, is carefully read,
unless it bears unmistakable evidence of
worthlessness. A joke or a good idea
for a cartoon is a thing that may be
picked up in an out of the way place,
and so the editor of a humorous paper
is usually on the lookout for something
good in MS. that shows on its face that
it was not written by a professional.
The editor of one of the leading fiumy
papers said to the writer not long ago
that he got many of his ideas in this
way. “Away back in the interior districts,” he said, “a man will treasure up
a joke all the year until Christmas,
when he will get hard up and send it in.
And often it will be a good one too.”
The best papers sometimes send a check
for the matter accepted in a few days
after it has been accepted and sometimes
r\n
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however, if he tries, has little difficulty
in getting spot cash for his matter.
The methods of writing jokes vary
according to the individual. An artist
who writes his own jokes says that as
he is walking along the street he will
see a striking figure. This he will treasure up in his mind, or make a rough
sketch of it, until he finds another figure
to go with it. Then he has them talk
to each other, and thus evolves a joke,
One
or something that approaches it.
of the most successful joke writers of
the present day says that he makes it a
rule to write twenty-five jokes after dinner every night.
Sometimes ho will
write twenty of them in an hour, and it
will take him two hours more to grind
out the other five. Another writes immediately after breakfast.
He begins by shutting out the real
world and calling up in his imagination
For instance, he
a world of hia own.
He
sees in his mind a grocery store.
walks inside. There is the grocer leaning over the counter with a sugar and
sand smile on his face, and there is the
grocer’s boy and there is the innocent
customer, and then he makes them
talk. Sometimes they talk themselves,
he says, before he has time to start them.
Usually the next scene will be in sharp
contrast to this—a church, or a luxuriIn regard to the
ous dwelling house.
income, this same funny man says that
at one time when he wrote twenty jokes
a day he averaged fifty cents for each
joke he wrote, including those rejected,
and that when he wrote fifteen a day
his total income was just as much.
Still another who has been at it for
years and whose jokes are quoted all
over the world, says he never writes unless he feels like it. Then he will write
a vast quantity of matter and from this
he will cull out the best.
It is a mistake to suppose that funny
wtju are
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that the capacity to write something
humorous indicates a happy disposition.
The reverse is usually the case. It is
often true that a man’s capacity for
humorous work is in direct ratio with
his capacity for sorrow. The bright
picture that is called up in your mind
by a piece of newspaper humor is often
produced in an atmosphere of gloom. In
fact, the consideration of how the publie is likely to regard your work often
creates this atmosphere.
The writer was recently talking with
a funny man about this, when the latter
reached into his desk and drew forth a
piece of manilla paper. “1 sat down and
wrote this the other night,” said he,
“while 1 was waiting for the dinner bell
It shows the way I feel someto ring.
times:”
“My son, do you call to mind our old
friend, Charlie Lamb, who flourished a
little while back and who used to get
up so early in the morning to write
jokes that he hardly gave the earth time
enough to turn around? How would you
like, when the first gray streaks of light
are falling in line inside your bedroom
window, to be awakened by the gentle
tintinnabulation of your patent alarm
clock to the grim fact that you have got
to write a certain number of jokes before breakfast? How would you like,
day after day, to call up to your whipping post the worn out slaves of your
imagination and scourge them into
yielding up their meager stock of humor? How would you like to be followed continually by the dim ghost of
some gaunt joke, to have him dog your
steps wherever you go, to be always
reaching out to throttle him and grasp-

USEFUL CANINE.

A

Earning Its Board and
Good Doe This.
More Too.

Other

correspondents

omit mention of

machines by dog
sperating washing
find that women most appower; but I
the washing, and
preciate the dog doing
that a well bred bird dog is the best for
also otherwise useful
endurance, and is
owing to his great intelligence and willa friend who manuingness. Having
factures churns, washing machines and
heard of the practidog powers, 1 have
cal experience of many people. My English setter, weighing fifty-five pounds,
lent to

run a

beginning.

I believe that setter

dogs

possess the

greatest endurance, even greater than
horses, and that along with the collies
and most easily
they are the most willing
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good lesson. Tie them
or, preferably, hold them by the collar
and encourage them by “petting.” For
an unwilling dog the power should be
set with a steep pitch. Pinching the
toes is more apt to discourage than help
In purchasing a power, look out
a dog.
for the pinching fault and get one with
a track that is easily adjusted, so as to
increase the pitch to enable the same
weight of dog to do heavier work as the
butter comes. My dog was a capital
companion for children, an excellent
watchdog, very good for driving cows
as well as for game, and no tidy housewife could find fault with her. Assuredly she earned her board.—F. N. in Rural
New Yorker.
taught by

one
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About Turkeys.
There are some pretty and showy varieties of fancy turkeys, but the only
breed that is profitable on the farm is the
Bronze turkey, of which tangly speci-

Where the Heat Is Very Great.
The heat along the coasts of the
Red sea almost realizes the famous
East Indian story of a Calcutta man who,
seeing his wife burned to ashes by the
sun while rashly venturing out on the
balcony after lunch, called out to his
servant, “John, sweep up your mistress,
and bring another bottle of champagne.”
A year or two ago one of the Italian
generals of division in Egypt insisted, in
spite of all remonstrances, on sending a
detachment of 1,200 men across the open
country in the daytime; and the result
was that when that terrible march ended
not one man of the 1,200 was fit to shoulder his rifle, and not a few of them had
died outright.
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American Piano Music Collection.
OLD FAMILIAR TUNES WITH FIGURES.
A

rare

62 pages.

NE PLUS ULTRA PIANO COLLECTION.
160

pages.
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Brilliant but easy pieces.

WAR SOISTGrS.

Fire,Smoke and Water!

Grand Armv and
Memorial Sontrs. with
choruses, for male voices; the solo may be sung

by any voice.

AMERICAN BALLAD COLLECTION.
The music in this book bought separately,
would oost nearly $20. 210 pages.

at

retail,

ENTIRE

SONGS.

COLLEGE

Over
The greatest compilation ever made.
200,000 copies already sold. All the popular
Latest revised
songs; over 100 a number.
to date.

OLD FOLKS’ CONCERT TUNES.
Father Kemp’s collection; over 100 tunes,
universally used in Old Folks’ Entertainments,

Collection.

American Dance Music
Modern,

LARRABEE.

G.

MANSON

book collection for private or public

STREET.

MIDDLE

246

The selected gems of Faust, Arditi, Spindler,
etc. 216 pages.

parties.

■■■

ODD LOTS.
Great Bargain Week.

Music Books.

new

Ne Plus Ultra

and fresh music.

21G

ITS,

a

Cents’

ringing chorus.

GK of the best American songs,
chorus. 216 pages.

eacli with

a

ringing

Agents for Decker Bros., Fischer, andShoninger Pianor. Wilcox & White Automatic Organs.
Pianos exchanged, or sold on instalments.
For Musical Instruments. Strings, etc., send to
John C. Haynes & Co., Boston.

DITSON

STOCK OF

CL

K,_

pages.

American Song and Chorus Book.

OLIVER

j

Song and Chorus Collection.

Each song has

,

Furnishings,

To be closed out in 30
regardless of cost.

days

COMPANY,

453-463 Washington Street, Boston.
lawTh&eowtf
jan5

MEN’S
Ruhlier Goods a Specialty.
Stylish

dim
_

Overshoes

“Tho’ short my stature,'yet my smell extends

Farmers and Mechanics.
Keep your Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S. MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress Higli Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOB EVERYBODY
mens are

Men’s $2.00, $3.00, and $4.00 Shoes
represented below. The Bronze

black
or Narragansett tnrkey and the wild
turkey. The wild bird is the finest
specimen of this fowl in existence, but
it cannot be domesticated. The gobbler
of the wild turkey is sometimes captured weighing 40 pounds. The Bronze
gobbler attains even a larger growth,
is

a cross

between the old

reaching occasionally nearly 50 pounds.
But for breeding purposes the male bird
| should not weigh over 80 pounds, or the
or less than 14 pounds.
j female overof18the
The picture
gobbler here shown is
from Felch’s Poultry Culture.

MEN

YOUNG

common

Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes.
$3.00 Shoes vs. all other
You please examine and

BROWN’S
$3.00 Shoes.

report.

Round the
UNION
dec31

Corner,

STATION,

461

j

j Sign

T O Heaven xuseii

ALSO ORGANS

THURSTON,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dec'24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

CLASS

PIANOS
FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

ORGANS
Very Fancy
Turkey hens indicate the proper time
to rear their young by beginning to lay
just when they are ready. They generally produce twenty-six to thirty eggs.
If any moro are laid they are not apt to
be fertile. Not more than seventeen
should be put under the turkey hen to
hatch. The rest may be set under a common hen and given to the mother turkey
when hatched. Change the young turkey coop from its place a couple of feet
every day, as turkeys must not roost in
the same spot like chickens. If made to
lo so the young ones will die. In their
food Felch says this, “Avoid wheat
screenings, for often a wild seed in it
(vill produce diarrhea, which is a very
prevalent ailment with them.”
Are you a horse breeder? The hackney
is ou the verge of a boom in
America.
if the farmer looks about and combines with his neighbors, the middleman cannot get all the profits on milk.
iorse

The retail milk dealers of Chicago
have combined, claiming that their action was made necessary by a rise in
prices on the part of the farmers, whc
save formed an association and control
15.000 out of 20,000 cans brought to that
;itv

everv

mornihflt

or

edly

W.

decl7

AT

Plain at

dtf

THE

—

MIKADO LAUNDRY,

c. If. GUPPY & CO.,
FOUR SIXTY-THREE
CONGRESS STREET.
MD
_eodtt

janl9
CITY

are about to add to our laundry business
a stock of Chinese and Japanese Fancy
Goods, and also a choice line of tea. All goods
are imported direct from China, and are of the

EDUCATIONAL.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, i
February 1, 1892. I
Orderf.d. That it shall be unlawful for any
a
sled or other vehicle
to
slide
with
person
upon any street except those assigned and
viz:
The following named
below,
designated
streets have been assigned on which to coast,
sidewalks of these streets not to be used for

coasting:
Melbourne street to Eastern Promenade.
Turner street to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett street, from Hanson’s lane to Eastern Promenade.
Atlantic to Fore street, and thence to Mountfort street.
Hancock to Fore street.
Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson, from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo, from Cumberland to Back Bay.

Pearl, from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar, from Oxford to Lincoln street.

Alder, from Portland to Kennebec street.
Brattle, from Portland to Kennebec street.
Oak, from Prospect to Cumberland street.
Avon, from Deering to Cumberland street.
Cotton, from Free to Fore street.
State, from Cumberland to Portland street.
Danforth, from High to Center street.
Mellon, from Congress to Portland street.
Winter, from Gray to Danforth street,
Weymouth, from Congress to Portland street.
Danforth, from Vaughn to West Commercial
street
Hampshire, from Middle to Fore street.
Oxford, from Washington to Anderson street.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Marshal’s Office, )
February 1, 1892. (
All persons are respectfully requested to take
notice that sliding upon other streets than those
designated above will not be allowed.
feb2d3t
HOBATIO HIGHT, City Marshal.
CITY

OF

PORTLAND.

PRINTEHS

Rules and Orders will, until Thursday, the 4th inst., at 5 o’clock p. m.,
receive bids for printing, stitching and binding
in paper, one hundred copies of the Revised
Ordinances of the City of Portland, about two'
hundred pages, small pica. The bid to be per
page, size of the “Auditor’s Annual Report.”
Title and outside page to be counted.
Bids may be left at the City Clerk's office,
CHARLES R. LEWIS.
directed to
Chairman Of Committee.
fob2d3t
February 1, 1892.

THE

U,

Committee

on

*

s

Cf

MISS A. L. SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand and
BROWN

Myrtle Street, Near City Hall.

5

undoubt-

“OYIOY” you

||0|
CDQ
IVknLkflO

TO

—

P. HASTINGS’.
—

an

If yon have never tried one do so at
We’ll take our chances as to your
once.
favorite brand in future.

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.
—

satisfied smoker?

are.

eodtf

PIAA^O ?

BRONZE TURKEY HEN.

a

If you smoke

of Gold Boot.

m AUGHT

FIRST

Are yon

ana eartn s romuiusii euus.

Congress St.

Old birds make the best breeders.
Their value in this field is greatest from
The bronze turkey
2 years old up to 12.
retains the wild instinct, so far as to be Be more beautiful, more
pleasing,
possessed of a mania for stealing its nest more appropriate, more greatly deor
than a
WIFE
DAUGHTER
sired
Felch
diit.
1.
K.
Mr.
out and hiding
by
rects the poultry raiser to humor this really good
fancy of tho hen turkey so far as to
cheat her into the belief that she is
hiding her nest. He lays a barrel upon
its side on the ground and then buries it NAUGHT CAN.
in the soil to one-third of its diameter.
THURSTON’S
He puts earth into it up even with the
it
with
outside
and
covers
of
the
ground
PIANO HOUSE
sod. This he presses down in the center
into the shape of an oval hole large
Supplies these in perfection.
enough to hold twenty eggs. The outside of the barrel is hidden by piling
green brush upon it and sticking green
boughs into the earth about it. A cluster Conte and see or send for Cataof nests may be placed in this way and
logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.
a low fence put about them, such a one
as the turkey can easily climb over. Mr.
Felch says this plan is so successful that
when it is adopted not a turkey hen will
roam off to nest.

S.

Street.

Middle

181
jan23

For your long, Narrow, Slim Feet.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,

ing nothing?

“No doubt vou have pictured to yourself that it would be nice and pleasant
to be a real live humorist and to carry
around in your pocket a lot of assorted
jokes, but you won’t find it so nice and
pleasant when your critics complain
that there is no meat in them. My
friend, you won’t like it so well when
you are introduced over and over again
to the man who tells you he thinks some
of your jokes are very good—with the
You won’t like to
accent on the some.
be laughed at when you mean to be serious, and to be frowned on when you
mean to be funny; to be trying continually to rise to the occasion and never
quite getting there. No, my dear boy,
you won’t have a little painted globe all
to yourself done up in bright colors to
the queen’s taste.”
How do you think you would like it,
Tom Masson.
reader?

■kTpTaie

s

---

washing

machine at
the Pennsylvania and New Jersey state
and various county fairs, and invariably
attraction on
proved about the greatest
the grounds. At the Danbury (Conn.)
fair a bench show was also in progress,
and various breeds were tested for
"breaking in.” My dog did good daily
work for three consecutive weeks, and
at the end as at the
was just aa willing
was

Ditson

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Typewriting

BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

my29eodtf

Send for circular.

MISS E. W, THURSTON,

Teacher of the Violin
PUPIL OF EICHBERG,
will receive pupils September

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

ST.,

Thurston’s Piano House. 3
Street Block, Portland.
aug27

or

1st,

Free
dGm

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

MAINE SAYINGS BANK,
No. 198 Middle Street.
of the

Meeting
Corporation
THEbe Annual
held at their Banking Booms
the 10th inst.. at 3 o’clock
WEDNESDAY,
SAMUEL ROLFE,
President.
feb3

will

p.

on
m.

ALPHEUS G. ROGERS,
Sec’y and Trcas.
dtd

Before placing your Life Insuianee
Companies outside the State of
send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under file Maine
oet24eodtf
Non-Forfeiture Law.
in

Maine,

WE

finest quality.
We shall be open for business Monday,
cember 21, and shall sell our goods at the

est prices.

Please Call anti Sec Is.

WONG &
dec21

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

Delow-

LEE, PROPRIETORS.
d3m

All “errors of refraction” of the
eves which cause so many headaches. tired, weak and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A. HI. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN
548 1-3

The .Von Forfeitable and incontestable features of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSUKA NCE COMPANY, places them in tile
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

ality.

Congress St.

STEPHEN BERRY,

Book, Jib iiul Card

Printer,

NO. 37PKUM STREKT.

CONSULTATION FREE.
jan24

eodtf

H. E. IVIILLS,
Piano T'u.ia.oa?.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431
febbeodfcf
Congress Street.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

The quarrel in New York between the
Cleveland and Hill factions inspires the
Boston Globe to bring forward Governor
Russell for the Democratic Presidential
candidacy. The Globe says:

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) §6 per year; S3 for si:
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning b;
carrier anywhere within the city limits and a
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at tin
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State -Press. (Weekly) publisher
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip
lion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long oi
short periods may have the addresses of theii
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
Daily Press SI.50 per square, firs:
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inser
lions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every othei
day advertisements, one third less than thess
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Xotices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 pel
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
"A Square” is a space of the width of e
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, Tor Sale and similar ad
vertiseinents, 25 cents per week, in advance
for 40 words or less, no display.
Displayed ad
vertisements under these headlines, and all ad
tisements not paid in advance, will be chargee
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
In

each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub.
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
07 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland, Me.

Registration

The following names have been added
to the list of the Board of Registration:
WARD ONE.
Antoine, Joseph A. Jr., 112 Sheridan.
Alley, Melville B., 10 Wilson.
Burrell, John H., 51 Merrill.
Burke, Martin S., 1 Ponce.
Carr. Edward H., 200 Congress.
Connolly, Timothy J.. rear 39 E Promenade.
Conroy, Edward 1\, 87 Sheridan,
Easton, Wallace E., 57 Sheridan.
Fitzsimmons. Patrick E., 10 Larch.
Griffin, Charles J., 95 Monument.
Gurney. Charles SL 42 Munioy.
Gorivan, Edward P.. 134 Sheridan.
Goorivan, .John P., 134 Sheridan.
Gorham, James A., 57 Cumberland.
Hogan, Martin H., 77 Washington.
Hastings, Christopher J.. 192 Congress.
Harkins, John J., 34 Walnut.

It is now made plain, and is a matter of general observation, that there is an irrepressible
conflict of candidacies in New York. At this
moment there is a distinct probability that when
tile Democratic National Convention meets at
on June 21 next, there will he two rival
Chicago,
sets of delegates from New York. And the
between
them has already taken on such
rivalry
to preclude the possibility that
the convention will be able to so compose their
strife as to nominate either of the two candidates offered
that state without alienating a
vast body of Democratic voters, and putting
the success of the national ticket in extreme
a

complexion

as

by

jeopardy.

feel, therefore, that the time has come to
with increased emphasis the suggestion
made by us last November, that there is no
Democratic leader, in any state from which the
Democratic nominee for President can be prudently taken, whose chances of election would
be nearly so good as those of Governor William
Eustis Russell of Massachusetts,
Governor Russell is a good man, no
We

Irish, Charles M.. 72 Walnut.
Jordan, Willian H., 31 Vesper.
Johnson. John E., 39 North,
Logan. Theodore, 98 Cumberland.
Libby. Arthur. 39 Cumberland.

renew

Robert A.. 57 Cumberland.
Marr, Warren T., 38 Moody.
McManu, Chester J., 20 Morning.
McKay, Thomas, 112 Sheridan.
Harden, William P.. 76 Melbourne.
Norton, George L.. 12 Atlantic.
O’Donnell. James P., 31 Watervillc.
Oliver, Levi S., 71 St Lawrenee.
Pollister, FrcfJeric H„ 42 Quebec.
Rice, William. 91 Munioy.
Sawyer, Charles T., 158 Congress.
Watts, Samuel D., 125 Washington.
Winslow. William H., 67 Congress.
Welsh, Patrick E., 13 Ponce.

McElroy,

doubt, but he has about the same encumbrances as Mr. Cleveland. In the first
place, the Mugwumps like him, and I
Mugwump affection is far from a recommendation to tlie Democracy nowadays.
He is opposed to the free coinage of silver, like Mr. Cleveland, while the great
nf! 4-1.^

-»•

PRESS.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4.
Cleveland appears to be getting a good
deal of applause in the southern states,
but getting delegates is quite another
matter.

The Democratic House refuses to take
the mildest measures to prevent

even

filibustering
time.

and

consequent

As time is money, and

waste
as

ol

tbe time

deal of money, tbe

is a

good
Democrats are very early demonstrating
Holman’s
that their support of Mr.
of

Congress

Mayo.
Anderson, Joseph It.,
Brogan, James I\, 52 Adams.
Bell, John M.. 48 Greenleaf.
Callahan. John J., 28 Newbury.
Canales. Francis P., 86 Monument.
Day, John F., 48 Warren.
Desmond, Fred F.. 13 Newbury.
Gallagher, James H., 59 Fore.
Griffin, Perez T., 69 Oxford.
McShane, Hugh, 49 Oxford.
Haddocks. Bradley B., 11 Mayo.
Lash, Wellington, 125 Newbury.
MeDonougliTwilliam R„ 76 Anderson.

favor of free

coinage. He is too much like
Mr. Cleveland, too, for the support of
Hill and Gorman, and those individuals
are now the practical dictators of the
Democratic party.
Governor Russell is
a good man, but as for the Democratic
presidential nomination—well, “he isn’t
in it.”
If, like the Kilkenny cats, Hill
and Cleveland succeed in destroying' one
another, the nomination is far more likely to go West than to Massachusetts.

Murray. .junu i>., 10.1 '-luuuaicuiu.
Ryan, John P., 9 Anderson.
Smith, Samuel S., 41 Anderson.
Silk, Maurice J., 12 Adams.
Seavey, William H., 7 Boyd.
WARD THREE.

Brownley, Robert A., 19 Quincy.
Blair, James, 215 Cumberland.

economy r esolution

was mere

buncombe.

About a thousand representative Democrats of New York have signed a call for
a mass meeting to protest against Hill’s
snap convention. The convention will
he held all the same, aud Hill will walk
out of it with the Empire State’s delegation to the National

Democratic conven-

tion in his

The fight against

The empress of China takes great interest in the working girls or the Flowery
Kingdom. A few months ago, according
to foreign papers, she established a cloth
and silk factory on the grounds of the

imperial palace Pekin, for the express
purpose of giving employment to women
and girls who had no work. The empress is not allowed by court regulations
to leave the palace grounds, and she
therefore decided to have the factory
where she could watch its progress.
is

A portrait of “Dolly” Madison, misof the White House w,hen the
British invaded Washington in the war
tress
of

1812-14,

is

attracting

attention at

the National Capitol. The likeness was
obtained by copying Gilbert Stewart’s
picture of Mrs. Madison in the Corcoran

Gallery, and adding to this, which merely includes the face and bust, a figure.
r or costume the artist, E. 1-. Andrews,
has relied upon a yellow satin overskirt
and embroidered white petticoat known
to have been worn at one of Mrs. Madi-

son’s reception by another lady of that
day. The picture represents the bewitchHill began too late.
ing “Dolly” in a garden walk, with a
simple background of autumn foliage,
A bill repealing the law prohibiting the a few leaves
being strewn in the pathway
publication of the details of executions in giving color to the foreground.
New York has passed the House.
There
Eudyard Kipling spent his honeymoon
is no doubt that it will pass the Senate in a very Kiplingish fashion after a
It
also and that Governor Slower will sign secret wedding at Portland place.
It
A
tlio lour
nltotroil
Anlw
was said that he took his bride to a quiet
difference its repeal will make will be to retreat in the country. What he actually
relieve the newspapers from the danger
did was to take a four-wheeler for
of having to pay a fine for indulging the Brown’s hotel, two blocks from the
church, where he remained in happy setastes of their readers.
clusion.
Every day
Kipling took
his
to
London lodging to
The everlasting Connecticut row has a cab
his mail. He used to meet reporters
broken out afresh. The Democrats have get
there, who asked him if he knew where
the
House
without
a
quorum
organized
Kipling was.
and propose to compel the attendance of
Frank Carpenter’s picture, “Interna^
absent members. If they undertake to tional Arbitration,” which has been
predo this by physical force, and that is the sented to the
queen by Mrs. Carson of
only effective plan, we do not see why New York, has been received at Bucka lively civil war may not be gotten up
ingham Palace, and its final destination
in the land of Steady Habits in short will be Windsor or Osborne House.
All
c<

pocket.

urocs

noxrcv

order.
We imagine the real reason for the
abandonment of the proposed caucus of
Democratic representatives on the silver
question was the discovery that no
agreement which the participants would
be bound by could be arrived at and
that its only result would be to disclose
the hopeless division in the Democratic
party on the subject. Mr. Harter may
flatter himself that the silver men are being converted, but the first time the matter so presents itself in the Honse as to
call for a vote he will be speedily disabused of that notion.

Judge Field’s dissent from the opinion
of the majority of the Supreme Court in
the Boyd case was based upon the doctrine of state sovereignty. Judge Field
held that the Supreme Court of the
United States has no jurisdiction to determine a disputed

question

the
right to the governorship of a state.
That, in his view, belongs entirely to the
State, even though the decision of it as
in this case may involve a construction
of the laws of the United States. Judge
Field points out—and it gives a good
deal of support to his position—that the
Supreme Court would have no power to
enforce its decision in a case of this kind.
If the people of Nebraska should oppose
as

to

the formalities of the presentation and
acceptance were conducted by the American legation and Sir Henry Ponsonby.
The picture temporarily remains amid
the portraits of royal personages liangine on the gilded walls.
Buffalo Bill sailed in the Umbria on

Saturday for New York, after having
practically settled to exhibit the show
next season at Earl’s Court, London. He
expects the Wild West show to run there
until the Chicago fair, when he intends
to take it over with the “all world attraction” of Zulus, Indians, Kaffirs, Bedouins, Tartars, cowboys and Turcos.

Ida Pfeiffer, the first woman to win
fame as a traveler, went twice around
the world in the years 1840-1842, and
penetrated to the interior of Borneo,
Java and Sumatra.
MAGAZINE

The

NOTICES.

Cosmopolitan Magazine

for Feb-

ruary has for its frontispiece a fine portrait of Mr. Wnr. Dean Howells, who will
assume

the

magazine

duties of co-editor of the

with

Mr.

John

Brisbane

Walker after March 1st. Sir Edwin Arnold’s article on Love and Marriage in
Japan, gracefully illustrated by W. de
Mezn and W. Pelliam will attract special
now
that the
attention
celebrated
author of the Light of Asia is visiting
in this country.
Peter Mac-queen has
the seating of Boyd, after the court's de- an exhaustive article on the Petroleum
with illustrations of the varicision, the court could do absolutely Industry,
ous processes and the great oil fields.
enforce
its
to
decision.
nothing
Mr. William Elery Curtis in his interestBangor is figuring out a population of' ing paper on Columbus portrait, gives
25,000 on the basis of the registration fourteen different pictures of the great
list, but it is difficult to see how it is done navigator, no two of which resemble
The Bangor Commercial says at the last each other. Archibald Forbes, Hie great
war correspondent's illustrated article
municipal election there were something entitled
Peppered by Afghans, gives a
On the new
over 5,100 names on the list.
capital idea of these brave people who
Robert
lists as made up by the board there will have never yet been conquered.
be less than this number. In 1880 the Adams, Jr., provides an article on the
Rise and Fall of Foncier the first presipopulation given by the census was 16,857 dent, of the new Brazilian Republic.
and'the polls 3,788. The ratio of polls to These are but a few of the numbers that
population was as one to four and four tend to keep up the high standard this
tenths. Assuming the same ratio to ex- magazine has set for itself, and which
has made it one of the most welcome
ist now on the basis of the old registra- visitors
to the library and study.
tion list, which contains more names
than the new one, it would give a popThe Edison Electric Light Company is
to put tip a $1,000,000 plant in Chicago,
ulation a little rising 22,000. We do
which will be the largest concern of the
not know how it is in Bangor but as a
kind in the world.
of
rule the size
families has shown a tenWages are so low in India that men
dency to decrease so that the ratio of may be hired for $2 a month to do housefour and four tenths is probably some- hold work. Adollarisa great sum to
what too large. Very likely the popula- them and one emla a day the rule.
There is a very obliging judge in Ida
tion is placed at too low a figure by the
Clove, Iowa. A juror in his court was
national census, but the estimate of 25,granted a leave of absence to enable him
000 is probably an exaggerated one.
to get married.

Look Out for Paralysis.

1

Barbour. Albert ii.. 90 Wilmot.
Baker, Charles E., 18 Wilmot.
Barnes, Frank K., 33 Myrtle.
Barrows, Herbert H„ 152 Federal.
Chenery, Arthur A., 211 Cumberland.
Craig, Cornelius 24 Boyd.
Colesworthy. Samuel H. Jr., 121 Franklin.
Cummings. Franklin I)., 110 Franklin.
Dennett, Thomas M., 91 Oxford.
Douglass, Henry A.. 112 Wilmot.
Gorman, John A., 292 Congress.
Gilbert, Charles W., 386 Congress.
Haskell, Alfred H„ 49 Hampshire.
Hathaway. George M., 80 India.
Hopkins, John E„ 161 Oxford.
Henry, Thomas, 42 Franklin.
Johnson. Neal, 6 Dyers Lane.
Jacobs, Joseph H 152 Pearl.
Kittredge, William P., 204 Franklin.
Lamb, Burton T„ 142 Franklin.
Love. William A.. 155 Federal.
McGuire, Hugh. 304 Fore.
McGrath, Michael J., 38 India.
McGillicuddy, Timothy I., 219 Franklin.
Montgomery, George W.. 106 Franklin.
Mulkearn, Patrick, 8 Deer.
Nute. Janies E 21 Wilmout.
Somers, Pierce A., 20 Deer.
Suider. George H., 4 Laurel
Starboard, Samuel B., 63 Hampshire.
Sexton. Timothy A., 223Va Cumberland.
Stone, William H. 48 Wilmot.
Tolford, George M„ 286 Congress.
Weber. Charles. 1-17 Pearl.
Wadlio, Frank W., 239 Cumberland.
WARD FOUR*

Alexander. Arthur R„ 419V2 Congress,
Barton, Robert M„ 57 Spring.
Biu-ke, Charles. 54 Free.
Barry, James H., 29 York.
Cornu, Terrence E., 106 Preble.
Carney. Lewis J., 49 Spring.
Curran, Peter E., 17 Danforth.
Dennis, John H., 89 Centre.
Dutton, Orville E., 37 Free.
Harher, Abraham T., 367 Cumberland.
Herrick, Charles W., 37 Free.
Howes. Charles E., 86 Myrtle.

Forest City Gommandery, No. 1,
Knights

warded off by this remedy. Therefore do not
neglect tire first symptoms.
Save yourselves while there is yet time,
and so prevent Paralysis, Prostration, Death.
v

Interest allowed

Robertson, Edward H., 210 Oxford.
Sampson, Horace L„ 37 Brown.
nuofluoti,

lawiiaDi

mu

luin.

Shine Simon, 79 Chestnut.
Smith, James Henry, 60 Free.
Tennant.George W.. 23 Casco.
Watts, Harding L., 484y2 Congress.
Wallace, Frank, 104 Exchange.
Winchester, Charles H., 8 Cedar.
Waite, Edwm'd B., 6 Farrington Place.
WARD FIVE.

Anderson, c. Jndson, 574y2 Congress,
Allen, Janies P.. rear 165 Green.
Bacon. Edwin S., 68 Green.
Beau, George M.. 46V2 Hanover.
Conway. James P.. rear 89 York.
Cox, Edward W., 26 Slierman.
Clancey, John. 36 Maple.
Chandler, John W. 11 Congress place.
Durloo, William T., 34 Parris.
Eldredge, Francis D., 390 Commercial.
Grant, John W., 103 Spring.
Gerrish, Theodore, 19s High
Gallagher, James H., 158 Green.
Howland, Fred. 232 High.
Hargadon. Michael H., 46 Brattle.
Howe, Eben, 47 Parris.
Hazelton. Franklin H.. 116 Spring.
Jones, William F., 17 Mechanic.
Kimball, Edgar, 84 Green.
Lowell, Charles 0., 15 Mechanic.
March, Albert S., 64 Danforth.
Morse, Sidney, A., 412 Cumberland.
Merrill, Eugene, 95 Park.
Merrill, William L., 95 Park.
Pike, John B., 12 Avon.
Short, Joseph H.. 452 Cumberland.
Sterling, Joseph IL, 51 Brattle.
Thaxter, Howard M., 135 Green.
Wiggin. Isaac. 72 Parris.
Welch Albert P.. 28 High.
Walker, Charles H.. 47 Parris.
Whalen, Frank H., 56 Maple.

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. tloding,

O’Neil, Thomas 1’., 39 Chapel.
Pierce, Samuel A., 18S Spring.
Selden, Edward D., 104 Park.
Smith, Neal D. 180 State.

dtf
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SIX PER GENT.

“I had a stroke of Paralysis. The suffering I
endured was unbearable, my speech was impaired, my mouth drawn to one side, and the
pains in my head were maddening. 1 used
Dr. Greene’s Nervura, and before I had wed a
bottle Ifelt a marked Improvement and now I
feel

General Fund Bonds.

myself again.

DUE JULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.

PAULINE ROE,
806 Seventh av., New York City.”
“I had a stroke of Paralysis. My whole right
side was almost useless. I got so very weak and
numb could harldy stand on my feet; at times
could not raise my foot, from the floor. Then
I saw an advertisement in the papers of Dr.
Greene’s Nervura. I sent for a bottle and
before I had taken half of it I was certain it
was helping me.
Have taken five bottles and
can truly say that the good wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene’s Nervura, has cured me and
I owe my life to it.
Mrs. JAMES J. GUERNSEY.
41 Myrtle av., Albany, N. Y.”

Principal and Interest payable In Gold Coin
at the National Bank, New York City.
Beal value of Taxable Property.. ..$15,000,000
Assessed value of
6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this

TaxableProperty

145,000
issue).
The Village of IVest Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1894, by Legislative Act of 1891.
Tlie law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

tgSP-Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
curing all forms of nervous and chronic diseases, 34 Temple pi., Boston. Mass., can be
consulted/ree, personally or by letter. Call or
write him about the case, or seud for symptom
blank to fill out, and a letter fully explaining
the disease, giving advice, &e., will be returned

WOODBURY

I MOULTON,
DC THE

OF

!

buys.. 20 Shares,
buys.. 60 Shares,
buys.. 100 Shares,

-IKT

VARIETY.

OREAT

GEORGE

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
eodtf
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FIRE

INSURAHCE.

German American Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK.

(Established 1872.)

Assets.
Net surplus over all liabilities.

5,831,199.00
3,355,389.43

It stands easily among, the leaders in solid
financial strength and all other desirable

PHILIP F.

Williurn

rnnorpaa

ISLAND WARD ONE.

Hammond, Benjamin F., Crotch Island.
Johnson, George E., Long Island.
Latham, William W., Long Island.
ISLAND WARD TWO.

Brackett, James W., Peaks Island.
Bradbury. Symus E., Peaks Island.
Sanford, Job T„ Elephant Ave., Peaks Island.
Xrefetheu, William H., Island Ave., Peaks Isl.

{Trade-Murk)

all who honor
febldtf

n

Tine very best for
domestic use.

feby
_

{Yo Exchange St.

°

>

SIX

I

THE HOST DURABLE

Coarse Tickelsfll >

THE BEST YVORKHAN5H?P.
THEREFORE

Opera “Mignoa,” February 3rd.
Tableau D’Art, February lOth.
A Parlor Match, March lOth.
Paul B. DuChiallu, March 28th,

ALWAYS

SATISFACTORY

Primrose & West.
Bostonians.

Nbne genuine unless stamped ‘P. * P.*

Now is the time to purchase Course Tickets
for last half—six of the best entertainments.
Call at Stockbridge's at once. Half fare and
late trains to all holding Course tickets.

eodtf

febl

Jan29dlw

EXTRAORDINARY.

ANNOUNCEMENT

CITY HALL, PORTLAND.
Monday Evening, Feb. 29th, at 8 o’clk,
Tuesday Matinee, March 1, at 2.30.
Two Grand Recitals by the
nowned Polish Pianist, Mr.

BONDS.

World

Ignace

ReJ.

to

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

City
City

SWAN&BARRETT,
BANKERS,

100-2.

__dim

A Famous
French Chef
once

popular

SPECIAL

SALE | entertainments.

THE LATEST STYLES

2wteod3m

dec29

Subject
Sale,

.T

OFFICES

ieb2dL3t

TICKET-001*

SHADES

SMITH,

We Offer,

(While repairs are in progress at No. 13, temporarily located on second floor, Room No. 5,
entrance at No. 11, one door below.)
Twenty years experience. Honorable and

TELEPHONE

FITTING

THE~NEWEST

MIGNOM.
Migff 3J3Iian f>nre3b Prinu S>onna: Dr.
G. Rob Clark u».f the ItuggrUny
l'*>.sr»o. Mr.
J. (’■ StartleU, Tenov, vjlss Laaella Wagner,
Min.**
Soprano;
Mary Bosley. Contralto; Mr.
W. II. Dodd, Baritone; Mr. Alex i^mulie,
Baritone; Mr. ILeou Keach, Director.

bridge’s

98 Exchange St., Portland, JUe,

Telephone Call 214-4.

faithful attention to the wisees
me with their patronage.

the following Principals in Ambrose
Thomas’s Charminjj Grand Opera
in Eughsh.

and

Admission
Deserved Scats 30arid 73 cts.
Music Store.
36 tit-*. <>n safe at stock
Iiali fare on M. < it. h’., G. T. Ity. and B. &
Late
IT. B. K. to all holding Opera” tickets.
trains on all above. 'Librettos on sale.

®

KID GLOVES
PERFECT

Orchestra of Ten

Special Scenerv. Elegant Costumes, Superb
Comp;iny, BeatttlLuJ Music.

i

i

Selacled Chorus,

MITTSZOlikIVS.

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds.
d3m
Janii

Company,

Opera
35 Artists,

DURELL

Floor.

TURNER, Manager.

of

0G~

FAHNESTOCK &

4th,

Two Performances of the

Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

PORTLAND DEPARTMENT,

No. 13 Exchange Street, First

dtf

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.

features.

Brann.

Dugan, John E., 22 Briggs.
De Wolfe Benjamin, 9 School.
Edwards, Charles, 394 Danforth.
Hinds, Aurelius S., 124 Emery.
Jewett, Frank W., 54 West.
Kneelaud. Roseoe H., 181 St. John.
Kavanaugh. George F., 944 Congress.
Kelley, Thomas, 248 Danforth.
Libby. James I., 819 Congress.
Milliken, William H., 33 Cushman.
Merry, Albert S., 95 Pine.
Mantine. Charles F„ 20 Bramhall.
Mace, John A. Jr.. 92 Carleton.
Morton. William H., 93 Pine.
Magoiur, Arthur H.. 53 Thomas.
Morton. Harry A., 93 Pine.
Noyes, Edward A., 394 Danforth.
Nollet, Peter. 1039 Congress.
I'erkius, Noble M., 778 Congress.
Philbrick. Charles E., 40 Taylor.
Peabody, Clarence W., 129 Emery.
Robinson. Charles A.. 267 Brackett.
Smith, Frank W., 185 Grant.
Small, Edward, 118 Emery.
Sanborn. Fred E., 269 St. "John.
Smith, William T., 185 Grant.
Tarbox, George, 13 May.
Varnev, Charles B., 790 Congress.
Varney, Oliver F., 464 St, John.
Wiuship, Louis H.. 62 Spruce.
Westwood, John H., 439 St. John.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Id,’

Eeb.

$600,000.

per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations of $100, $200, $250,
$500, $1,000 and $5*000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

EVERETT

HALL.

Wednesday Evening, Eeb. 3rd.
(IN THE POPULAR COURSE.)

LILLIAN

LONDON.

ONLY.

febldtf____

218 Middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available in all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

110V24

10,

February

CITY

dtf

INCOME:

Offers its 6

Capital.»1,000,000.00

Splendid Company.

Thursday Evening,
(EXTRA.)

feb2__eod!3t

Paid up Capital

A Great Melo Drama. A

I B.BR0WN&S0NS7 Bankers,

Correspondence with agents solicited.

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Mine.

GEO. WILSON'S MINSTRELS.

Make checks and

THE MIDDLESEX BANKING COMPANY,

Devil’s
ONE NIGHT

jly25

A. PRATT, Trees.,
31 Milk St.. Boston.

INCREASE YOUR

Play Tct Produced!

Prices 15, 25, 35 and 50 cents.

Wednesday,

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

40 Shares
*10 buys..
20 buys..
SO Shares
250 buys.. 1000 Shares

Send for Prospectus.
orders payable to

The Best

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

TREASURY STOCK.

money

Office Stationery

in

COLOltADO,

Blake, Freeman 0..

rhiiirihprlain

Deposits

And double your money in a few days. Price
for a short time only. 35 CENTS per share for
*5
15
25

Comedy!
All laughter!

Sometbuis New,

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

COLDER KiNC

WARD SEVEN.
416 St. John.
Oscar B., 128 Emery.
Beal, John M.. 742 Congress.
Beal. George H.. 742 Congress.
Blake, Levi G, 416 St. John,
Bean, George N.. 13 Carter.
Baker, George W., 27 May.
Bailey. Charles E., 213 H.
Bucknam, Kichard, 168 Clark.
Cobb. Albus 11., 42 West.
Chenery, Willis M., 91 Emery.

portland"nati1l

—

MINING AND MILLING CO.

A Clean Western Border Play.
Full of

Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 8th and 9th,

BANKERS,
—

RANCH!

LUCKY

PIJNA.NOIAJL.

Cor. ffliddhi anti Exchange Sts.
jauo
___dif
XOTVICS'I' KTOW

free.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Quartette,
CLUB

GUITAR
Miss Eva Goodwin, Violinist,
Miss Mamie Jones, Pianist.
Tickets admitting gentleman and ladies, $1.00.
Single tickets, 50 cents. Reserved seats, Jo
cents extra, for sale at Stockbridge’s music
store. Music by Chandler’s Orchestra.
feb4-td

Village of West Duluth, linn.,

24 State.
Ainsworth. John E., 24 State.
Butler, Albert B.. 4 Walker.
Barnard, Herbert W., 22 Gray.
Babbidge, Edwin, L.. 65 Grant.
Chambers, Edward. 13 Bradford.

Gray.

Cashier.

President.

Ainsworth, Almon E..

181 State.
Holmes, John A.. 37 Tyng.
44
Hasty, Daniel,
Tyng.

time

deposits.

WARD SIX.

Crocker. Ira. 15
Dana, Israel T.,

on

and 6.

1892.

IMPERIAL MANDOLIN &

Accounts of individuals, firms and corporations received on favorable terms.

o

Comedy Drama,

The

Ceoilian

Incorporated 1324.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Saturday Matinee,
FEBRUARY 4,

-CONCERT BY-

MX!.,

PORTIiAND,

Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHKOI’,

Eagle.

HALL, TUESDAY, FEB. 9th,

CITY

-OF-

of the Golden

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

CONCERT AND BALL

al ways be

Chestnut

Loveitt, Joseph.W.,
Larkin, William 3’. Jr., 2 Pleasant
Murray, John T.. 43 Danforth.
Nason, John 8., 171 Lincoln.
Robinson, John E„ 60 Centre.
Reese, Eugene L., 6 Merrill Court.
Roderick, Frank, 20 Centre.
26

tiie—

‘symptoms

The first
of Paralysis are weak
tired feelings, exhausted sensation, trembling,
nervousness, restlessness; exertion is followed
by fatigue, the person wakes mornings feeling
tired; has coldness and bad circulation in feet
and limbs, numbness or prickling. If these
symptoms are neglected a shock of Paralysis
will surely follow. Take Dr. Greene’s Nervura,
the great Nerve and Paralysis Cure. It costs
but $1 of
druggists, is purely vegetable and
harmless, and no one should hesitate an instant
to use this wonderful cure when perfect restoration to health is within reach. Paralysis can

14

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

THE

Second Annual
—

WARD TWO.

..

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

of Voters.

wrote: “The very soul of

is the stock-pot, and
the finest stock-pot is

cooking

Liebig Company’s
Extract of Beef.”

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dft
dec29

Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6’s, due
1896.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st o’s,

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is I10W in the

possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

1908.
Arkansaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.
Johnstown, l*a., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910.

H. M. PfiYSON & CO.,
bankers,
janOdtt

88 Exchange Street.

Pronounced by press and public to be the
greatest living pianist, except Rubenstein. Only
Entire change of proconcerts in the state.

hs ^ an Lung,
'

I

Doubles.

35c.

and

$1

at all

Druggists.

E. MORGAN & SONS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Prop's,
eod&wly

ap!5

N. E.

255 FEDERAL

COURSE—-7 ENT’S.—TICKET SALE,

ST.,

Portland, Me.

Card

PRINTER,

by mail

or

BRASS
So

telephone promptly atnovlleodtf

«. W.

Elm

Seven
Course tickets—$3.00, $3.50, $4.00.
of the best entertainments. A few good course
febldlw
tickets now on sale.

gujBeht's

Biddeford,

for

Thursday Evening.
Virginia Keel.
Galop.
Scliottische.
Waltz.
La Poursuite.
Waltz.

Galop.

Lancers.
Polka.

Scliottische.
Waltz.
WALTZING
febl

Class

Monday

Evening,
dtt

THE V. I». O. XT.

CHURCH

OF THE

MESSIAH,

Course of Four Entertainments in
the Church, the first to occur on

Will give

a

MONDAY, FEB. 8th,

WIR. W. H.

BOND,

an

Organ Recital by

CARTER,

Organist of St. Luke’s Cathedral.
Three to be given by

FOUNDRY,

Street,

Bostonians....

-OF THE-

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders

Stoddard.....
Stoddard.....

EXCHANGE,

97 1-3 Exchange St., Portland.

;ended to.

Page.First week in March
Symphony.March 29th

Waltz.
Schott ische.

-AND-

PRINTERS’

son

Programme

WM. M. MAKES,

JOB

Mary Howe and others.Feb. 16th
Paderewski.Feb. 29th
F. Hopklnson Smith and T. NelBoston

Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished.
Brick and Stonework, Cementing and Excavating done at short notice.
Mr. F. R. Redlon was admitted to the firm
Jan. l, 1892. Prompt and personal attention
given and satisfaction guaranteed.
F. R. REDLON.
N. E. REDLON.
eodlmo*
janlo

Book,

gramme.
Evening tickets: Reserved seats S1.25 and
$1.50; admission, $1.00 Matinee tickets: Reserved seats.75c and $1.00; admission 50c; now
on sale, or mailed, at Ira C. Stockbridge’s music
store, 540 Congress street. Half fare on the M.
G. T. R’y, and P. & R. R. R.. to all
C. R. R
holding “Paderewski” tickets. Late trains.
Out of town orders, with money enclosed,will
receive prompt attention. Programmes sent on
a.nnlip.BtAnn t.n anv address.
ffihl-dlw

STOCKBRIDGE

REDLON,

lason and Builder,

litffaTM Offer:

1905,
Genuine only with sig- Knox County 6’s, due 1894.
nature. Invaluable m
Eastport, Maine, Water Co. First
improved and economMortgage 5’s, due 1918.
ic cookery. For Soups,
and Made New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
Sauces
Dishes.
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.
Mt. Vernon, Ind., Water Co. First
jan2fi__codlni
Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, N. Y., Water Co. 6’s, due

forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentyfive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and

IS INVALUABLE FOR

The other

The Lilhatansu Ouartette of Milford, Mass.
Rev. G. G. Hamilton's Illustrated Lecture

Maine.

Pompeii.
Rogers of Salem, Lecture on a
Sunday in London.
PICKETS FOR Till
COURSE, £1.00.
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond
>efore ordering elsewhere. First class work at
PICKETS TO ORGAN RECITAL, 35 Cts.
■easouaUe prices.
decdieodam 1 febiidlw
Parties

in

want

of

Brass, Composition

or

on

Rev. Mr.

k

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

A Republican State Mon
Will be held In

I.ilian Durell Opera Company.
The seventh entertainment in

Stockbridge Popular course was given

Wednesday, April 27, 1892,
At 11 O’cloeh, A. OT.,
tor the purpose ol selecting two candidates lor
electors ol President and Vice President of ttie
United Slates and lonr delegates at largo and
totHJaiternates to attend the National Convention to be held at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on
Tuesday, June 7, 1893, and transacting any
other business that may properly come belore
it.
Xbo basis ol representation will be as lolJjDwp Each City, Town and Plantation will bo
and lor eaoh seveutyentitled to one
votes oast tor the Be publican oandidate lor
ernor In 1888, an additional delegate, and
tor a traction ol forty votes In excess ol seven-

Ambroise Thomas’s beautiful opera oi
“Mignon” which has not been heard
here since it was produced by the Bostonians several seasons ago with Juliette
Corden in the title role.
Last evening Miss Lilian Durell assumed the character of Mignon, supported by* several well known Boston

&

ty-live votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation ol any City,
Town, or Plantation can only be filled by residents ol the County in which the vacancy
J8t9.
The State Committee will be in session in the
on
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, in order to he eligible to participate in
the Convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this Convention; and
delegates under this call should not be elected
to the State Convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are In sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican National Convention, are cordially invited
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD. Secretary.
Augusta, Me., February 1,1892.
ex-

CONVENTION.

Basis of Representation for the

Gather-

ing at Bangor.

Recording to the basis of representation in the call for the Republican State
Convention at Bangor the counties are
allowed delegates as follows:
Androscoggin. 79 Penobscot.160
Aroostook.105 Piscataquis. 4r
Cumberland.163 Sagadahoc. 46
Franklin.«... 55 Somerset. 93
Hancock..... 88 Waldo. 66

Washington.102
67 York.128
fennebec..........130
51
nox.

Lincoln....
Oxford. 94

Total..'.1402

Cumberland and York counties, Oxford and Sagadahoc will be represented
as follows:
CUMBERLAND—163.
Baldwin. 3 Naples. 3
Bridgton. 6 New Gloucester. 3
Brunswick.10 North Yarmouth. 3
r«r,«*ll7!ihrth

7 ntlsfielrf

Casco.

2

3

Portland.52

Cumberland.4 Pownal. 2

Deering.

6

Raymond.....

1

Falmouth. 3 Scarboro. 3
Freeport. 6 Sebago. 2
Gorham. 7 Standish... 5
Gray. 5 Westbook. 9
Harpswell. 3 Windham. 5
Harrison.3|Yarmouth. 4
YORK—128.
Acton...,.. 3 Limerick......«... 3
3 Lyman.
3
Alfred..
Berwick. 5 Newfleld. 3
>
Biddeford.14 North Berwick. 4
.Buxton. 5 Old Orchard. 2
ICornish. 4 Parsonsileld. 3
'Dayton. 1 Saco.12
Eliot. 4 Sanford. 7
Hollis.— 3 Shapleigh.3
Kennebunk. 7 South Berwick. 6
Kemiebunkport. 5 Waterboro. 4
Kittery. TiWells. 4
Lebanon. 4 York.
6

Limington. 31
OXFORD

COUNTY—94.

Albany.2 i Norway.6
Andover.3. Oxford.4
Bethel.5 i Paris.9
Brownfield.3! Peru.2
Buekfield.3 Porter.3

Byron.11 Roxbury.1
Canton.31 Rumford.3
Denmark.2 Stoneham.1
Dixfleld.8 Stowe.1
Fryeburg.4 Sumner.3
Gilead...1 Sweden.1
Grafton.1 Upton.1
Greenwood.2 [Waterford.3
Hanover.1 Woodstock.3

Hartford.3

Plantations:

Hebron.2 Franklin.1
Hiram.3 Lincoln.1
Lovell.3 Mugalloway.1
Mason.lj Milton.1
Mexico.II Riley.1

Newry.l|

SAGADAHOC COUNTY—46.
Arrowsic. UPhippsburg. 3
Bath.15 Richmond. 7
Bowdoin. SlTopsham.4
Bowdoinham. 6[West Bath. 1
Georgetown.2 Woolwich. 3
Perkins. 1

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE nASKELL.

The following decisions have been
ceived from the law court:

re-

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Eben A. Holmes et als. vs. Henry A.
Balcom.
Rescript, by Emery J.—The notice of
claim upon goods attached (as provided

in sec. 44, ch. 81, E. S.) is not required to
be given to the attaching officer before
the goods are sold bv him.
Wnen a consignee Has a lieu ior advances upon goods on board ship, which
are taken from the ship by an attaching
officer on a writ against the consignor
■without tendering to the carrier or the
consignee the amount of the lien,the carrier may maintain an action therefor

against the officer.
Judgment for the plaintiffs for $450,
the amount of the consignee’s lien, with
interest from Aug. 17, 1888, the date of
the attachment.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Florence H.
et al.

Holmes

King, applt.

vs.

George F.

Rescript by Haskell J.—The appellant
not aggrieved by the rulings of the
presiding justice at the trial. The verdict of the jury sustaining the will is apwas

property

No other verdict could
have been rendered.
Decree of the Judge of Probate affirm-

proved.

ed. Taxable costs and reasonable counsel fees to be allowed out of the estate
for both parties.
ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

Inhabitants of Auburn vs. Esther S.
Paul.
Rescript, by Haskell J.—1. The act of
1889, oh. 205 is not in violation of art. ix
of the Constitution that requires taxes
upon property to be “assessed equally,
according to the just value thereof.”

2. The act was accepted by the city
council of Auburn at a legal meeting. It
need not be accepted at a special meeting, called for the purpose.
3. Thirty days notice of the assessments was not required inasmuch as tiie
notice given was personal.
4. Over assessment under the act cannot be interposed as a defense to a suit
for the tax.

Defendant defaulted.

in the

singers

principal roles,

a

chorus oi

sixteen voices, and a small orchestra, with Mr. N. D. Jones as conductor.
The scenery was good, if not elaborate,
some

and the costumes

didegate,

STATE

a

City Hall last evening by the Llliai
Durell Opera Company, who presentee

MEHBM HALL, BAM,

AT THE

th(

appropriate.

Miss Durell possesses a soprano voice

good power, excellent compass and
flexibility, and evidently has had the
benefit of the best masters.
She has
considerable knowledge of the stage and
acted with spirit.
In “Knowst thou the
land” in the first act and “Once a
maiden” in the second act she was heard
at her best, receiving a hearty encore for
of

tne

brilliancy

of

her

rendering

of the

of Boston and Charles Frohman of New
York eity will have possession of the
On the comnew theatre for ten years.
pletion of the new house, which is expected to be finished by January, Chas.
Frohman’s stock oompany, at present oc-

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
A

to the

the

_

It is the intention to have the

delegates

sequently removed to the asylum at Augo in a body by special train, and, as fax
gusta. The town of Harrison has also as
possible, have accommodations tothe
same
sued the city of Portland for
The committee
in New York.
gether
matter.
Harrison is clearly not liable.
work well in hand.
their
have
already
The question will be whether Lewiston
The route and rates are nearly agreed
Portland should pay these expenses
which amount at present to about $200,
or

Vint. wViinVi
as

in

t.lm

fntnrp. will amount, to

many thousands.

of its members are now
upon, and some
in New York to confer with the central
committee, and to secure a hotel for the
This is the first time
state

delegation.

Citizen Swain from tl»e

Philippines,

Before Judge Webb, ou Tuesday, was
naturalized Mr. George Swain, born in a
remote part of the earth, but now a citi-

that a convention lias been far enough
East to make it possible for our young

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LIBBY’S

R.

Opening

Display

spring'

goods.

Please read the description of
things in Silks.

some new

FIGURED TWILLED SILKS,

French, English, Scotch and
German Novelties

ings, including

Suit-

in fine

our own

impor-

tation of exclusive designs
to be found elsewhere.

French

All Wool

FINE DRESS GOODS.

SILKS.

NEW

i ms

to attend,

NEW

J.

Next Convention.

committee ol
Since last summer
cupying Proctor’s Twenty-third Street
’92 in New York have been hard at wo id
Theatre, will take possession of it.
All who wish to purchase tickets to
making the preliminary arrangements
the remainder of the “Pops” can have
for the great 11th International Christian
the opera for tonight (Thursday) inEndeavor Convention. Phis is to be held
cluded.
in that city at Madison Square Garden,
Shall It Be Portland or Lewiston?
7-10. A few months ago, the PortJuly
One of the cases in which Lewiston is
land Christian Endeavor Union appointconcerned is an interesting matter in
ed a committee to arrange for the transwhich the town of Harrison is plaintiff
and entertainment of the Endefendant. portation
and the city of Lewiston
deavorers of this vicinity who will atfor
This is an action to recover
supplies
Phis has since
tend these meetings.
furnished for a person who was taken
been extended to include the whole state.
insane in the town of Harrison and sub-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Take Maine Member!

to

Special Train

NEW

not

Ghallles

manufactured by Frercs Koeclilin, in a greater variety of styles
than we have shown thus far.

year, however,
people
45c.
One lot 30 inch French Challies,
Melarge numbers are planning to go. There manufactured for Jas.
enthusiasm
much
manifested.
is
«Se
York.
We
of
New
zen
of
this
Mr.
Swain
31
One
lot
inch
best
French
Co.,
already
Creery
was very happy.
glorious Republic.
PATTERNS.
Challies, BGc.
SINGLE DRESS
The most conservative estimates place control the sale for Portland of
Miss Wagner as Filena, displayed a Is a native of the Philippine Islands; but
five hundred, but
We invite your particular at- GENUINE ANDERSON
clear flexible soprano, and sang the came to America about 88 years ago on a the number at over
40 of the Best Styles, which we
tention to the Silk mixed, fancy
seven hundred will probably be nearer
famous polonaise with considerable ex- New Bedford whaler. He has sailed out
the most famous Scotch Gingshall sell at OTcCreery’s Retail
weaves in French and Scotch
correct.
ecution.
Mr. Bartlett’s
sweet tenor of Portland for about nine years. Ten
hams in the world, anti in the
Price. It is one of the best Silk Suitings in single Dress Patterns
he took out his first papers in
the most beautiful styles, at 40c.
Boston & Maine.
gave the music of Wilhelm with much years ago
from
two
no
alike,
costing
The colorings
Mr. Swain’s features are
fabrics known.
beauty and expression, and Dr. Clark’s New York.
It was stated some time since that a
in other
75 different styles
in every
$12.50 to $16.00.
are
and
powerful bass was heard to particular those of an Asiatic; hut
designs
exceedingly
made
been
between
the
had
new deal
Real Scotch Ginghams,
lines
of
into an Ameradvantage as Lothorio. Miss Bosley ex- other way he is made over
in
Poughkeepsie Bridge or Central New KBllvy
Plain,
Plaid,
C'liecked,
ROBE PATTERNShibited a clear, rich, well cultivated con- ican citizen.
Silk Stripe and Lace
England road, the Erie and Boston A $1.00.
Striped,
in a variety of choice designs, lifi’ino
tralto, and a pleasing figure as Frederic,
Y. M. C. A. Literary Society.
Pi'ippc
ib«»hfr fi'Ami *> >p
Maine by which traffic would be changed
and Messrs. Dodd and Elmeslie’s voices
Chenery Bros.’ Figured Pongee Silks,
entirely new, beautiful texture to 45c.
At the last meeting of the Y. M. C. A. from the New York A New England to
were well fitted to the characters of
and colorings, prices $12.50 to
Literary and Debating Society the fol- the Bridge route and Central Massachu which the manufacturers deGiarno.
The favorite
Laertes and
FRENCH BROCHE SATINS,
officers were elected for the en- setts. This was strenuously denied at clare to be the Best Silk fabric $16.50.
lowing
sextette and chorus in the first act was
(Entirely New.)
in
some
Be
that
will
wear
the
time
ever
made.
as
quarters.
They
they
suing six months:
well received and much applauded. The
President—W. \V. Cookson.
it may, officials of the Central New Eng- for years. We control for this
SUITINGS
CHEVIOT
Blac k ground with black Satin
First Vice President—H. J. Allen.
choruses were well drilled and had good
land route now assert that 40 cars per market a large number of the
Second Vice
-sident—C. E. Gurney.
brocaded figures, and also with
voices.
Secretary—A. \V. Pearson.
diem are already passing over the bridge, most approved styles, which are in silk mixture, checked and colored
figures. The fittest efTreasurer—T. W. Somes.
One of the drawbacks of the evening
and
Are
weave.
fancy
striped
now on sale at the Lowest MarExecutive Committee—Geo. S. Chase, Arthur traffic that were it not for the new arfect we have ever seen in Satins.
was owing to the fact that the director
E. Norton and Geo. R. Hearsy.
sure to be exceedingly desirable
rangement would have been delivered to ket Price, $1.00.
must be seen to be appreMr. T. E. McDonald and C. P. Johnson
was so occupied in piano accompaniand the assortment will soon be They
the Boston & Maine at Worcester or
ciated. Price 37 1-Sc.
ments that his foot had to take the place were elected honorary members.
CONSTABLE & CO.’S broken.
Boston.
of a baton, and the raising of the piano
The Argus's Press.
A few days since there were 953 loaded Famous Cotele Silks in 14 of the
French Organda
Muslin.
lid, with the arrangement of the music
SIDE BANDS,
Canadian Pacific best New
The readers of the Argus are pleased freight cars of the
are
Shades.
They
beautiful
the
most
of
stand of the double bass, cut off the
Twenty
an opportunity to
be disthese mornings to find their favorite awaiting
very Beautiful and attractive aud a tine line of fancy weaves, styles of Koechlin’s best goods,
view of the actors below the waist, from
at the dock terminus of the
in
the
modern
charged
of
We
have
the
sale
Goods.
eight page
paper printed
purchased direct from the Lon- warranted Fast Colors, at 37 1-2
the spectators, so that they seemed to
form, and much improved in every way. Fitchburg and Boston A Maine, south of these for Portland—-22 inch. don house, cannot be found cts., regular price 50c.
move about by invisible means. Another
same
time work
The Argus has lately added to its plant a Newport, Yt. Attire
Price $1.50.
elsewhere, and as they cannot
drawbaok was the way the settees were
fine new, web-perfecting press, similar to is being pushed to the utmost r apidity at
One CaseShontang Pongee
be duplicated again this season,
This is an outrage
crowded together.
and
the
the
Tunnel
both
Hoosao
Silks an early selection is desirable.
the new machine lately bought by the
Mystic Changeable, Plain and Figured
It’s bad enough to
on ticket holders.
Silk finish, designs and
India
Press. The Argus machine, which has docks.
bid fair to rival all other styles.
have six seats on settees that can accomfully equal in appearColorings
been named
“Adele,” for Colonel
Boot—Dill.
We shall carry a tine line of FANCY BEDFORD CORDS,
modate only five comfortably without
ance to Silk. We predict a great
Adams’s youngest daughter, is, as goes
They
A very pretty wedding took place yes- these Silks this season.
BEAUTIFUL PLAIDS,
sale of these goods at 12 l-2c.
having the knees jammed into the without
saying, one of the finest in the
for Fancy
are very desirable
at the home of Mr. Cypress L.
throat. There was a crowded house.
terday
and will be the constant pride
country,
Waists.
Dill in Stroudwater, the contracting parThe opera will be repeated tonight.
PLAIN AND FANCY WOVEN MIXTURES,
of the owners and patrons of our veneraand
Laces.
Dress
We have also opened a large
ties being Mr. Dill's daughter, Miss M.
Lucky Ranch.
ble but always young adversary.
of
of
Plain
assortment
a
Great
And
Variety
Luella Dill, and Mr. Charles Root of
At the Portland Theatre, for the balWe wish to call special attenMaine Central Belief Ball.
Colored
Barre, Mass. The ceremony was perthe
ance
of
week, commencing
tion to our fine assortment of
Silks
Plain and
will
he
Eanch”
The third annual concert and ball of formed at 2 p. m. by Rev. D. G. Domtoday,
“Lucky
new Silk Gimps, Beaded Gimps,
and
tea the happy couple
after
the
Maine.
Central
Railroad
Relief
AssoDRESS GOODS,
rocker;
Amusement
Compresented by Paige’s
Beaded Fringes and Laces for
Combinafor Trimming and
took the train for Barre, where their
pany as a farewell offering, as their enj ciation will be held at City Hall on the
tions.
aud ready for Dress Trimmings, in the newest
are now open
gagement closes on Saturday evening, evening of Thursday, February 11th. home is to be. Mrs. Root is a graduate
and most approved styles and in
inspection.
The Silk Department will reFeb. 6th. For over two weeks this com- Music will be furnished by Chandler’s of Farmington Normal school, and has
the different widths and qualiShe ceive our very special attention
been an accomplished teacher.
pany has held the stage of the Portland Band and the Portland Singers Club.
to show goods. ties, at popular prices.
pleased
Always
this season.
Theatre.
Arriving here Jan. 20tli un- Refreshments will be served in the Re- leaves many friends in Stroudwater.
A
known to Portland theatre-goers, they ception Hall during the evening.
Successful Profit Sharing,
have steadily won favors and patronage, special train will be run from Waterville
firm
The well-known
of Eastman
and will doubtless have no reasan to to Portland returning after the ball. The
Bros. & Bancroft, have closed the first
committee have added several new featregret their extended stay in Portland.
year of a co-operative, profit-sharing
Street.
Street.
Congress Street.
“Lucky Ranch” with the addition of ures to the entertainment, which it is plan which has brought great satisfacrender
will
the
ocspecialties, will be a rousing bill, and hoped and expected
tion both to the employes and the firm.
one in which all the favorites will be
casion even more enjoyable than previous
A A.Avfnin
+.1ia vpnr’s iivnflatter number.
In
her
with
duet
Lothorio, “Swift flying swallows,” she

GINGHAMS,

—

*
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ML.

B

ARNOLD,
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Trimmings

Fancy Figured

J.

R.

LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,
Congress

Congress

seen

at their best.
The

ones

Messiah Course.

The Church of. the Messiah
four entertainments includes

THIS ELEGANT TOILET PREPARATION

have been.
Steamer

course
an

of

organ

its—amounting in all last year to $1000—
was divided among tlie employes, each

Notes.

Today the Sardinian of the Allan line
will sail.
The next Allan boat to arrive will be
the Numidian, which will probably get
here about the 18th. She is belated, having been compelled to put back into Liv-

has won its distinctive favor on its merits alone, and we have
the highest testimonials from our many patrons who recommend AMANDINE as an invaluable toilet article, and we feel
confident in saying it has no equal in correcting all condi*
ions of the skin, such as

receiving in proportion to the
amount of goods he or she had sold during the year. The system has worked
one

Carter, organist at St.
so well that it will be continued.
Luke’s; the Lilhatansu Quartette of Milford, Mass.: Rev. Mr. Hamilton's illusGeorge C. Frye.
trated lecture on Pompeii; and a lecture
In an advertisement this morning Mr.
on Londou by Rev. Mr. Rogers of Salem,
erpool on account of a disarrangement of George C. Frye shows some interesting
Mass. The organ recital will be given
her machinery. She finally sailed Suntestimonials of the excellence of a toilet
Monday next.
day.
Paderewski.
preparation manufactured at his famous
Tomorrow the Dominion liner DominThe tickets for Paderewski are selling
pharmacy. Mr. Frye’s name and repua
ion is expected from Bristol with
large tation as a manufacturer is also an amfast at Stockbridge’s and many will be
cargo.
ple recommendation of whatever he addisappointed w ho wait till the last moThe Labrador will sail on the 11th.
The Boston
ment before purchasing.
vertise s.

recital

Mr.

by

papers say:

warm by the reports that have been freely circulated concerning his astonishing
triumphs in Europe, had not a little to
do with his reception. But this interest,
bordering on curiosity, was not the real

Paderewski is unof liis success.
deniably a genius; there could have been
few out of the vast audience that filled
every seat and every foot of standing
cause

lUUiu

uu

nuaj

Steamship Company.
meeting of the Maine
Steamship Company, held yesterday, the
following officers were chosen:
Directors—C. M. Bailey. Wm. G. Davis, M. P.
Emery. W. F. Milliken, J. B. Coyle, Geo. S.
Hunt, Chas. F. Libby.
President—C. M. Bailey.
Maine

Paderewski is a tremendously advertised artist; and doubtless Boston’s
the
brilliant Pole, first
interest in
aroused by little Otto Hegner’s exquisite
performance of the now famous “Menuet
a 1’Antique,” and since constantly kept

aibumwuu

strongly impressed with this

vvuu

uui

fact.

Notes.

The second of the recitals by the Rossini Club will take place at Kotzschmar
Hall today (Thursday) at 11 o’clock.
The next entertainment in the “Pops”
will be the Tableaux d’Art, Feb. 10th,
and the next in the Regular Stockbridge
course the concert by Mary Howe and
others Feb. 16th.
Stuart Robson played to $7,300 at the
St. Louis Grand last week, with Jefferson as the counter attraction.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart, Robson arc on
their way to the Pacific coast, and will
appear at San Francisco from February
15th to March 5tli.
Joseph Haworth, “the intense young
actor,” has just completed a prosperous
tour of the. South, where he achieved a
triumph seldom attained by a. young
star.
Manager Allen J. Sbedden lias
strengthened the company very materially, and Kathryn Kidder and Atkins
Lawrence remain.
Manager H. C. Miner lias finally arranged with the Gilsey estate to tear
down the unsightly half of the yellow
block extending from Twenty-eighth to
Twenty-ninth street, on the west side of
Broadway, known as the Gilsey building. On the sight of the old-fashioned
structure, Mr. Miner will erect a front
elevation for his Fifth Avenue Theatre,
which is now nearly completed.
New York is to have another new theon Broadway,
Fourteenth
near
atre
The land cost $150,000. The
street.
new theatre is to be built by A. L. Hayman and Erank W. Sanger, and promises
to be more costly and handsome than
A lease has already
any in New York.
been signed, imder which Rich & Harris

At the annual

Vice President—M. P. Emery.
Treasurer add Manager—J. B. Coyle.

Clerk—Henry Fox.
Gen. Agent—J. F. Liscomb.
A

Trip Through Maine With

a

A Broken
some

tonight will be “A Trip through Maine
with a Camera,” by Mr. II. W. Shaylor.
illustrated by a powerful lime light stereopticon. A short programme of choice
All memmusic will also bo rendered.
bers of the Association and the Auxii airy are allowed to take a friend free of

snfLtfiiimr wlimi f? 1'v and rolls'll.

From

In this city. Feb. 1, by Kev. J.
ark H. Caryford and Miss Alice
of CornvlUe.

]\l. Frost, HowC. Palmer, both

In Lyman, Jail. 27, Howard Stimpsonof Lyman and Miss Selina H. Mitchell of Wells.
In Dedham, Jail. 30, Ernest W. Kurrili of Dedham and Miss Mary K. Jladdox of Bucksport.
hi Gardiner. Jan. 23, John Q. A. Iteyuolds and
Miss Maggie J. Benner, both of Hallowell.
Ill Bath, Jau. 27, Joseph K. Varney and Miss
Mary B. Davis.
In Searsmant, Dr. P. A. Crooker ami Miss
Nellie Johnson.

DEATHS.

Attention Haydns.

All members who have not disposed of
then- tickets

tnc concert

tor

next Mon-

requested to return
Cloyes, No. 11 Exchange
street, or H. L. Houghton, 131 Middle
street, before 5 o’clock p. m. Friday
day evening

are

them to F. H.

next.
___

Young Men’s Bepublicau Club.

meeting of the Young
M en's Republican Club will take place
The
no xt Monday evening at 8 o’clock.
election of officers for the ensuing year
The annual

will be the

principal

business.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
JUDGE GOULD.

BEFORE

Wednesday

Busby and
Intoxication: each fined

—

George

Thomas Conly.
$3 and costs.
John Burke. Common drunkard; two
months in county jail.
Intoxication; 30
Michael Flannagan.

In tills city, Feb. 3. Mary Caroline, widow of
the late T. B. Tolford, aged 08 years 0 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 380 Congress street. Burial at convenience of the family.
In this city, Jan. 3.
John A. Henderson,

Eunice, widow of the late
aged 84 years 8 mouths

37 days.
1 Funeral this Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock
from her late residence, No. 53 Aldar street.
In Freeport, Fell. 3, Abby 1'. Robinson, aged
83 years 7 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock,]
in North Washington, Jan. 20, Micall Howaid, aged 70 years.
In Verona. Jan. 28, Mrs. Hannah H. Allen.

THE

IDEAL TOILET

For the Skin and

PREPARATION

Complexion.

"in South Umington, Jan. 27, Nathaniel Edgecomb, aged 60 years.
ill Berwick, Jan. 31, Stephen Goodrich, aged
86 years; John Goodrich, aged 64 years.
In Augusta. Jan. 31, Mrs. Sarah Greenleaf,
aged 75 years.
In Hallowed. Jan. 31. Mrs. ^oa Moody banborn, aged f.« years.
Mrs. Elizabeth Joy,
Ill Millington, Dee,,

aged 84 years 5 months.
In Monmount, Jau. 30. belli Martin, aged
about. 73 years.
111

aged

STEVENS & JONES PIANOS.
1. SDH J Sob Go.

Manufacturing
Stationers.
LITHOGRAPHING,

PRINTING AND BINDING
A

Specialty.

Orders for BLANK BOOKS and
CHECK BOOKS promptly attended to,

UNDER

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

eodtf

jan27

SOUTHERN

PINT

,,

Monmouth, Jan. 31, Mrs. Win. Woodbury,

Timber, Plank and Flooring Boards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices

BEERING, WINSLOW

The wonderful cure by Salvation Oil of Mr. M.
S. Culp a chronic rheumatic, 229 George St.,
Baltimore, Me., is a miracle.

[The funeral of the late John Cawley will
take plaee this morning at 8.30 o’clock, from
to

Hammond street,
iris late residence, No.
Requiem High Mass at the Cathedral of tlie Immaculate Conception at J o clock.

in the sum of 8200.

iF^-sriis.

&

CO.,

PORTLAND, ME, HEAD BROWNS WHARF
eodtf

janlO

BAILEY &

F. ©.

C©0J

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

COaOPAETY,

county jail.
Sadie Bacon. Maintaining a disorderly house; bound over to the grand jury
days

o.

G-EIO.

AUCTION SALES.

05 years.
ITIio funeral service of tho late S. R. Lyman
will be held this Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at his late residence, No. 80 Free St. Friends
will kindly omit
flowers^

in

BY

MANUFACTURED

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

,,,

In Jonesport, Jan. 27, Mrs. Olive Watts, aged

I have used your Amandine for more titan a year in my
and I wish to say that I consider it not one of the
best but the best toilet preparation in the market, and I shall
recommend it to my many patrons.
MRS. DR. SHERMAN,
Chiropodist and Manicure Rooms, Portland, Me.

business,

_

charge.__

NORDISA.

LILLIAN

I have received the Bottles off Amandine you were so kind
to send me, and after using the same, take pleasure in
recommending it as a most refreshing preparation for the
face and neck.
Very truly yours,
idLLIAK NORDICA.

were

MARRIAGES.

Camera.

The entertainment at theY. M. C. A.

boys

and all abraded surfaces. Ladies in all classes of society regard the preparation as a most refreshing and efficacious?
applicant, cooling and healing to the skin when irritated,

Arm.

playing in the
armory of the Portland Cadets last evening a hoy named Grant, aged about 12,
fell in such a way as to break his arm.
He was carried to his home, which is
across Plum street from the armory, and
a physician was called.
While

CHAPPED HANDS, FACE, LIPS, SUNBURN, TAN, WRINKLES,

STEiNWAY,
WEBER,
HARDMAN,
G ABLER,
HENNING,
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

PIANOS.
We have just received a largo and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand l'ianos tor the
Holiday trade.
All of our instruments are carefully selected

by

an

expert.

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.

540 CONGRESS ST.
McGOULDRXC,

"I*. C.
dee 2

Maaiagor.

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.

There is

firm of Emery. Waterhouse & Co.

having
by the death of the Senior
THEbeenMr.dissolved
Dan’l F. Emery, lias disposed of its

partner
stock of merchandise to The Emery-Watera
formed
house
Corporation
Company,
under the laws of the State of Maine, tortile
and
of
HAKlimanufacturing
selling
purpose
WARI in Its several branches.
Prompt presentation of all claims against, and payment of
debts due us is earnestly requested.
EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.,
in liquidation.
DANIEL F. EMERY, .JR.. I Surviving
JOHN T. EUSTIS,
I Partners.
febleodlw
Portland, February 1,1892.

ease

for those far

consumption—not

in

gone

recovery—ease.
There is cure for those
far gone.
There is
ter than
are

not

prevention—bet-

cure

—

for those who

threatened.

Let

us

eodtf

NoJice.

C. W. ALLEN.
dtf

1\ O BAILEY.
marl4

careful

send you a book on
living and Scott’s

Emulsion
even

if you

of cod-liver
are

only

a

oil,
little

thin.
Free.
Scott & Bov/ne, Chemists, 132 South 5th A vcnus,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-lhor
Oil—ell druggists everywhere do. $1.
*•

BANKERS OF CHICAGO.
Men Who Arc Well Known in Finan-

^

Began Lifo as Poor Boys
and Worked Their Way Up to Fame
of Them

and

Fortune

—

Stranger

That

Facts

Seem

Fiction.

Than

[Special Chicago Letter.]
Some of the most successful business
in the city of Chicago are among
banking fraternity, and many who
to-day hold high positions in the commercial and social world began at the
men

the

lowest

yery

round

of

iSlcetches of the lives of
men

•w'th

born in Rhenish Bavaria
1660. He
in 1823, was educated there, and at the
age of twenty-one became a journalist
and a revolutionist with both pen and
sword against Bavarian despotism. In
1849 he came to America and engaged
in journalism in Cleveland, O. He came
to Chicago some years later and became
editor of the Staats Zeitung, a great
political organ; lie was closely identified with the opposition to slavery, and
He was one of the
the Nebraska bill.
leading spirits in the movement which
resulted in the formation of the republican party. He received several
government appointments from Lincoln,
Garfield and Hayes, which ho resigned.
In one, however, he served four years,
revenue
collector under
as internal
Lincoln. He has thrice been delegate
was

--

the

ladder.
of these
American boy
some

will show what an
ability and determination may

ac-

jeomplish.

The Bankers’ club of Chicago has a
■membership of about seventy representative bankers of America. It is
about ten years old and was organized
;fcr the purpose of social intercourse,
comparing notes and the discussion of

!

to national conventions.
Prior to launching the National Bank
of Illinois on the sea of finance, he had
guided the State Savings Institution
In
during its mos't prosperous period.
1S71 he retired from its management,
and five years later it was hopelessly

wrecked.
,
On September 1, 1371,

he

the

opened

National Bank of Illinois at 99 Wash-

ington

street.

The business

rapidly

in-

creased. It started out in full vigor and

management of Mr.
Schneider successfully weathered the
It is
great fire and the panic of 1873.
to-day a very large and prosperous inunder

the

able

stitution. Mr Schneider is one of the
board of directors for the world’s fair
and also on the committee of ways and
means.

Y^5

I)

/

ELBKIDGE G. KEITH.
finance. All managers of Chicago banks
They have
,are clegible to membership.
■.eight or ten honorary members from
lother cities, but the remainder are Chicago men.

Ishmaelites in the matter of
club rooms, having none of their own,

They

are

but meeting at some hotel.
These meetings occur but four times
ievcry year, in October, December, February and April. At these meetings a
'banquet is given, and some man of mark
delivers an address on a subject of in-

terest

PORTLAND

Fall

Mr. Elbridge G. Keith, president of
the Metropolitan national bank, was
He
born July 10, 1840, in Barre, Vt.
was educated there and at Newburg
When 17 years of age he
seminary.
to Chicago and entered the
came
wholesale millinery establishment of
W. W. Secombe, in the capacity of
store sweeper; nearly a year after he
obtained a position in the house of his
brother, of the firm of Keith & Faxon.
Six years later he was admitted to the
firm of Keith Bros. & Co., and is still

connected with that firm.

He

was

Winter

and

mencing

and public buildings.
Mr. George Schneider, president of
the National Bank of Illinois, has been

identified with financial Chicago since

cial Circles.

Most

to resign the honor on account o£ the pressure of business duties. Ho consented, however, to become
chairman of the committee on grounds

compiled

OFFICE-

POST

Arrangement

October

—

Com-

1891.

4,

brellas.—Boston Transcript.
ARRIVAL AXD DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a. in.,
1 '•>
5.05 and 11.30 p. m.; close 8.00 a. in-, } 2
5.15 and 9.15 p. in.; .Sunday, arrives 1.15 P- m.,
m.
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close
8 a. m. and 2.45 p. in.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a. in. and 1 p. in.; close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m,
Augusta, intermediate offlees and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at -.00 and
a.
9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 0.00 p. m.; close at b.lo
in., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. ill.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.15 p.m.; close at 8.00 a. m., ana
12.20 p.

m.

Rockland, intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
6 p. m.; close at 6.15, and 12.20 p. ill.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at2.00
a. in., and 1.00 p. in.; close at 12.20 p. in.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 0.00
а, in. ana l.uo anu o.id p. m.;
3.00 a. 111., 12.20, 4.1o anti 0.15

ciunu

p.

«“■“

ill.

Burnlor—Arrive 2.00 a. ni.. 1.00 and 6. p. ni.;
close at G.l 5 a. m., 12.20 and 0.15 p. ill.
Ilkldeforcl and Saco—Arrive 10,00 a. ni. 12.30
5.30 and 8.30 p. 111.; close at G.00 and 8.00 a.
ni., 12.00, 2.45 ancl 5.15 p. 111.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. in.;
close 6.30 a. m. and 1 p. m.
Gorham. X. If, intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. ill. and 12.25 p. m.; close 6.30 a. m., 1.00
and 4.30 p. ill.
Swanton, IV.. intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. II. It.—
Arrive at 3.20 p. in.; close at3.00 a. m.
Bartlett, X. If, intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. B. B.~
Arrive at 10.00 a. m. and 8.20 p. m.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Hochester, X. If, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland &Bocliester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 0.30 and
11.45 a. m.
City Wcstbrook—Arrive at 8.40 a. m. 1.46 and
б. 00 p. ill.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
6.00 and 8.20 p. m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45
a. m., and 5.30 p. ni.

Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers InternaSteamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Monand
Thursdays.
days
Chebeague, Long and Bailey’s Islands—Arrive
tional

a! m.; close at 1.30 p. in.
Peak’s Island—Arrive 10X0 a. m.; close 1.45

p.

m.

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham. Baymoml
and, South Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close atl.45
p. m.
Cape Elizabeth and, Mowery Beach. Knightville
—Arrive at 10.00 a. m.; close at 2.45 p. m.
South Portland {Perry Village) land Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.
m. and 2.15 p. m.
East Decring—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at
OFFICE HOUBS.

m. to
a. m.

5.00 p. m.
to 6.00 p. in,

Begistry department,

a.
a.

9.00

General Delivery, (Sundays excepted) 7.30
to 7.00 p. ni. Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a. m.

a. m.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India streets, at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m., 12.30,1.30,
and 6.15 p. ni.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Post
Office, window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. in. Collections
from street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

tional bank examiner of Chicago. These
with William A. Hammond,
officers
cashier of the National Bank of Illinois,
and G. B. Shaw, president of the American trust and savings bank, form the

WIT AND WISDOM.

the First national bank of Illinois, was
the first president of the club.
He was born in De Ruyter, N. Y., in
1886. He received a rather scant education at the Rome academy, in Rome,
N. Y.

When only 18 years of age he commenced his long and successful bankOneida Central bank at Rome in the humble position of porter. Two years later, in October. 1855, he came to Chicago, and
found employment on the West side, in

ing

career

by entering the

‘the planing mill and lumber business

chosen the first president of the Metropolitan national bank, in May, 1884,
when it was organized, and is still at
the head of that large institution.
He is recognized as one of the most
substantial and broad-minded bankers
in the country.
Mr. G. B. Shaw, president of the
American trust and savings bank, is a
native of New York, and was reared
and educated in western New York.
old he had his
When 15
years
first mercantile experience working in
111. After
a general store in Moline,
leaving school, he went into the grocery business with bis father in Moline.
After that, he was for three years in
central Wisconsin engaged in the lumber business. Twenty years ago, he
came to Chicago and connected himself
with the lumber business of Kellogg,
Wood & Co. On leaving them, he became interested in the same business in
Kansas, where he operated 75 lumber
yards. Before selling out his business
in Kansas, he became interested in the
Metropolitan national bank. He was
vice president of that bank for five
years. On the first of August, 1889, he
organized the American trust and savings bank and has since remained its
president. It is a very substantial in-

stitution. Mr. Shaw has been very successful in all his ventures and has a
beautiful residence on Michigan av-

and in 1859 came to Chicago as general
agent of the Union Savings & Trust
Company, which corporation he continued to represent until 1864, when he
severed his connection with it to become one of the founders of the Fifth
r-o

+ !r>n-i1

Of i'llift

Wflft

n£1

10V

during the time of its existence, nearly
twenty years, and during much of that
period was its acting and responsible

salary of 8500 per annum. Shortly after
he was promoted to the position of paying teller. In 1SC0 he was made assistThe next year he was
ant cashier.
cashier, and some year3 later was appointed cashier of the First national
bank.
Of his subsequent career it can only
be said that his capabilities and industry brought him up round by round to
In 1382 ho was
the top of the ladder.

First national
president
bank, and in July, 1S91, was selected
its president. He was for several years
vice

of

the

of the American Bankers’
A few months si»ce he
association.
was elected president of the board of
directors for the world’s.fair, luit was

president

The
Philanthropic Shoe Man.
Irate Customer—Those shoes I bought for my
boy iast week are liajf worn out already, and I
found a thick piece of pasteboard in the soles.
What have you to say to that?
Dealer—My clear sir the pasteboard is put m
to keep tlie feet from touching the ground when
the leather vn,Vmi wouldn’t want your
little hoy to catch cold and die ot consumption,
would you?—street & Smith’s Good News.
LOST AND FOUND.
is mighty and will
Miss E. S. Orr, East
Harpswell, Maine. The grip left me a hopeless
and helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
advice I was quickly and permanently cured.
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Booth hay Harbor,
feb3-d&w6w
Me.
truth
FOUND.—“That
prevail.” I wrote to

PAGE’S, 2G1 Middle street,
FOUND—At
10c. Valentines, 3c.; 15c. Valentines, 5c,;
25c. Valentines, 10c; 50c. Novelties tor Valentines, 31c. and 34c. Envelopes to match, 2, 3,
5 and 10 cents, 201 Middle street.30-1

have found the greatest cure on
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms; I suffered twelve
Sufferyears aud tried every known
ers write to me and enclose stamp. MISS E. S.
East
ORR,
Harpswell,

IjSOUND—I

remedy.

Me._jan9d&w2m*

only place ip the city where
you can get every description of gold,
silver and nickel plating (lone; we give special
attention to cleaning, repairing and reflnishing
old plated ware, hand plating on carriage
work, polishing, buffing, etc.; lowest prices
for fine work;
we
guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Pore and
Union Sts.

FOUND—The

_janlStf

AGENTS.
,4 GENTS WANTED—Butler’s book is ready.
Agents at once to canvass in Cumberland
county. Address W. L. HARVEY. General
agent, 75 Gray street, or call from 12 to 2

gle

assessments

jan20-8

Me._
WANTED to sell

the

history

profusely illustrated, all in one large
Sells for'10 cents. Send 10 cents for sample
and terms.
JOHN J. LANE, Publisher,
Laconia, N. H.11A

FOR

SALE—Household goods nearly

new

will tie sold at private
Monday
IVOR
1st and 2nd, at 35 BROWN
Tuesday,
sale

STREET

February

and

30-1

_30-1

manager.
In 1883, he was the leading spirit in
the organization of the National Bank
of America, of which he was then made
president and which office he still holds.
Mr. Lombard is regarded as an eminently successful financier, well deserving the position he holds to-day as
one of the representative bankers of
the west.

Another

sucsessful

financier

who
the

almost to have possessed
touch of Midas, is Mr. John E. Walsh,
president of the Chicago national bank,
and part owner of the Chicago Herald
seems

Evening Post. Beginning as a
newsboy in Post Office alley, without
and

home, friends or money, he has ascended to the high position he now occupies by what seems to be almost miraculous power.
He is certainly a

thoroughly self-made

man.

Liman C. Paschal.
Impertinent Question.
Jack Dashing—She’s the moet uninteresting girl I ever met. though she is
rich. She can’t say anything but “yes”
An

and “no.”

Priscilla,—Which did she say to you?

exchange for small house,

PUNG

Runner
29-1

SALE—Horse seven years old, weighs
925 pounds. In good condition; kind in
every respect; will stand without hitching, and
easy driver. Owner has no use for her, and will
sell horse, harness and sleigh for $110.00, or
horse separate for $85.00. Can be seen at 203
Franlflfin street,._28-tf.

FOR

fine residence, No. 41
Modern and first class in
appointments. Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 243 Commercial street.jan!2-tf
SALE—The

Thomas
IftOR
its

W.ic'lviivr.-l-rnv ytur

street.

Maine woman sent to the house of her
nearest neighbor ahd requested the loan of a
The neighbor was using
new pair of scissors,
them, and sent back word accordingly. The
would-be borrower was not to be rebuffed so
easily, and presently her little girl appeared the
second time to say—
“.Mother wants to know if you will lend her a
quarter to buy a pair of scissors with?”—Ex-

TQ THE PUBLIC
of Pond’s
Extract cannot take too much precaution to prevent substitution. Some
druggists, trading on the popularity of

Intending purchasers

palm off other preparations, unscrupulously asserting them to be “the
”
”
“
same as
or
equal to Pond’s Extract, indifferent to the deceit practiced upon and disappointment thereby caused to the purchaser, so long
as larger profits accrue to themselves.
Always insist on having Pond’s Ex-

Take no other.
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY ; NEVER
BY MEASURE. Quality uniform.
tract.

/’m>vvuv

nnivn

X-

m

ADVANCE, $7.00.

Full and Complete Telegraphic News.

RkN.TAMIN

nr

lebl-tf

SHAW, 51Mi Exchange street.

KENT.—Desirable furnished rooms, single or eu suite. Hot and cold water, bath,
etc. Apply No. 2 Gray street, immediately op1-1
posite ‘-The Sherwood.”

TO

residence of the

BE

LET—The elegant
late N. C. Sawyer, with
TO
large and beauSituated at
shade trees, etc.
tiful
a

Local and

lot, hedge,
Woodfords, corner of Deering and Chestnut
streets, handy to schools, church, stores and
cars.
Would lease for a terrn of years; possession given immediately,
inquire of ;K. A.
NOYES, at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
2-tf
Public
Library.
WATSON, at the

spring
LET—Early
P. & K. It. It.
IIOstreet,
size of
the

in

on

State

Fields

COMPLETELY COVERED.

Kennebec

depot,

room,
room 40x70, well
of
for
fit
manufacturing
lighted, high posted,
most any kind. Also two rooms 20x70 each,
near

with steam power,

Address CHAM BERTRAND,
with power.
30-1
Box 203, Woodfords.

FIRST-CLASS FINANCIAL AND MARINE

desirable tenements,

LET—Three very
located: Prices, $9, $10 and $12
TO centrally
Union
also for sale (5 houses

near
month;
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange
30-1
street.

per

NEWS

DEPARTMENTS.

to let, with board, In a private
Room
family. Terms moderate. References
required. Please address, A. W., at this office.
30-1

mo LET—A small tenement of six rooms on
JL Becket street. Price $13 per month. Apply at 87 MUNJOY ST.__29-1

TO

INSTRUCTING

Cumberlana street.18-4

LET—Very desirable
LET—One

or

rooms

at 457

GENERAL

in building No. 21
Enquire WM. SHEA, (5

two flats

AND

READING

INTERESTING
FOR

ALL

THE

oct7-tf

Family Circle Every Day.

WANTED.

situation by a male nurse of
experience. Address CHARLES PERRY~, Watervlllc Maine.4-1

WANTED—A

chance

competent girl,
WANTED—By
to do general housework in small family;
is
wanted for hotel work
a

Paper Printed on a New, Fast, Webb Perfecting Press, and Delivered All Over Western Maine in the Morning.

good cook; 25 girls
50 men waiting for employment; teamsters,
wood-choppers, ice and farm hands. Apply at
109

Federal St., MRS. PALMER’S office. 4-1

quiet
private family
WANTED—Board
street, by gentleman and wife; state
C. E. F.. this office.3-1
in

on

Address

on

road to

the

x

sell

boots and shoes,
WANTED.—Situation
groceries, staple goods,
trade.
in the
Tine
or

or

any

general

specialty

Fifteen years’ experience as salesman. Energetic, capable, reliable. References Al. Address ‘•WORKER,” Press Office.3-1

A TRIAL FOR ONE MONTH COSTS

thoroughly
WANTED—A
understands the business to take the
of
first-class resort hotel,
hotel man who

management

one

a

with from $5,000 to 10,000 preferred.

To the

dress A. B., Press office.3-1

50 cts. IN ADVANCE,

in need of tlie best
mature, Fowls,
street, and see them,
No charge to see
to sell.
S. YOUNG. 105 Green, street. 9-1
one

the earliest to
WANTED—Any
Laying
call at 105 Green
or

please
as I keep alll breeds
the fowls.

_•

know that J. G.

public
WANTED—The
CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark
tubes and bells of every
to

’■

r
f

street.
Speaking
description put into hotels, private houses and
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted;
by mail attended to.2-1

orders

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

thoroughly competent and
lady stenographer and typeBest reference.
an office.
writer,
Address. M. T.,thls office.1-1

WANTED—By
experienced
situation in

to know that

the famous

07

Blush of Roses is the Eiffel Tower of
WANTED—Ladies
toilet articles. Tile effect is immediate, delight-

ful, refreshing and charming, and gives
complexion. YOUR DRUGGIST.

a

Exchange St., Portland, Me*

lovely
1-1

competent double-entry bookkeeper will post books, make bills and
statements for merchants, lawyers and assignees; find and correct errors in trial balances, or
No
any work pertaining to .bookkeeping.
Address,
objection to working evenings.
30-1
BOOKKEEPER, P. O. Box, 1775.

WANTED—A

IKE STATE PRESS

loan $10, $20, $30, $50, $100
furniWANTED-To
to $10,000, in city and vicinity,
on

in want of trunks

AT-

or

$2.00 A YEAR.

REYNOLDS, 650
Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; open
evenings until 9.;aol3-4
and

$1000
$15,buy
000 worth of castroff clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
for ladies’
cash
to

to

from

AN UNRIVALLED FAMILY WEEKLY.

dresses, gents’
price
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

highest

MISCELLANEOUS.

Twelve

first or second mortgages on real estate, commercial paper,
or anv good collateral securities.
Inquire of
4-1
A. C.'LIBBY, 42V-! Exchange street.

MONEY

to LOAN

on

SICK—Any lodge
party desiring a watcher or

FOR THE

WATCHER
private
or

nurse

for the

sick,

can

find

one

Bosworth I’osf building, Free St.
ic Hall, Exchange St.

of

or

Pages filled with interesting and Valuable
Reading Matter.

THE SEWS OF THE WEEK COMPLETELY GIVES.

experience.

the Mason
2-4

PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
would do well to call onus. Pictures framed,
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con2-1
gress streets.

If You Read the MAINE STATE PRESS You
Will be Well informed on the Leading
Topics of the Day

PICTURES!

FEMALE

HELP.

IN STATE.

NATION, FOREIGN COUNTRIES, and the WORLD OF ART and LITERATURE.

capable and experienced
girl to do general housework. Referrequired. Apply at No. S Spruce street.

WANTED.—A
ences

THE WONDER OF HEALING!
CUBES CATARRH, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA,SOBE THROAT,PILES, WOUNDS,
BURNS, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND
HEMORRHAGES OF ALL HINDS.
Prepared only by POND’S EXTRACT CO.,
NEW YORK AND LONDON.
See our name on every wrapper and label.

PONiiS

“40

Miss Gusher—Oil, Mr. Malilstiek, I was at the
art exhibition this afternoon.

IN

FOR

4-1

for

ner

THE BEST MARINE NEWSPAPER IN MAINE.

housework.

general
WANTED.—Girl
Appty at 127 Western Promenade,
Bowdoin street. References

cor-

required.

of

_3-1
Apply
good
WANTED—A
543% CONGRESS ST„ Room 10. 2-1
tailoress.

a

If you are a Farmer you Want the Paper to Keep
You Posted on Prices of YOUR PRODUCTS.

HENRY WARD BEECHER.

Orange St., Brooklyn, N. Y.,)
Feb. 11,1800. )
“l have used Allcock’s Plasters for some
years for myself and family, and, as far as able,
for the many sufferers who come to us for assistance, and have found them a genuine relief
for most of the aches and pains which flesh is
lieir to. I liavo used Allcock’s Plasters
for all kind of lameness and, acute pain, and by
frequent experiments, find that they can control
many cases not noticed in your circulars.
“The above is the only testimonial I have ever
given in favor of any plaster, and if my name
lias been used to recommend any other it is
without my authority or sanction.”
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher.

A.T=z

PAID

NOT

RENT—The four story building, number 241 Middle street, now occupied by
Messrs. Chenery & Co., as a wholesale iancy
goods and manufacturing establishment. The
above is favorably situated and may be rented
Infor a term of vears at a reasonable price.

persons
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D.
558

change.

FROM MRS.

-'-1

Square.___

SALE—At cost, rather than carry over
my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers
from $5 up, Suits from $20 up. Overcoats from
$20 up, for cash only. Good fit or no money.
F. W. GROSSTUCK. 10 Free street. jan2-7

FOR

=

Daily

Preble street.

on

HOVEY, 27 Monu-

FOR

SALE—A two storied house, corner of
Sheridan and Monument streets. Apply at
8-4
the house, 87 MON UMENT STREET.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral cures colds and coughs;
an unequaled anodyne expectorant.
A

of.

ture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
pay off furniture leases. Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 186
29-1
Middle street, room 0, second floor.

I feel it

“Where’s your wagon?” asked the woman of
tlie house as the iceman rang the bell.
“Haven’t any today. Will you let me have a
bucket of water?”
“Yes; wliat are you going to do with it?”
“I’m going to set it out on the front steps here
and let it freeze for you. The company’s business is getting pretty poor, and we may as well
take advantage of tlxc cold snap to cut down ex-

tenements

LET—Two
of JOHN M.
TO Inquire
ment

price.

EOR SALE.

SALE—Stable manure. Inquire of J.
B. Cl,ARK & SONS, 37 Tyng street. 2-1

Page

Six Dollars a Year il Paid In Advance.

desirable rooms with

LET—Two

very
first class table board, good location.
TO
at 92 FREE
Terms Reasonable.

a

of

AGENTS
the Dr. Graves, Sawtell and Almy murders,
book.

FOR SALE—One Traverse
Puns at 209 COMMERCIAL ST.

my duty to say a few words in regard
to Ely’s Cream Balm, and I do so entirely without solicitation. I have used it more or less
half a year, and have found it to be most admirable. I have suffered from catarrh of tire worst
kind ever since I was a little boy and I never
hoped for cure, but Cream Balm seems to do
even that.
Many of my acquaintances have
used it with excellent results.—Oscar Ostrum,
40 Warren Ave., Chicago, 111.

RENT.—Store No. 259 Middle street.
for a boot and shoe
dealer to continue trade that has been established by the concern just withdrawing from
the retail business. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51/3
d'1
Exchange street.

Eight

good opportunity

A

total

SALE—Or

the Summer Resort.
Kate—Did you ever notice how easy it is to
rind out what people do for a living?
Singular,
but they are always, during their vacation, doing the neatest thing to their regular occupation.
Jenny—I wonder what Harry’s business is,
then; All he cares to do is to walk, walk, walk.
Kate—Perhaps a tramp, or possibly only a
floor-walker.—Boston Transcript.

An

TYPE

Danforth

cash required, a gentlemen’s
residence,
every modern improvement, property valued at
$8500, near High street; also two pieces of
rented property that pay about 14 per cent
W. P. CARR. Real Estate,
on investment.
29-1
Room 6, second floor. 185 Middle St.

At

_

WRITER—Standard Remington f 2;
practically new, to be let. Address REM3-1
INGTON, Press Office.

for reliable life

for difference,
FORpurchaser giving mortgage brick

“Have you seen my hat, waiter? A
with”“Too late, sir. The best ones ’ave been
gone this ’arf hour.”—London Judy.

TO

wanted
WANTED.—Agents
insurance, cheapest known; only 25 sinReserve
since 1885.

fund, responsible management, no "endowments,” "partnership policies,” or any speculative features.
Liberal terms to canvassers;
previous experience not requisite. Correspondence invited.
PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,

1 ILY PRESS

FIJI

LET—Second door in building occupied
floor has in
by the Lakeside Press. This steam neat,
dependent street entrance, power,
opelevator; is well lighted and a splendid
portunity lor a light manufacturing business.
Apply at office, 117 Middle
Press & Photo. Eng. Co., N. CKAHS, Manager.

Pier.
p.^n, TO Portland
street.

no

new one

LET._

TO

Inquire

Constitutional or scrofulous catarrh, sore eyes
etc., surely cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Foilceived

Mr. Isaac G. Lombard, president of
the National Bank of America and
chairman of the Chicago clearing-house
committee, is a native of Massachusetts.
He was born in the town of Truro, in
1835, was educated at his birthplace,

of a Mr. Coif, then situated on the present site of the Pittsburgh, Chicago &
lie was engaged
Fort Wayne depot.
there as man of all work.
He, in fact, did every honest thing
which came to his hand, having a name
and a fortune to make by his own exertions. In 1858 he entered the service of
the Merchants’ Loan & Trust Company
bank as bookkeeper, at the munificent

breath.”—New York Press.

Just reSALE—Molasses and Tea.
a choice new Ponce, Porto Rico
if
you like fine
molasses, first of the season;
goods we have it ( also the fourth lot of that
We
are
famous r.oc tea.
receiving very flattering testimony in regard to the quality and
If
this
tea.
you have not tried it
strength of
call for sample free. GEO. H. LORD, 272 Cougress street.29-1

GEORGE SCHNEIDER.

enue.

LYMAN J. GAGE.

his

street.

ever

started. He was, also, the originator of.
the Chicago clearing house. He is a
jolly, genial gentleman, known by everyone and liked wherever he is known.
Mr. Lyman J. Gage, now president of

he's laid un with asthma

FOR

Mr. James D. Sturges, the national
bank examiner, has held that position

iner.
He has lived in Chicago since 1857.
He was born in Connecticut, being, as
he would express it, a Buckeye-Yankee,
as he received most of his early training
‘in the west. It was at a meeting of the
clearing-house committee at his home
that the idea of the Bankers’ club originated; he was instrumental in its organization and has been secretary and
treasurer of the club ever since it

now

fishing he wants.”
"How is that?”
queried a neighbor.
-Sitting by the stove all day trying to catch

SALE at cost I have a few imported
and domestic overcoatings, suitings and
trouserings left which I will sell at cost, to
make room for Spring goods. Perfect fit or no
FRED W. GROSSTUCK, 10 Free
money.

executive committee.

since January, 1885. He was for
nearly twelve years cashier of the
Northwestern national bank, before receiving the appointment of bank exam-

Fishing Enough Now.
“My husband would go fishing,” said a wife
remonstrances.
the other day, “in
spite of all my
so he did and
I knew he would
get cold, andaud
lias all the

Portland,

Cashier’s Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30
m. to 7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9

The president of the club is Elbridga
•G. Keith, president of the Metropolitan
national bank; the vice president is
John C. Black, president of the Continental national bank; the secretary and
‘treasurer is James D. Sturges, the na-

The verdict of the
people is that Hall’s Hair
Benewer cures grayness and baldness.

at 9.15

5.30 p. m.

to bankers.

Mahistick—Did you see anything of mine
there?”
Miss
Gusher_Yes, several of your paintings:
and how careful the managers arc of them! I’m
in them
sure it. was
really kind and thoughtful
that noboay
to place them so
high on the wall
and
canes
umcould possibly
with
injure them

EXTRACT

•OlHTfSEMT.
It’s remarkable specific
action upon the affected parts
gives it supremo control over

gnraagl Biles, however severe.

Also for Burns, Scalds,
If®3™* Eruptions, Salt Shewn &c.
Testimonials from all classes
£“*’“3! prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of prices. Put UP only by
POND’S EXTRACT CO., 76 6th Ave.,S. Y.
_

noY7

TTS&wcS

************************£*
TWO DOLLARS
| A Simple Remedy
I
jg

-R
■R

Year; ONE DOLLAR tor Six Months; FIFTY GENTS
for Three Months; and 25 Cents for Trial Snirscription of Six Weeks.

For Heartburn. Sour Stomach, Nausea,4Water Brash, Wind in Stomach, Distress *or Fuilness after Eating,
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough, J
Offensive Breath and

Indigestion,£
J

J
All Stomach Troubles }
I For
-k
Dr Bronson’s Pepsin Troches, made from &
X

X

C

Roots. Barks, Gums and Pepsin, are re-jf
liable and effective. 25c. and 50c. a box.
Of all druggists or by mail.
jf

I BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. >F
************F*************
dccis

wd2wtc

|

a

Address, PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
Exonanse S»'fc:r,©©'£,
....
POMTMUi J>.
MAINE,

Erie. 30Vs
Erie preferred..*.... 71%
Illinois Central.108%
fnd., Bloom & West.........
21 :s
Lake Erie & West..
Lake Shore.122%
LouiSgA Nash. 72%
Manhattan Elevated.1171/4

31
71
108%
22Vr
122 *4

74%
118

Michigan Central.107
vlinn.|& St. Louis... 8Vs
Mi mi. & SL Louis pfd........ 20

107%
9
20
03
115

Missouri Pacific. 62l/a
New Jersey Central.llo
-Nonhern Pacific common. 23
Northern Pacific pfd. 00%
N oith western.117 a/«
Northwestern pfd. ..141
New York Central..114%
New York, Chicago & St- Louis. .191 \
do pfd. ToVa
Ohio & Miss...
Out. & Western. 38%
Xortli American.
Pacific Mail., 37%
Pullman Palace.189 V
41

■leading.

23%
07%

117 ^
141

114%
3 91

75%
22
39
30%
38

189%
40%

>

91

‘90%

•lock Island.
Louis & San Fran.
do pfd.
do 1st,.

Paul

78%

do

pfd.124%

79

124V

Paul, Mitm. & Maim.113*2
Paul & Omaha. 48%

St.
St.

113
49
114

do pfd.Ill
Texas Pacific, new. 12*4

12V,
40%

Union Pacific. 45%
U. S. Express.. 49
13
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd. 29%
Western Union. 86V2
■Sugar Trust. 80vs
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point. 14%
do pfd. 72
Oregon Nav. 90

49
3 3V
30
87
81 y«

..

15
72
90

tion. After 2 o’H» r the mantes buuucu
Boston Stock Market.
ivusual raid In last hour, while Industrials
The following were to-day’s quotations oi
u ce 'a ly, Distillers or«i
:ks
in
Boston:
depressed
grangers
equal Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 39%
ped from 50 to 48, Cordage stocksrailro
B. & Q...108
amounts, Burlington yielded 1; other
.ilall CULL ,11... a *1
decli
shares generaUy large fractions. The
,
Union
Pacific.
occured anti.
in Western Union 1%. Slight raPt
Boston & Maine E.
do pfd.
Distillers rose over 1, the market closing aeii
.200
Hell Telephone..
and weak, generally close to lowest prices.
N,
York and New England E.. 4S:
Trausatactions the Stock Exchange agp'
do pfd.106
cousin Central. 19
gated 349,700 shares
..■He Central.
Poriiaud, Saco & Portsmouth E.
Review of the Portland Wholesale Marl cl.
w

->•

3, 1892.
Tiade coalitions remain about the same
Floui
last week, quiet witli light business.
unchanged and sales small, prices generally in
n
buyers favor. Provisions steady witn modern
inquiry. Fresh Beef strong, with sheep and
lambs higher; we quoie sides at G@7V2C$> that hinds 8@10c, fores 4@6c, rounds and flam7e, rump loins 12@14c, rumps ll gl2c, loin-.
12@17c, rattles 3%@4V4c, backs 5yB@6 c,
lambs at lOgllc, sheep 9c, pork ribs 9c, sai
sage 9c, round hogs 6@6V-c. Turpentine is
lc up Dry Fish higher for large Shore Cod and
Pollock. Yellow Eyed Beaus firm and abmi i
26c better. Sugar quiet and unchanged. Cofftfirm without material change in prices. Mo
lasses in light demand; no change in figures.
Teas quiet and steady. Molasses City shooks
Cordage steady. Seeds show an advance.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING Feb.

Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf oyBe ;confectioners
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Retail

Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Feb. 3.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R—For Portland. 88 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 176 cars.
Press Stock List.

Portland Daily
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
128
126
Bank.100
C'anal National
117
115
CaWo National Bank.100
40
42
Bank..
40y2
National
Cvffnberland
100
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
75
Bank..
Merchants’National
11U
118
National Traders’ Bank-100
103
105
Portland National Bank.... 100
116
114
‘ortland Trust Co..100
100
Cortland Company...100
85
80
’ortland Gas Company. 50
120
115
’ortland Railroad CompanylOO
110
115
Portland Water Co.100
115
120
ilaine Central R R.100
BONDS.

Brokers,

V

_1 OS

110

Portland 6s. 1907.123
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding. .102
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. It. aid.102
Bangor 6s, 1899. E E aid.108
Bangor 6s. 1905, Water.120
Bath 6s, 1898, E R. aid.105
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.102
Bath 4V2S. 1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1921. Refunding. 98
Belfast 6s, 1898.E. E. aid.106
98
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.
Calais 4s. 1901—1911, Refunding.. 100
Lewiston 6s, 1901. Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913. Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
Maine CentralR. E. 7s.1898.1st. mtgll3
7s, 1912. cons. mtgl34
103
“4VaS
g6s. 1900, extens’nllO

Tih;

126

flc

1 SS7

103
104
110
121107
104
102
100
108
100
101
114
102
102
115
136
105
112

••

“8s,

108

1895—1905 D’bl02
Leeds & Farmington E. E. Gs, 1896.105
Portland & Ken. R. E. 6s. 1895-103
Portland & Ogd’ggGs, 1900. lstmtglos
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

106
105
110
110
98

Grain

Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY

WHEAT.

May.

100%
100%
Lowest.,100%
lOOVs
Closiug.

July.

Jan.

Feh.

4914
4914
49

lowest.

4914
Closing.
Wednesday’s quotations.
Jan.

July.

Lowest.
Closing.

opening.
Highest.......

Lowest.
Closiug.

48%
49V
48%
48

May.
99%
99%
199
9914

Fell.
49 v3

May.

49%

49

49

48%

vs

49%

4u'

48%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Tuesday's quotations.
Feb.

Sheep and
Cattle. Lambs.
This week_2,434
9,347
9.517
Last.week.
.2.461
..

gaine. 317
N. Hampshire. 275

Yeals.

Swine

629
659
127
312
119

29,906
23,302

10
21
12

69
17
Massachusetts 231
3.721
Canada.
000
29,840
Western. 1,173
4,640
Prices of Northern and Eastern Beef CattleChoice, at 4(5,6 p lb; first quality, —c; second
quality,3 Vac; third quality, cows and coarse
oxen, 2,6,3c.
Prices of Western
from $5®*6 50 for

Beej Cattle q? cwt. ranged
choice live Aveight; second
third
quality, 2 50(2(53 50.
$3
50@$6;
quality
Sheep and lambs—prices ranged from 4@6Vic
ft.

M

lb

Veal calves—prices ranged from 4%@6%c t>
live weight.
Swine—prices from 4@43/ic t> lb live weight.
lb.
Brighton hides 0 u 7 Vsc
ItsBrighton tallow uohVaO
lb.
4
hides
@6e
1>
Country
Country tallow 3@4bic pi fix
Calf skms 50 @75c each.
Lamb skins 50c a$l 25 each.
Dairy skins 25@75c each.
Cow skius 0io>4c (9 lb.
..

*._v c

-t,

__

Boston Produce Market.

11 00.

Hams at 9 k c; smass
11

cto

uc

;

Ma".
*11

41i/t

WHEAT.

Feb.

W

88%
88'

84 Va

COHN.

M-,

Feb.
Opening. 4o%

411
4j

40

■

Money Market.

(By Telegraph!.
NEW YOi’.li, Feb. 3, If
The following are to-day's ciosing quotationof Government seeurities:
Fe!>. 3.

New4’s reg.11(5%
New 4's co»|>.11*1%
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.100%
Denver & It. G. 1st.117%
Erie 2ils.108%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Kansas Pacific lsts.107
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.145
American Express.111!
Central Pacific. 31%
dies. & Ohio. 25%
Chicago & Alton.140

Chicago & Alton preferred...
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy..

ICO
108
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 124 %
Lackawana
&
West..144
Delaware,,
Denver & Bio Grande. 17

Feb
1L;
11*
10
1<
117
lot109
11'

1071
14

110
|31
26 9
3 40
160
108 '.
125
3441

JO;

Urv

pressed

uams

c.

Lard—Choice 7e F lb hi tierces and tubs ;10-!h
pails ill cs 7 Vac.
Hogs—Clioice city dressed 6%c f lb; country
do 5 Va c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 30®31c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24a,29c:
extra imitation ereamry 25@26c ;factory ehoicee
®Slc;
—®23c; Northern creamery, clioice
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
choice at
24<®26c; Eastern creamery, good toreceivers’
29®30c. Tlie above quotations are
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—.Nortliern choice full creams and
twins 12igl2Vic; fair to good at 8®11 We;Western choice i 1 v3;<c12c; fair to good 8vs#Ue;
sage at 12V2@13c.
Eggs—Eastern extras @27c; fancy near-by
stock higher; firsts 20®—c; extra Vermont aim
New Hampshire at—®27c; Western 26®27e;
Michigan tirsts 20c; held stock at 18®20c;
limed 17@18c. Jobbing prices are lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-kiiled turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 16®18c; fowls 13® 14c; fair
to good at. 10® 14; Western dry packed turkeys
choice 15® —e; fowls 12® 13c; chickens 13.®
—

Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea, 1 95®.?2: marSI k5®l HO; choice screen pea, 1 60a
1 70; hand-picked med, 1 85si 90; choice yellow eyes, 0 0()®1 90: California pea beans,2 30
m2 40; hand-picked, 2 50®2 00.
Seed—Timothy, 1 56®1 65 ;red top, 1 75@$2;
Western Jersey. 2 00@:2 25; clover, 8®9c;Huu-

Potatoes—Choice [natives and Maiue stock at
S7Vz@l 60 F bbl; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 » bu;
rose 46c; Houitou Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 50® 1 66; Maine
Hid N. H. choice Baldwies, 1 65® 1 75; Greenlgs 1 50®1 62 72 ; Kings $2®2 50.
<

Chicago Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO,Feb. 3,1892—The Cattle market
-Receipts 11,000 shipments 4000; fairly active
■md strong to higher; good to facy steers 4 50®
5 60; others 3 55@4 23; Stockers 176@2 95;
cows 1 75®2 95.
Hogs—receipts 30,000; shipments 11,000;
at
steady to shade higher: rough and common60:
30®4 40; mixed and packers at 4 50@4
4
Cv®4 70:;
prime heavy and butchers’ weights
light 4 40@4 60 :pigs at 4 15®4 30.
Sheep—receipts 4000; shipments 300; activ.
■! stronger; mixed ewes and wethers at 5(4

50@9

o

w^u

65 .lOlUT ail(!

Bacon—show hie r.short clear G oi ••

iu.

25.

(By Telegraph.)
YORK.Feli. 3.1892.—The Flour mark
-receipts 32,251 packages; exports 2214 bbh
18050 sacks; heavy and irregular; free sell
with fair business: sales 29,200 bids.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 25@3 85;
■
v mills extra 4 9(!f&>5 10; city mills patents
ln@5 35; winter wheat low grades at 3 25@
; fai"
funny at 3 90@4 80;patents at 4 4
15: Minnesota clear 4 00@4 75; straights
do patents 4 50,s 5 25; do rye
4 y:
:'cures-i i75; superfine at 2 85(53 45;
Em- at 2 40 5 3 15. Sothern Hour dull and heavy
ini,./
15; Uye flour quiet and weak 4 16@
flour (lull at 1 60@X 76. Buck
Puri:
:...
wheat i.r.
Cormneal more active an
(tern at 2 75:5310. wheat
lower;
,0
25
bush; exports 154,128 bush;
ush; dull, lower and weak; No 2
s-'ies
Hi'd ii:i%;§,99% score and elev, 1 00%@1 01%
final: L
.5102% fob; No 3 Red 97 .c;
N u'lhern at 1 ('251 02%; No 1 hard af
vo
u5’5 ; No 2 Northern at 90 5 (597% ;
I
-n iug
Eye dull and weak; Western
,• 91%.
s
Barley is dull; No 2 Mil 69 u70e.
1 i.n n-receipts 91.450 bush; exports 111,490
hush; sales 83.000 bush; steady and quiet;
v. 2 at 49% 12.49% elev,50'.s(s'50%e afloat,
n b ;No 2 White at 53c; No 3 at 48c; steam«49 V*. Oats—receipts 97,376
mixed at 48
Mil; exports 1990 bush; sales 09,000 bush;
3 at 34
; White do 37e; No 2 at 35%e;
bite doat38c; No 1 at 30c: do White at 39c;
•,’ued Western 34 v@3oya ; White do 37@43c;
.'. bile State 37o43c; No 2 Chcago 36
c.Cof!V«-Rio quiet and steady ; No 7 at 14 @14%.
ugar—raw quiet, firm; reiined steady, quiet;
ncside quotations are those posted by trust;
•uside figures cover rebate; No 6 at 3 9-16(5
.: 11-lOc ;No 7 at 3 7-10:53 9-10c ;No 8 at 3%@
3%c; Flo 9 at 3 5-l<$@3 7-16c; No 10 at 3%
.,

1

—

—

...

53%c;No 11 at 3 3-l«@3 5-lCc; Nol2at 3
,(3%c; No 13, 3 3-10@3 5-16; off A 3%@3.%
.rnuld A 4Vs54%c; standard A

at4@4%r.

enfectioners’ A 3ysS4c; cut loaf at D@51,6

.2E@oO
Taints.

Lead—

3.28

No
No 10.20
5 ox.

Pure ground.7 00*7 50
Ited
.7
@7ti
Veil Reds
*3
Gunpowder—Shot*00 Eng
Am Zinc....5 00*7 110
,3
60®4 oO Rochelle...
Blasting..
.214
Sporting.. .4 r0/10
-.

Rice.
Carolina
..5V4@.7

1 oO

Drop shot,25
Buck, B, BB,
XI TT. F.1 76 Rangoon-5V2^o
Saleratus.
tbs.

■

.,

?. ,$12®13
Boose.Sl0.«;13

Saleratus
.57/514
Spices.
Cassia, pure-ib®i 7
Straw.8 OfilO

Pressep...

...

w

Mace.75,« So

Iron.

@2/6 Nutmegs.70*73
Common 2....
Pepper.18*21
Refined.5 Vs
20
Norway.3%@* Cloves.157/
Ginger.13/1.15
Cast steel.
Starch.
German steel.($3 Vs
Laundry.3 Vij 7/ 5
Shoesteel.
Gloss.0... 777 77
Sheet IronTea.
Common.4-

Souchong.18*50
do choice_35.1/50
•lapan.25*35
Ooolong.257/35

II. C.

18V2@IJ

Galv.0
Tobacco.

S?

ROll

from

TIME
3

Waesland-New York. .Antwerp.. .Feb
CityAlexandriaNew York. Havana-Feb
Pennland.New York- -Antwerp.. .Feb
VI?reia.New York. Bio Janero Fe! >
Hugia.New York. Hamburg .Feb
Feb
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool
Aurania.New York. Liverpool. .Pei)
\(.\v York. Bremen.... Fall
u!,ls
city WashingtnNew York. Hav&Mex.. Feb
.New York.. Liverpool. .Feb
\rizona
Feb
Aurania- •••.. New York. Liverpool
.Feb
New York .Bremen.
pnls
Rotterdam Feb
Werkeiidam New York.. Ido
Janeiro Feb
YBlanca.New York..
Feb
Venezula.New York Laguayra
.Feb
Yolk.
.Cienfuegos
Cienfuegos-New
Vigilancia_New York. .Rio Janeiro Feb
Mane.New York. .Kingston .Feb
New York. Costa Rica Feb
A thus
Feb
New York.. Laguayja
Valencia'.’
■

■

..

.« 55

in” rises

.>

3
3
-l
(i
0
<;
<■

(.

Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. Feb. 3,1892—Consols 95 9-16 for
for money and 95 11-10 for the account.
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 3, 1892.—The Cotton
market is easier; middling at 4d; sales 10,000
bales; speculation and export 1000bales.
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 3, 1892.—Quotations—
Winter
Wheat at 7s7d@7s7V3d; Spring
Mixed American
Wheat at 7s 8V3d^7s 9d;
Cheese 58s.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
THE

WEEK ENDING

10
11
IS
IS
It)
20

Superfine

PORT OF

Com, car lots. Bo®' 6
58@50
grades.4 75@5 00 Corn, bag lots..
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. .60 ©57
XX Turing.5 00@5 25 Oats,car lots.. 48®45
’Patent Spnig
Oats, bag lots. .45®47
Wheat... 5 50@5 75 Cotton Seed,
car lots.. $27@27 50
Mich. str’ght
roller.... .$5ys@5
| bag lots. .$28©29 00
clear do.. .4%@5 101 lacked Br'b
car lots.. $21®22 00
StLouis st’gt
rooler
.5s/f@5 501 bag lots. $23®24 00
...

Middlings.. $22®2
bag lots. $23©26

00
00
Provisions.
1’ish.
Pork, Bks.15 25® 10 00
clear.. 15 50@15 25
Cod—Large
short ctslS 25© 15 50
Shore-6 75@7 00
Small do. 5 00® r» 25 Beef,extra
mess... 8 50® 9 00
3 25(54 25
Pollock
Haddock... 3 25(5,3 50 j plate... 10 00©10 50
Hake.2 00@2 50
ex-plate.10 50® 11 00
Lard, tubs. G7Vs
Herring, box
tierces... G L/„ £® 7 v4
Scaled....
14@18c
GVsCffill
Mackerel, bl
pails..
Shore ls..$ 24@$26
pure leaf-lOVafell
.10
Shore 2s..$ 14@S1G Hams
©10 Vi
docov’rd.ll ©Ul/a
Med. 3s... 1150(5,813
Oil.
Large 3s..
Produce.
Kerosene, PortCpe Cran’s. 6 50@8 50| land ref. pet... 6Vs
Pea Beans. .2 00(5,2 151 Ligonia.6Va
clear do..

5

25@5

37

....

...

Medium do.
Centennial.6Vs
tier, raed... 1 75(5,2 10 i Pratt’s Astral.. 8Vs
Yellow P.yes.1 90(52 25i Devon’s brilliant 8Vs
Raisins.
Cal. Pea-2 G5:<J2 751
1 risn Potat’s 4 5@ 50ei Muscatel... 1 50:8.2 oo
.2 50(53 001 London lay’r2 00©3 50
Sweets
Tiipura lay’r.8 ©OVs
Onions—Natives.2 65(52 751 Valencia. .'. 6Vi;©7
14i515c
Geese.
Sugar.
Chickens...
16@171b| Ex-qnal’ty line
Fowis. i 3®, 14c | granulated.. .4 7-10
Turkeys.... 17®. 18cl Standard do... 4%
Extra C. 3%
Apples,
Seed.
1
No 1 Bald1 90®2 00
wins.1 75@2 001 Red Top.
1 50® 1 GO
ating.2 25 52 501 Timothy,
8:5, 10c1 Clover.10 ©17
vap $ lb..
..

Lemons.

Butter.

4 00@5 00
Palermo
Messina.. .3 75«4501
Oranges.
4 50 5,5 00
Valencia
2 00(53 00
Florida
Malager gpes6 50®8 00
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .2 @26
Held.21(522
Limed.20 21

Creamery.28 §30
Tilt Edge Vr’mt.27®29

...

—

....

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND.

Brunette, Knox, Searsport for Boston.

Cleared.

Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Feb 2-Ar, schsEP
len Merriman. Low, Belfast .or Boston; Odell.
Wade, do for do; Brunette. Knox, Searsport for
do; .1 W Durant, St John, NB, for do.
Feb 3—Ar, seh Trenton, Wallace, Portland for

Roger Williams, and Mary
Portland.

store.18©19
4 lippgp.

Y. fct’ry.l2Vs@13Vs
Vermont.. 12 Vs @13
X.

Sage.14

@14 v,

^Leather.

Light.19@20

sq.ova(«;o
5
Crackers
56
Coal.

weight-21'a)22
Heavy..22@23
Mid

....

Cumberland.4 5055
Slaughter.31@
flood d’mg.19@20
Acadia.
6 00 Am. calf...6o@70
Chestnut....
7 50
Lumber.
Franklin...
G 00 S’th pine.... $30@$40
Lehigh.
Coffee.
Clear pine—
illo, roasted —18521 Uppers..i$65@70
Java do.29530 Select.$45 <r52
Fine common. .$38@45
Cooperage.
Tlhlid sliooks <& hds— I Spruce:-.$13@14
.2
Mol. city.
0052 10; Hemlock.$11@12
Sag. count’y 90c@
Clay boards—
Spruce, X.$3(‘>@38
Country Mol,
hlid sliooks 1 1551 20 Clear....$34;«35
2d clear.$25;a 28
hhd hdgml
No l• $15@20
82 in. 24(526
Pine.. .$25,@50
Spruce35in 205-2
Soft pine35 20522
Shingles—
Harupne3i 26530 X cedar... 3 50@3 75
Clear cedar.3 00@3 25
Hoops 14 ft.
X No 3.2 00@2 25
Hoops 13 ft.
No 3 cedar..1 25@1 50
(loops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Spruce..... 1 25@1 50
•Vmer'n if> fbion
Laths,spce.
*20@2 25
Lime-Cement.
Manilla
12514
Lima,!-* csk. 1 00@1. 05
Manilla bolt
Cement.1 40@T 50
514
rope.
Matches.
Russia do..
17518
50
i--isa
914 510% Star,!* gross
89@40
i Dirigo.....
Drugs ancl Dyes.
Mentis.
Oxalic....
Void
12514
vcid tart.40542
Copper—
.00@19
Vmmonia..15@20 14@48 com
19
Ashes, pot....GV) 5 8 Polished copper.
35
14x48
planished.
Sals copabia.. .6^570
20
Beeswax.35540 Bolts.
sheath5
YM
Blch powders...
Y M Bolts.
27
Borax.12514;
Brimstone.
2Mj@ 5 Bottoms.28a/30
00

2

....

..

Cochineal.40543 Ingot.13@14
Copperas.IV25 21
Cream tartar.... 305361 Tin.I 25I0 Straits. ...22@24
Ex logwood.
Gumarabic... 7051 22 English.23 @2
Aloes cape.1552r' Char. I. Co..7 00@7 50
Camphor.605^2 Char. I. X. 9 2 @9 55

Terne.6 00@8 50
10.o;18
Antimony...
Shellac.3-> 540 Coke.0 00^8 50
00
Indigo.8 c5$ 1 Zinc.7 50(0.8
15 Vs
Iodine.3 7558 4 Solder Vs x%

Mytrli.52555
50

Opium.2 2552

ipecac.2q0@2

25

Licorice, rt... .155 0
Lac ex.34540
Morphine.. .1 9652 '0
Oil bergamot4 005 4 26
Cod liver... IIO5I 35
Lemon.3 0053 25
Olive.1 005 ^9
Peppt.3 2653 50
Wintergreen2 0052 121
Potass br’nule. .28533

Chlorate.17518
Iodide.2 8653 00
i)0@9r>
Quicksilver,
Quinine.31536
Rheubarb, rt.76c51 60
..

Molasses.

Porto Rico.30@40
Barbadoes.3 -@33
38^40
Cieufuegos
Boiling.
Ponce...
39@40
Fancy
....

Nails.

Cask,cut-1 90@j2 00
wire .2 1 @2 2o

Naval Stores.
bbl.. .3 60@3 75
Tar
Coal tar... .5 25@> 0
Pitch.3 00@3 25
Wil. Pitch. .3 00@3 5
Rosin.3 00@4 00
Tupentine, gal.. 4o@50

Rt snake.36@4Q Oakum.8@ 9
Oil.
Saltpetre.IO5I6
Senna... .25530 Linseed.38@43
41@46
Boiled........
Canary seed-454V2
Cardamons 1 0051 75 Sperm. 90@1 00
whale.....
•«5@05
Soda, by-carb3 58%
Sal.2V2@3 Bank.40@45
Sulphur.3V4 53 I Shore.35@40
Sugar lead.20^22 Porgie....35@40
Waite wax.... 55560 Lard.60@70
Vitrol, blue-8 510 Castor.1 25@1 35
.9Qc@l 00
anilkbbean. .$105131 Neatsfoot
..

Florence,Dun-

Spinney, Curling, Sau Francisco.
Ar at Drogheda Jan 30, barque Syra, Petten
gill, St John, NB.
Ar at Cape Town Jan 9, barque Lillian, Hinds
New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos 2d

Inst, barque John Swan,

Peterson, Barbadoes.

Marriners.
1
Office Light-House Boakd,
Washington, D. C., Jail. 28,1892.1
Notice to

■Vryfirva ie lt«p«hu trlvon Hint,
mi nr n.hmit, t.hf*
31st of March, the color of the skeleton superstructure of Bonier Shoal Light-house, New
from brown to
York lower bay, will be
foundation
white. The color of the
as
at
present.
pier will remain brown,
By order of the Lighthouse hoard,
James A. Greek.

changed
cylindrical

Commodore, U. S. N., Chairman.

York, &e.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
sepl6

Outwards and

at Halifax

From

Liverpool.

■■

Mar.

Steamer.

SARNIA,

1.
21.
4.
18.
3.
17.

LABRADOR,
OREGON,
SARNIA,

LABRADOR,
OREGON,

Memoranda.
Sell Lucy A Davis,
Beaufort, NC, Feb 1
from New Orleans for Baltimore, which sailed
same
from here 28th, stranded
day on the oute.i
edge of Cape Lookout and remained until 4 PM,
mile
across
the shoal
half
a
when she dragged
and floated.
3—Sell
Feb
Myra W Spear
Vineyard-Haven,
was towed here to-day from New Bedford to repair centre-hoard.
—

Ports.
\EW YORK—Ar 2d, sells Henry S Little,
Pierce, Baltimore; Olive Branch, Farrell, ProDomestic

vidence.

Old 2d. sell Hattie Turner. Glass, Portland.
Passed Hell Gate 2d, barque Henry A Litclitield. from Port Johnson for Portland; sch Lucy
Jones, do for do.
Ar 2d, sch Agnes E Manson,
BOSTON
Brackett, Norfolk.
Ar 3d, brig H B Hussey. Hodgdon, Charleston (at Weymouth); sells Benj T Crocker, Simson, Deer Isle; Joim J Hanson. Oliver, Baltimore ; Sarah Louise. Hooper. New York.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar30th. sell Gov Ames,
Davis, Sau Francisco, to load for Sydney, NSW.
MOBILE—Ar 2d, sell Helen G Moseley, Holt,
Matanzas.
PENSACOLA—Ar 2d, sell Tofa, Wilson, from

FEKNANDINA—Sid 2d, sch Willie H Child,
Giles. Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—hid 1st, sell Eliza J Pendleton,
New York.
Old 2d. sells Ella M Hawes, Newbury, for St
Joim. PR; Ebenezer Haggatt. Poole, New York
BRUNSWICK— Slcl 31st, sell Jacob Reed,
Nickerson. Boston.
DARIEN-Ar 2d, sch Horace G Morse, Harriniau. New York.
tld 2d, sell Rebecca F Lamden, Kaye, for New
York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 2d. sells A D Lamson,
Smith, New York; Joel F Sheppard, Brewer,
Philadelphia.

sell Flora Rogers, Darien.
WILMINGTON, NC—Old 2(1, schs Alice J
Crabtree. Crabtree, Santiago de Cuba; L M
Stevens, Delaware Breakwater.
NORFOLK—Ar 1st, sch Mary A Randall, lor
Sid 2d.

Homewards

From
r From
| Portland. Halifax.

Jam 28.
Fob. 11.

Jam 30.
Feb. 13.

25.
Mar. 10.

Mar.

24.
j
I Apr. 7.

Apr.

27.
.12.
20.
0.
23.

21.
i
J‘_31. ISAKNIA,
Cabin, $40 to $60; Return. $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.

NORFOLK—Sid 2d, brig Jano Adeline, Cates,
St. Vincent.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sell Augustus Welt,
Sproul, Port Tampa.
Sid 1st, sch Harry Messer, for Boston.
Ar 2d, sch John F Randall. Hall, New York.
(’Id 2d, sell L C Anderson, Potter, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, sell E(hv W Young

Stanhope, Norton, from

Savaniia-la-Marr
Sid 2d, barque Mary E Russell, Nichols, for
msw

»

van,

m w»w.

BRIDGEPORT—CM 3d, sell Leora M Tliurlow, Roberts. Norfolk.
FALL RIVER—Sid 2d, sch F C Bowen, for
Norfolk.
PROVIDENCE—SRI 2d, Sch A 15 Sherman.
New York;
for do.

sfdlik'seii'EvaAdelL
King, Treat,

Lord, for
Fall River

Helen G

FALMOUTH, MASS— In port Jan 2d, sells
Oliver S Barrett, Wallace, anil Geo M Adams,
otandlsli, XJortlaudfor Philadelphia,
NOBSKA—Passed by 2d, sell Geo M Adams,
Portland for Philadelphia.
Vi NE YARD HAVEN-Passed west 31st, sells
Chas A Campbell, and Independence.
In port 1st, sells Elizabeth s Cook, Chas E
Sears, Telegraph, Zamora. Ella Frances, Nellie
J Dinsniore, Oliver S Barrett, George M Adams,
Sarah Louise, Eva May, Myra W Spear, and

Allan

Matthews.
PLYMOUTH —Ar 2d, sch

York.

land,

to

Telegraph,

repair.

Foreign Torts.
At Hong Ivoiig Dec 24, ships Gov Robie, Nichols, and R R Thomas, Nichols,for New York;
barque Adam W Spies, Staples, fordo,
Ar at Yokohama prior to Jan 2G, ship Belle
O’Brien, Hodgman, Hiogo, to load for New
York.
Ar at Calcutta Jan 31, ship J E Ridgeway,
Calk Shanghai.
Sid 1m Sierra Leone Dec 2o, sch A S Snare,
Smith, New York.
Ar at Dunedin, NZ, about Jan 21, barque Elinor Vernon, Chadbourue, New York.
Sid fnt Santa Cruz Jan IS, sell M A Achorn,
Achorn, New York.
Ar at Guantanamo Jan 20, brig Telos, Coney.
St John, PR.
At Cienfuegos Jan 23. sells Chas L Davenport,
„„

Watts,

for North of

night.'

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00.
,11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, din
ing car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains sleepers on nigl;
Tickets via this line are on sale at princip;
Railroad offices throughout New York and Net

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

dtf

Hatteras, nearly ready;

ISLAND

From

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,
CUSTOM HOUSE AVHARF.
INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Mon
day. November-1, 1801:
Leave Portland lor Forest City Landing. Peaks
Island. 5. 45, 0.45, 8.00 a. in.. 2.15, 0.10 ]). ni.
or Little and G reat Diamond, Trefethen’s an
Long Island, 8.00 a. m.. 2.15. p.m.
t W. T. CODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. in.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. 111. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.

TICKET OFFICE
Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of In-

CO

dia Street.

Lowest tares from Portland, Yarmouth .Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
cago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.7o
812.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St, Paul
531.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.16
and *19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $20 and
-21.50; San Francisco, California. $90 and
800.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
dcc8
_™

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.
In Effect November

Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.
and P.30 p. m.
RE TURNING Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30
Leave

For Bangor, /Ajar HarI>or, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
anti the West.
>n and after November 20, 1801, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. ID., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *l.lo,
5.00 and $11.30 p.m.
dockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p.

i>.

in.

m.

Sundays only

yond Bangor,

VltaJU^Mr

Fmm Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Auirusta, Bath and from Kockiana monuays omy,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 0.30 a.
m.; Farmington. Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath,
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowliegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.4.j p. ill.;
Montreal, Lancaster. Fahyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. ill.

•

Co.

8trength!

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
ancl all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

—

California, Japan, China, Centra! and South
America and

Mexico,

mus

of Panama.
For

Japan and China,

NEWPORT_sails Wednesday Feb. 10,

noon.

San Francisco, 1 st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
From

E. A. ADAMS & CO..
115 State

jelO

Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Fron; Boston every

From

Philadelphia

Wednesday and Saturday.
every

Tuesday and Friday.

From Long 'Wharf. Boston, .3 )>. m. From
Fine .Street wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. in. Insurance one-haif tlie rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Fenn. If. R., anti
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip 818.00.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. F. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.

PORTLAND.

PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
Pass, and Ticket Agent.
uov24dtl'
Portland, Nov. 20, 1801.

.-T
VtfiiwBlI
Anew and only
SELF-PRESERVATION.
on NEUVOU S aiiu

Or

ESSAY
ERRORS Of
DEBILITY.
PHYSICAL
YOUTH. EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASto
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. SOOpagcs, cloth,
.01)
gilt; 125 invaluable prescriptions.. Only ft
e
Prospectby man, doable sealed. Deal
P" | SEND
ns with endorsements p
M hjaiii
cf the Press and voluntary f
”•
testimonials of tho cured, ■
V
or
JSaperttre.lby “*5;
Consultation In person
and CEE.
ment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY
TAIN CURE. Addre«s Dr. W. H. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. i Bulbnch St.,
Boston. Maps.
The Peabody Medical Institute naa many imitators, but no equal. Herald.
o
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, Is
it now,
treasure more valuable than gold. Read
to
learn
and
man,
NERVOUS
and
every WEAK
be STRONG .—Medical Eevietn. (Copyrighted.)
deo3
_eod&wly
Gold Medal PRIZE

—

WHEREAS,
cester, in the County of Cumberland, and
the

State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
second day of September, A. 1). 1889, and recorded iu Cumberland Registry of Deeds, in
Book 559, Page 168, conveyed to me the unin
dersigned, a certain parcel of land situateddesaid New Gloucester, and bounded and
scribed as follows, viz
Beginning at the west corner of lot number
eleven, in the sixth division of lots in said town
of New Gloucester, and running a southeasterly
direction by the Pote road, so called, sixtyeight rods; thence a northeasterly direction
sixty rods; thence a northwesterly direction
sixty-eight, rods to the north corner of said lot
number eleven; thence a southwesterly direction to the iirst, mentioned bounds, containing
twenty-live acres more or less, and being the
same piece of land (that the said Herbert Fickctt
purchased of Anna York, by deed recorded in
said Registry, in Book 520, Page 78; and
whereas the" condition of said mortgage lias
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this second day of February. A.D. 1892.
JOHN T. LAWRENCE.
febS.lawiiwW*
is hereby given, that the
been
duly appointed

subscriber lias
Notice
of the Will of
Executor

in the Countv of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that, trust by giving
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
and all persons
to
the
exhibit
same;
required
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
to
payment
A. K. P. KNOWLTON, 1 Lxecutoi.
of Lewiston. Me.
(
jan21dlaw3wTh*
Pownal, Jan. 15,1892.
......

is

hereby given that the
been duly appointed Exe-

OLIVER M. NASH late of Portland,
in the Country of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon herself that trust as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to makepayment to
LUCY F. NASH. Executrix.
Portland, Jan. 25, 1892. jau28dlaw3wTh*

The Premiums upon the Policies of
file UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with tlie plan of Insurance
selected and tlie age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

IN

Augusta

BOOTHBY, Gen’l.

F\ p:.

subscriber has
Notice
cutrix of the will of

A Guaranteed Pure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. Tills remedy lias positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, u boxes for $5.00;
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to each
of
0
when
at
boxes,
one
purchased
purchaser
time, to refund tlie $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by AV. \V. AVIIIPPLE &
CO., AAT.olesale and Betail Agents, 21 Monu
oct28eodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.

ARRIVALS

‘Sundays included.

Herbert Fickett, of New Glou-

York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via Tho IsthFrom New

Sunday mornings.

TT&S&W114

jylG

—

LINE FOB

on

Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridg*
North
Conway, Glen, Barton, Frveburg,
tlett, Fabvans, St. Jolmsbury* Newport
a.
8.45
and Montreal,
in., 3.30 p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
all points in Northfor
m.
connects
The 8.45 a.
ern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
Canadian Pacific
the
with
West:
and
the
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
boo”
connects at Montreal with trains via
Line for Minneapolis ami St. Paul.

«tf

—

ni.

White Mountains and

Hnctnn

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

a.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. m.
A anceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and til.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. in.
Mluns daily, Sundays included. ?Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, hut not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

every fortnight.
turn $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galwav. Prepaid steerage $10; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

at 7.20

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. in.; via Oidtown, at 11.30 p.

Alj'in

On anil after Nov. 2. anil until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. .John, with
above connections: Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked
to destination. |gp"Ereight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20

CENTRAL R. R.

MAINE

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m. via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. in., and oi?

From

Steamship

L. l. LILCOLX, bunt.
atf

je27

Farmington Hlid Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m.;
a. lit.. 1. JO p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. in.
11 on mouth, Wintlnop Readfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. ill.; Via
Augusta, v.15 a. in., *1.15, $11.30 p. in.
Mtowhcfan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. 111.; via
Augur ta, 7.15 a. in.. 1.15, $11.30 p. in.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. in.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30

m.,

Glasgow, via Londonderry,
Cabin $35 and upwards. Re-

FOB

a.

stage CONNECTIONS Daily—From IV.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckiield for IV.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dix-

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Islam
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf
"4-

a.

New York and

International

m.

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallo well and
.Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30

Halifax.
23rd Jan.
6th Feb.
4th Feb.
14th Jam Sardinian,
20th ‘,
*Numidian. 18th
28th
Mar.
5th Mar.
11th Feb. Circassian, | 3rd
cattle
will
—S.
S. Numidian
carry
and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
Line SteamServlce °*

dec24

16, 1891.

steamer MERRY

and after Nov.

2, 1891,
will leave Orr’s Island at 0.4
ON CONEAG,
for Portland and intermediate landings

Liverpool I Steamships Portland.
21st Jau.
31st Dec. Parisian,

STATE LINE j

DEPARTURES.

Livermore,

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
i

1891,

For Anliurn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m„ and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. ill. For Gorham, 7.10 a. ill., 1.30 and 5.10 p. ill. tor
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. ni. and 1.30
p. ill. For Quebec. 1.30 p. m. For Bneklield and Canton, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30 p. in.

medium

STEAMERS.

Line

from

SALEM—Ar 2d, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Willard
New York for Portland.
BATH—Ar l st, barge Washington, from Port

Geo E Wollcott, Heed, wtfi.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1831.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street
North River.
ForIJhiladelphiaat4.30, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00.
11.30 a, in., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30. 4.00, 5.00, 0.00
7.30 p. m„ 12.15 night, Sundays 9.00.
10.30. 11.30 a, m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 0.00 p.

Royal Mail Steamships.

Dora
New

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

Direct._

Boston.

R

Yorfc, Philadelphia, Baltimore

m., 12.15

MONDAY, Dec. 7,
will run as follows:

ARRIVALS.
and

From
f
I
From
Portland.
Avemnouth. |
Steamship.
|
| DOMINION, I February iof
January 23.
22.
I
February 4. | TORONTO,
7.
18.
| March
j TEXAS,
~The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.

—

Wyman,(Bristol.
Ar 3d, barque John

8.1 NE.

Safest Trains in the World

Washington

Alternately leave Franklin AVharf, Portland,
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock

Worcester, New

Trains

—BETWEEN—
New

arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

From

Perry,

Havana.

New York-

Sup.7V2@8

<io

Ar at Plymouth, E, Feb 1, ship
can, San Francisco.
Ar at Barrow Feb 1, ship Jos S

SEAGOING STEAMERS,

KTATTNfH

Avonmouth Pock

J B Coyle.

Passed
Garfield,

Finest anti

BLUE

trains.

TREIONT AND FOREST CITY

Feb.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Tarifa Jan 25, seh Katharine D
Philadelphia for Palermo.

$1.00,

FARE OILY

Callin'

—

Choice.20® 21
Tood.19® 20

Bread.
Plot

STEAMERS.

•.

Wnt’r wheat
pateuts... 5 50@5 75

Port Royal

Royal Mail Steamships.

for Boston.
Odell, Wade, Belfast for
Boston.
Minetta, Winterport
Cygnet, Gott, Tremont.
Tremont.
Fanny Earl, Stanley,

low

_

ROYAL

-VIA—

A Aclicru,

DOEVSINION LINE.

Boston.

for

sleeping cars. Call on or address
CURRI Eli, New England Agent Southern lacificCo., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass,
codmn
jan 19

and After

Oil

inan

Spoken.
Jan 31. off Cape Lookout, sch M
from Santa Cruz for New York.
Jan 31. sch Florence Baudall, trom
for New York.

in

Oft 5

"WEDNESDAY, Feb. 3.
Arrived.
Sell Ethel Granville, Brown, St John, NB, for
Sell
Kcli
■Sch
Sell
Sell

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, E.J ull-

Muuroe, Portland; Romeo, Ferris, do.

THE

_

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AX1) MEXICO. Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

l*Ai’at

Sagua prev to 2d inst, sch Edw Johnson, Warren, Philadelphia.
Ar at St John, NB, 2d inst, sells Wm Wilson,

Jam

Elizabeth,

&

28, brig Shannon, Peck,
Bibber, Finkliam, Phila-

02

J°l'n port, hid, schs

Feb. 3.

JClUUlt

24, sch Carrie E Wood-

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

every
<■

news

MARINE

Cotton

MOBILE, Feb. 3, 1892.—The Cotton market
middling 6%e.
MEMPHIS, Feb. 3. 1892.—The Cotton marmarket is quiet; middlings 6 13-16C.

FOB

Sid fm Matanzas Jan
Mobile; 31st,sch R L>

••

is easy;

Matanzas, Erickson, Phila-

Brvant,

bury,

<

4.

jHigh water 1-?

aefsday!.'.m^i:lIIeiKhttidel::

market is

tlpid.

^Shl29th, barque

STEAMKK MOVEMENTS.

OCEAN

(15y Telegraph.)

Coni 4s

Newburv, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 28, sch Levi Hart, Hart,

,85ig..O
Medium.... .30^40
(’ornmon.25@30 Sheet.6J/s a.7Va
Natural leaf
.6(^70 Pipe.0 ipVh

MINIATURE ALMANAC, FEB.

quiet; middling6%c.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 3, 1892—The
market is quiet; middling 6 Vac.

3

Lead,

Cotton Markets.

NEW YORK, Feb. 3, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull and unchanged; sales 178 bales
■; binary uplands 5 l-16c; do Gulf 5 5-16e; good
rdiuary stained at 4 9-16c; middling uplands
7-160; do Gull 7 13-16C ;do stained 7 13-16.
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 3, 1892—The Cotton
: nirket is easy; middling 6 13-16e.
CHARLESTON. Feb. .3. 1892.-The Cotton

io?

Best brands... .60^-60 Fornioso.

..

___

Griffin, Mobile.

1

•.

Russia....

Ar at Havana Jan 26tli. sell Morris W Ciiild
Beck Annapolis, NS; 27th. Emma, Littlejohn
28th sell R B Chute,
SUl fm Havana 29th, barque Jessie Macgre-r0r, McFadden, for Caibarien.
Aral Cardenas Jan 26, sch Mary E Morse,

Jan
'^tr at Matanzas
Mobile.

..

►Shipments—Flour 5,00(.» bbls; wheat. 15,0*
hush; corn, 158,000 Dusk; oats, 31,000 bush,
rye, 9,000 bush; barley, 1,000 busk.
DETROIT, Feb. 3, 1892.-Wheat-Wlhte
v)0V2C: No 2 Red at 90V2e. Com—No 2 at 4<
«No 2 at 31 Vic; No 2 White at 32V2. l! v
it 82%C.

...

Domestic Marktes.

Elaine.

....

Receipts—Flour, 5,000 bbls; wheat, 51,(M
hush: corn. 207,000.bush; oats, 33,000 busk
•
ye,4000 bush;barley,'52,OOo bush.
<

—

weswjnw

4

ribs 5 95; short clear atG lb.
at 5 25; longs and ribs 6 40;
it.G 55.
Hams 9 O0@9 10.

..

BOSTON, Feb. 3, 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00(614 50; short cuts at
00 00^14 76; backs at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00%15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

NEW

Feb.
39

New York Stock and

257
119
604

320
118

Vermont.
New York.

90’
Silt

Closing. 40Vs
Wednesday's quotations.

Closing.

AMOUNT OF STOCK AT MARKET.

i,>;

CORN.

Lowest.

Watertown Cattle Market.

May

Opening.

Closing.

Opening....

Curry.
Plymouth..
mild &

Lambs 5

wheat.

Opening.

((aicksilver... 4 pp
do pfd.20 00
Mexican.
Ipp
! .est & Belcher. 2 90
Horn Silver.
C m. Cala. & Va.

May.

CORN.

Jan.

00

1

9614
96%
9f>%
96

■mestake.12
ditario.44

garian, 90c®Si.
Hay—Choice, —$@1D 00; some fancy higher:
fair to to good at $15 ® $17; Eastern fine, $12®
$14; poor to ordinary* $11®$14.

WHEAT.

Opening..
Highest.

Coal.36_
Hocking Coal.io pp
00
.1.

97%
97'%
96%
96%

CORN.

Opening.
Highest.

(By Telegraph.)
YOEK, Feb. 3, 1892.—The followii.
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks

\ EW

14c.

Tuesday’s quotations.
Jan.

Mining Stocks*

row Ilea.

PcXLEN. CROCKER & CO.

Opening.
Highest.

New York

■rushed at 5@5 •* c: powdered Vs4®4Vic; granulated 4®4v,c; Cubes at 4y»®4s»«| Petroleum quiet and steady ; unitedatBO /sc. Bprk
dull and steady;Beef (inlet ;beei hams dull;tieici*d beef quiet; cut meats quiet and ; middles
Lard weaker andiul:
are quiet and steady.
Western steam closed 6 70 bid;city at steam at
is
quiet and steady; Conti*
0 3O&G 35; refined
nent at 7 00:^7 15; S A 7 70. Butter is quiet
and weak;Fenn. erm 31V2/432•.'Western enn at
22(« 32;Elgin 32. Cheese in fair demand and
firm; State at i)Va@12c; fancy 12.
Freights to Liverpool heavy and dull; grain
steam 3d.
CHICAGO,Feb. 3.1892—The Flour market
Wheat weak and
is unsettled and irregular.
lower; No 2 Spring wheat at. 84VL»c; No 2 Hen
at 88c. Corn closed weak; No 2 at 3',)% c. uats
quiet; No 2 White at 28V2C. No 2 Rye 771/20.
Ino 2 Bariev at 56(«i58c. No 1 Flaxseed 5)2 V20.
ITovisions lower; mess, pork at 8 60. Lard at
u 321/2 " 6 37Vs.
Short rib sides 5 67 V2 ■&*> 70.
Dry salt meats—shoulders at 4 623/2'S4 7t>;
short clear sides at 5 95/ro 00.
Receipts—Flour, 26,000 bbls; wheat, 105,001
hush; corn 218.000 bush; oats, 235,000 bush:
rye. 13,000; barley, 88,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 33,000 bbls ;wheat. -9,oo<
hush; corn. 216.000 bush; oats, 07,000 oush
:,ye, 7.000 bsh; barley, 62,000 hush.
ST. LOUIS. Feb. 3, 185)2—The Flour market is very and weak ; family 3 15 d 3 20; choice
3 30d 3 4b;Iancy 3 70 a3 8<>: extra fancy 4 00?r
4 JO; patents 435A445. Wheat (dosed buyers
Vs lower; No 2 Red 8634@87c. Cern closed Vs
Oats steady; No 2
lower; No 2 at 36 Vs a 30V*
qt 29u42914o. Rye steady ;No 2 at 78e. Barley
Provisions
56c.
1’owa
Minn
61c;
neglected;
lull and easier; nork at 5) 25 lor old. and 11 5o
for new. Lard at 6.15 this side, 6 20.776 25 Unit

A. R. &

17

Real Estate

A.

dOTEN,

and Loans.

Boston & Maine R.
In

R.

Effect October 4, 1801,

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Soar boro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m„ 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. m.. 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kennebnnk, 7.00. 8.45
11.111.. 12.40, 3.30. 5.15. 6.15 p. 111.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. 111., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m.. 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. ill; Rochester^ Farmington, Alton Ray, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. ni.,
12.40. 3.30 p. ill.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. 111.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
ill.; So, Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
+8.45 a, nr. §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. 111., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Train, from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 3 2.55. 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION,
p'rom Union Station. P'or Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Ameshury, 0.00 a. ill., 6.00 )'• m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburvport, Salem. Lynn, Boston. (t2.00 a. ni. daily) +9.00 a.
m.. (§1.00 p. ni. daily) +6.00 p. ni.
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. m.. (19.00 a. 111.
daily) 12.30 p. in.. (*7.00 p. m. daily.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
for

Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 i>.
(Connects with Rail Lilies tor New York,
South and West.
oCon.loots with Sound Lines for New V ork.
(Western Division from North Berwick Sunm.

days

only.-

‘Western IMylsipp from Dover.
Throngli.fickets to'all points South aiul West
at

Commercial street station.

I AMBS T. FURBKB,
... Mice Pres, and Gen. Mail., Boston.
i’. and T. A., Boston
.1. FI,’AXl>KKS.
M. 0. WlfcfclAifS, (ion. Agt. at Portland.
Utf
OOtii ;
■

D.

Portland l Worcester Line,
PORTLMR & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
On and after Monday, Oct. .*>, 1$91, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.80 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Sprinprvale, Alfred, Waterboro ami Saco ltiver at 7.30 a. 111., 12.30 and
6.30 p. ui.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. 111., 1 -.30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction ami Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 6.30 6.20 and
11.15 p. 111.
For Forest Avenue (Ileonnir), <>.20 p. ill.
The 12.30 p. m. train o-nin Portland connects
Tunnel
"Hoosac
at Ayer Junction wi ll
at Union Station,
Route” for the MV■
and New York,
Worcester, for Fro
V ior Norwieli ami
via "Providence
EJne" with Boston
New York, via “No
for
K.
West, and with the
K.
& Albany
New York All Kail \ ! "Springlleld.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1 30 and 5.50 p. ill.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8515 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
A

A1

■

$50,000
in

large

to

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

COMEM R CIA L

■

PAPER.

West and
Ticket

4, Jose Building,
EXCHANGE STREET,

Rooms 3 and

NO.

jul

0 8

oodly

Agent.
ecta

ttf.

THE
NEW

tariff

PRESENTATION IGHT.

PRESS.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAT.
AMUSEMENTS.

Knights ol tha Golden Eagle—Concert and ball.
FIFTH PAGE.
.T. R.
Geo.

lineoln CInb’s

The

Libby.
C. Frye.

Portraits of

Annual

Nothing

prominent gentlemen

SPEECHES BY C. W. MORRILL AND

Preparaand others from out of town.
tions have been made for a fine time.

GEORGE LIBBY.

Wants. To Let. For Sale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropiate headings on page 6.

MORELL MAC KENZ1E DEAD.
An

Interesting Occasion, Bubbling
with

For additional Logs! News
Fifth Page.__

see

Lincoln

Portraits

are

Club

Over

Club

tions for the Club’s

Rooms—PreparaBanquet

on

Lin-

coln’s Birthday.

continuation of Tuesday

He

Physician

the

Was

Enthusiam—The

who

Made from

imported ginger

purest

SoPTO-

tary Humphreys, Captain Parsons and
others.
The Portland Wheel Club arc arrangThey
ing for a sleigh ride this month.
will probably go to Coal Kiln Corner.

London, February 3.—Sir Morell MacKenzie, the distinguished physician,

serious illness with bronchitis
towas announced a few days ago, died
Esin
born
Leintonstone,
was
He
day.
a hospital for
sex, in 1837. He founded
diseases of the throat, in Golden Square,
London, in 1803. He was an honorary
fellow of the AmericanLarynmilogicalAssociation, and author of numberous publinnt.imis mi larn vcoloirical subjects and

After the transaction of this business,

the

presentation

of the

Mary C. Tolford, widow of the
late Capt. Timothy B. Tolford, died suddenly of heart disease yesterday mornNo. 286 Congress
P. Chase ing at her residence

portraits

order.
President Morrill,

having called Vico-l’resident E.
to the chair, spoke as follows:

was

in

on one
consignment of tin Gentlemen of the Lincoln Club:
As
have stood in Faneuil Hall, I
port, amount to over twenty-one doubtyou
not a glow of patriotism was kinthousand dol%rs.
dled in your breasts, as you saw the fathThe sidewalks were very slippery yes- ers of the Revolution looking down upon
you from the breathing canvas on its venterday afternoon and the street depart- erated
walls. It was no idle sentiment
ment had the sanding carts out before
that placed those portraits there, that
and
considerate
a
most
proper
has peopled Boston with the monumennighfall;
tal effiigies of her distinguished citizens,
thing to do.
in
The Allan line steamers pay some $500 and placed the statue of Longfellow
our own public square.
for
marketmen
of
our
to
one
season
per
Statues, busts and portraits serve to
which
game, and especially rabbits, of
keep in perpetual remembrance the
names and characters and public deeds
the English are very fond.
and to inspire
Mr. C. N. Thornes will repeat his lec- of those they represent,
with an emulous zeal to imi-

The duties

at this

Mrs.

street. She had been ill with a severe
cold for several weeks, but had recovered
so far that she was able to be about the
house. She

complained of severe pains

at

an early hour yesterday morning,but simple remedies were administered and slie
of the
grew easier. About the middle

suddenly

forenoon she was

dying

and

passed

away

in

Mrs. Tolford was a

ments.

seen
a

to

few

be
mo-

member of
be-

of the oldest Portland families,
daughter of tlie late Capt. Daning
iel Mountfort. She was 68 years and six
one

the

months of age. Her loss will be mourned

by many poor people of Portland, for she
ture, “Heroes and Battlefields” for the posterity
tate their example.
delighted in unostentatious cliartiy. She
benefit of the Gospel Mission this evenActuated by the same spirit which leaves three
sons, two in this city and
with
“Cradle
of
adorned
the
Liberty”
ing at 7.45 o’clock.
Her funeral will take
one in Boston.
the
Adamses
the
portraits Hancock, Otis,
The annual meeting of the members of
and other patriots, your house commit- place Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Congress Street Methodist Episcopal tee has placed upon these walls likenessAllen Cobb Harmon.
church for the election of officers for the es of two of the most distinguished citiMr. Allen Cobb Harmon died February
It has been assigned
next conference year will be held this zens of our state.
and
to me to remove the covering from one 2d at Alexandria, Va., aged 72 years
evening.
Mr. Harmon was born in
of these likenesses, and to exhibit to you six months.
Officers Hussey, Norton, Skillings and the face of one whose private life and Durham, Me., and was the youngest of
Fickett arrested two boys named McCue public career have exhibited to the world nine children, Z. K. Harmon of this city
Mr. Harnow the only survivor.
aud Flavin last night for breaking into a a splendid specimen of the grandest being
of our New England institutions. mon went to Alexandria in 1§39, where
Grand Trunk fright car, stealing grain growth lift the veil
and disclose to he was in trade until last year when be
As I now
and selling it.
to take charge of an insuryour gaze the welcome features of your was elected
He was prominent in
ance company.
There was a fight in McGlinchy’s old brilliant and accomplished fellow townscheers for the city affairs and in the Methodist church
three
I
invite
hearty
and
Fore
of
Silver
man,
corner
streets,
saloon,
late war,
Hon. Thomas B. Reed.
[Cheers given and a Union man during the
Tuesday night. Two men were badly with a will.]
visiting and ministering to the sick and
Officer Phillips arcut with bottles.
wounded soldiers in and around the city.
I am glad to hear you cheer for Reed.
rested one mannamad Burke on a charge I am glad to hear his name cheered to He married Miss Maagaret Davy of Alexandria, who with six daughters, survive
the echo here in
of participating in'the affray.
him.
fund
amounts
Portland
The
Fraternity
Anotlier Old Resident of Buxton Gone.
to §15,000 and it is thought a new §20,000 and especially here in the Lincoln Club,
Died in Buxton, of pneumonia, Jan.
building will soon be built. There have whose constant, faithful and ardent
Mrs. Martha P. wife, of Nathaniel
23rd,
to
been 3,169 beneficiaries
date, averag- friend he is.
Mrs. Elwell was married
H. Elwell.
It is said that Washington, at the suring 174 years of age.
October 2, 1842, and lias spent her marThe Portland Stone Ware Company render of the British forces at Yorktown
ried life of nearly fifty years in Buxton,
will enlarge their extensive plant in the checked his soldiers in their attempts to
in
the same house in which her “spirit
cheer. Turning to them, he said with
spring Dy tilt; atiuiuuu ui sijl mure
its flight to her Father’s House
“Let posterity winged
characteristic modesty:
coal
circular
not made with hands-” She leaves a
burning cheer for us.”
large, modern,
has been cheerPosterity
husband who feels her death most keenly
kilns. The foundations were prepared
ing for them all along down the ages, and eight children, four sons and four
last fall and the masonry and chimneys and posterity will cheer the hold and
has proved a faithful
of Thomas daughters. She
will go up as soon as the frost is out of competent statesmanship
and devoted wife, a kind and tender
B. Reed.
the ground.
mother. She has left precious memories
But it is not always generous to leave
which hallow the home and will conShepley Camp, S. of V., had a very it to posterity to do all the cheering.
tinue to do so throughout the years to
pleasant celebration at their hall Tues“Why should kind words ne’er be said come. She will also be missed by a large
of a friend till he is dead?”
from
the
Grand
of friends and relatives by whom
day night. Delegations
sounds that ever circle
The most
*
she was loved and esteemed.
Army Relief Corps and Ladies’ Aid were reach humangrateful
ears are words of praise
Notes.
from
as
visitors
Auburn
Obituary
well
as
old
present,
and commendation coming from
and Westbrook. A banquet was served friends and neighbors.
Alexander Grant, aged 91, died in
The first pair
Citizens of Portland, in bluff and hon- Melrose, Mass., Tuesday.
and remarks made by some of the visiest Tom Reed, you have a representative of pegged boots made in Massachusetts
tors and by A. M. Sawyer for the Grand
in Congress of whom you may well be
was turned out by him. He whittled out
He has reflected lustre upon the pegs by hand.
Army, Mrs I'oye for the Relief Corps proud.
Mrs. Ann Finlayson, mother of Margaand Miss Nellie Sawyer for the Ladies’ your city and yo,ur state, and the whole
nation is proud of him. He was born ret Mather, the actress, died suddenly in
Aid.
among you educated among you and has Detroit, Mich., Tuesday.
PERSONAL.
lived and toiled upward in your midst,
and is now toiling for you at the seat pf Coroner’s Verdict in Case of Death of
is
conflndH
to
the
Melcher
Ex-Mayor
Don’t forget to sustain
government.
William J. White.
liim by your plaudits. They are more
house by illness.
The coroner’s jury summoned by Corthe
of
than
the
to
him
applause
Colonel C. B. Morton of Augusta was precious
It is because we oner E. N. Perry to consider the circumwhole world besides.
in the city yesterday.
admire his sterling qualities that we stances of the death of the late William
Hon. Parker Spofford of Bucksport have
hung his portrait here. Let us J. White, completed their deliberations
show our admiration for him by continuwas in the city yesterday.
he is with an enlarged and rendered their verdict yesterday.
Hon. C. F. Libby has been ill for sev- ing him where
until his country’s appreci- They report that young White came to
constituency,
eral days with tonsilitis.
ation of his greatness calls him to a highhis death “from injuries received by fallCaptain George W. Verrill is a candi- er station ana to larger fields of usefuldown a certain elevator well in the
ing
ness.
date for the office of county treasurer.
[Loud applause].
store of Loring, Short & Harmon,” and
Mr. Theron Payson, formerly street
George Libby, Esq.,
that “the construction of said elevator
commissioner in this city, is visiting next presented the portrait of Secretary
and the appliances used as safeguards in
friends in Deering.
Blaine. Mr. Libby said that it devolved connection therewith, as well as the manColonel F. E. Boothby and Mrs. Booth- upon him to present the other portrait,
agement thereof, were such as to relieve
by returned yesterday from their Chica- that of the distinguished statesman who said Loring, Short & Harmon from all
claims Maine as his home, while belong- blame in the
go trip.
premises.” The report is
President Strout of the common coun- ing to the nation; a statesman who has
Coroner Perry, M. N. Rich
by
signed
cil, who has been sick with the grippe served this state and nation many years foreman, L. O. Bean, Albert B. Hall,
in many high public positions,—in the
for several weeks, is out again.
and
Legislature of Maine, in the two houses Ceorne Trefethen. Nelson Tenney,
Dr. George H. Bailey has gone to Great of
Congress, in the United States Senate William W. Ruby.
Falls, N. H., in search of a cow said to and twice as Secretary of State. He
Sold Land in Boston.
came from Pennsylvania to Maine when
ne worn Maine ana inougnr to De tuoeibut a boy, and in our service has develIn Boston, the Phoenix Packing Comculous.
which has enaoped the+a statesmanship
C. F. Smith, Colby ’93, has been en- Vilnrl
trinninlinnflv nnt. nf
pany of Maine lias deeded 18 lots to the
gaged as principal of Corrinna Academy the Behring Sea difficulty, the New Or- heirs of Janies P. Thorndike. The lots
leans massacre, and, Anally, the Chilian
are
variously located on Commercial
for the term beginning February 15th.
In all these troubles he has
troubles.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Jordan and Mr.
street,
Sargent’s wharf and Eastern aveshown strong and brilliant statesmanand Mrs. Chisholm were at Genoa at last ship, and we mean to reward him by nue. This property, at one time owned
accounts. They had a rough passage placing him in the President’s chair next by the Bells, was transferred by the asNovember.
[Applause]. Gentlemen, signee of the Kansas City Packing Comacross the Atlantic.
I present to you the portrait of James
There are 24,Mr. C. F. Atkinson, proprietor, and
pany for about $100,000.
G. Blaine. [Cheers and applause].
000 feet of land in the three parcels,
Mr. Dexter, manager of the Lilian Durell
Mr. E. P. Chase was next called upon,
Opera Company, and the Columbia and and spoke of the work of President Mor- which include Bell’s block, 279 to 293
rill and Mr. Prindable in securing the Commercial street, 1 to 7 Sargents wharf
new Bowdoin Square Theatre, Boston,
portraits, and expressed the gratitude of and 33 to 39 Eastern avenue.
There are
are in the city.
ui

tut;

__

_

no

Kev. B. L. Whitman of the Free street
Baptist church has consented to deliver

oration at the graduating exercises
next June of the ladies’ collegiate department of the Coburn Classical Instian

oAivio

pure and wholesome,

Liberty Dennett, Esq., next spoke of
his great admiration for both of the distinguished statesmen whose portraits
Both had been the

brick

buildings
Knights

on

of

the

and

** W

ADVERTISEMENTS.

as a

cup of

TEA

Containing

stomachics.

comforting

its

among

ingredients

the

best of

GINGER

Speedily breaks up colds and chills, subdues fever, promotes perspiration, quickens the circulation,
sleep and wards off malarial, contagious and epidemic influences.
nervousness, promotes
of cheap, worthless and Often dangerous gingers which

warms

exti’emities, allays

the

BEWARE

POTTER* DRUG AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION, Props., Boston.______-

An excellent supper was served at the
close of the meeting.

BRIEFLY-TOLD.

steamer.

Judge Van Brunt in New York yesterdav. sentenced Noah Richards, who murdered Policeman John J. Sherman some
months ago, to be electrocuted during
the week beginning March 21.
The

attorney general

has

appointed

George D. Robinson special attorney of
the United States to assist in the prosecution of the cases against the officers of
the Maverick National bank of Boston,
which failed recently.
The will of Mrs. Sarah Glover of Boston leaves a large portion of an estate
valued at $1,000,000 for the erection and
maintenance of a gymnasium and labratory at Thayer Academy, Braintree,
31ass.
Prof. Tyndall writes to the press proposing the use of sudden and powerful
flash lights or gun cotton explosions, as
more likely to be effectual in warning
vessels off the coast during a fog than a

steady glare

on

continuous blast

on a

fog

horn.

The mayor of
went on a tour

3Ioscow, who recently
through the famine

stricken regions of Russia in behalf of
the Czarewitch and the central famine
committee, of which he is president, reports that so far as his investigations
went and from what he saw in Saranoff,
Orenburg, Samaria and Ufa, the accounts
of the famine lire much exaggerated.

The Grip

Has shown by its sudden attacks, its terrible
prostration, and its serious, often fatal results,
For a fully
that it is a disease to be feared.
developed case of the Grip, the care of a skilled
physician is necessary. As a Preventive of the
Grip we confidently recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which purifies the blood, keeps the kidneys
and liver in healthy action, gives strength where
it is needed and keeps up the health-tone so that
or

of‘Diphtheria, typhoid Fever, Pneumoniaana

other serious

diseases.

After the

Grip Hoods’

Sarsaparilla is unequalled for purifying the
blood and restoring the health and strength,
“Six Weeks With The Grip
Was mv sad experience early in 1891, and I was
even tlien very weak and unable to work over a
few hours. Being urged to take

Hood’s

is likely to be
fair.
Wednesday, February 4, 1892.

stock-taking

flurry
THE

is

~

departments
into

are

accustomed
ness.

The

phenomenal

rush of

our

“clearing-up
week

in

big

gaps
lines and

say “all out”
for
inquiries

only.
About 25 dozen left of the 89 cent Cloves
tised yesterday morning. The colors and sizes
remain good. Former price $1.50.
20 Pieces Colored Mohair, 40 inches wide, today

atftfyr^

made
all

nearly
had

we’ve

100 dozen Cutter’s Spool Silk at 5 cts. a spool.
100 dozen Cutter’s Twist at 3 cts. a spool, colors

their

attractive-

sale” of last

■Nm

more

once

settled

again

to

begins

look like itself

THURSDAY MORNING.

The

over.

store

and the

The Trunk Line Association managers
have decided to afford free transportation from the West to the seaboard of
contributions for the Russian famine
sufferers.
Lifeboats have succeeded in landing all
the specie from the steamer Eider. They
have also landed several sacks of mail in
a wet condition.
It is reported that 40t
still on the
sacks of mail matter are

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

The weather today

to

lots of

to

at

things
always

which
you
All these
look for here.
have
been
stocks
depleted

the

Two

or

three odd

at 8c a

closed

few

A

cheap.

out

Sewing Silk warranted 100
yards on a spool at 5c a spool.
One Lot Ladies’ Long White Skirts at 39c a piece,

lots,

ish

very

Baby

a

Bric-a-brac, and a dozen or
of wallets, pocket books
etc.—with value and price
wide, wide apart.
so

29c a piece.
15 Lbs. Lunborg’s Perfumes at 19c an ounc*
down from 35c.
500 Boxes Antique Linen Stationery, 78 sheets

This

morning we
shall open our complete
line of Hamburg
new
Edgings and Swiss Em-

mamah

VI

head cool” is not diiiicnlt at this
good advice
“and your feet warm,” is more of an
undertaking, unless you are the possessor of one of our Hot Water Bottles.
We frequently hear it said: “They have
borrowed mine all over the neighborhood since there has been so much sickness.” Why not have one of your own,
so as not to borrow; they don’t cost so
much as they did once, and it is impossible to foresee the exact moment
when its use will be required to ease
some ache or pain.
The hot flatiron, wrapped in a newspaper, may accomplish the same result, but there is the delay of heating
it and besides it is out of date.
Don’t you need another lung protector now that actual winter is with us.
We have Ailed in the assortment once
more on account the cold snap that lias
arrived.
season, but the rest of that

H. H. HAY &

sell

special

■

One

department
today two

Towel

lot

I

«««

a

OKa

q

—»ww

«•

Kav

dozen, marked

BE

SATURDAY

Just

Towels

extra size

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

superb quality

delicate

knotted fringes—at
$3*00 the dozen,

dlt

feb3__

pure linen Damask towels
with deep fancy borders
in a variety of beautiful

A.

tints,

P. COPP,

FURNISHING

25c,

UNDERTAKER,

Has opened a furnishing undertaker’s "shop at
Cornish, Maine, and is prepared to furnish
caskets, coffins and all their belongings at
moderate prices and immediate notice. Orders
by telegraph and telephone promptly attended
to. Entire management of funerals undertaken
when desired. Flowers furnished at request,
and all other services performed generally required of undertakers. Especial attention paid
to the arrangement of bodies to be sent away,

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

SON,

Biddle Street.
jan30

Wiif

yard.

17c—$1.87 the dozen.

colors in

S.

Linen,

bath

red borders and
One lot

AMi/alAnae

at 12 l-2c a

Bargains.

Irish

honeycomb,
at

w

arrived, 50 Pieces Zephyr Ginghams
yard.
bale Lockwood, 36 inch, Cotton at 6 1-4 cts. per

P.
The linens
will

■

OPEN EVERY
EVENING UNTIL 9.30.

WILL

offered.

I

TO “KEEP YOUR

STORE

THE

that the store has

Sarsaparilla

did so, and in 10 days I could work, sleep well,
had a good appetite, and gained in health and
strength.” Okas. Bkswkll, Toledo, Ohio.
HOOD’S PILLS act easily, yet. promptly and
efficiently on the liver and bowels, cure headache.

TFO

worth 75c.
50 Gross Dress Buttons at 10c
down from 25c.

and most brilliant

ever

oMrl
MII»1

It will be the

broideries.

largest
showing

Black

worth 50c.
25 Dozen Ladies’ Corset Covers at 25c a piece.
We have about 5 dozen of those White All Wool
Jersey Undervests left from yesterday’s sale.
If you are on hand early THIS MORNING you
Remember they are
may get a few of them.
the $1.25 quality and we are closing them \

couple of TurkRugs, a trayful of

Cloaks,

5c a

yard.

100 Dozen

tag ends of last week’s
selling, are left and these

will be

markprl rlftwn fmm SOr.

100 Dozen Children’s Printed Bordered Handkerchiefs at 3c a piece or 4 for 10c.
2000 Yards Fruit of the Loom Bleached Cotton

business.

year’s

uo.rl

Heavy Cotton Twilled Crash at
yard or $9.00 a piece, 25 yards in a piece.
Pieces Bowsiey Crash at 12 l-2c.

10

replenished now with new
fresh
goods and this
morning will be ready for
new

a

50 Pieces

8thpdft

dat

febi

NORTON & HALEY,

Undertakers and Funeral Directors,
Furnishing
and
Have
in

opened a shop
Cornisli, Maine,
prepared to furnish Caskets and all appurtenances at prompt notice ami reasonable
prices.
are

Goods delivered free of charge, full management taken when desired, orders by telephone

promptly attended to. special care in preparing
bodies for transportation.
The experience of the senior partner is a guar,
antee that the bus iness will be skillfully conFRANKLIN WILLIS NORTON,
ducted.
JAMES M. HALEY.
d3t
feb-t

THE TRUE GENUINE

SECOND HAND

HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER PIANOSANDORGANS
IS THE

CELEBRATED

We have a large stock of the above which we
taken in exchange and which have been
vv e
put in good order at our repair department,
have
J..U1

coll

fliA

fnllnuHiitr

low

Prices

I Wm.
haven’t room to store them:
Bourne, $185; 1 McPhaii. $160; 1 H. Matt &
Co., $75; 1 Hallett & Davis, $40; 1 Brackett,
$40; 1 Hallett & Davis, $30; 1 W ilklns & Newha11|S35; New Englami, Mason & Hamlin,
Small & Knight. Hastings, anil Estev organs at
$75, $85, $40, $30, $00, $30 anti $35.
as we

the land.

Golden Eagle.

City Commandery No. 1, K. G.
E., will give their second annual concert
and ball at City hall next Tuesday evenFighters of the Democratic Party
tute at Waterville.
ing. The concert will he participated in
Mr. Watson A. Dakin has severed his we have ever had in Congress since the
by the Cecilian Quartette, Imperial Manof
of
the
iirm
Pitt
with
Fessenden.
connection
Norcross, days
dolin and Guitar Club, Miss Eva GoodOne of them marched down the aisle
Mellen & Co., Boston, to become superwin, violinist and Miss Mamie Jones,
intendent of the crockery department of of the House in a critical hour of debate
The music for the dance will
pianist,
the
of
and
title
then and there won the
the Atkinson House Furnishing Compabe
furnished
by Chandler’s orchestra.
Mr. Dakin’s long expe- Plumed Knight. The oilier of them hi
ny of this city.
Reserved seats are on sale at Stockthat has
rience in the Hub has splendidly lifted an intellectual shoulder hitter
knocked many a Democrat head over bridge’s.
him for the position, and his advent will
heels, [laughter and applause] and can
We are astonished at parties who introduce
be a source of pleasure to many Port- do it any hour in the day.
Mr. Dennett new cough remedies, they should know the peothen
continued at some "length, speaking ple will have Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
land friends.

presented.

grateful

so

GINGER

an

the club.

had been
ablest

so

SANFORD’S

Frederick III. of Germany.

_

OC!cicfr»rl llV

effective,

and

speedy

the purest and best of warming
of medicinal French brandy.

last evoning at the rooms of the Club in
night’s snow storm yesterday in a lanMonument Square.
The occasion was
was
Ancient Order United Workmen.
snow
The
fashion.
guid sort of
the presentation of the two fine portraits,
District Acting Deputy Tliomes visited
damp and packed closely.
of Mr. Blaine and Mr. Reed.
Previous
Deering Xjodge, No. 17, A. O. U. W., last
Miss Wetherell, a member of the chorto the presentation speeches some formal
evening and installed these officers:
us of the Lilian Durell Opera Company,
Master Workman—A. H. Jacobs.
levand
was transacted, including the
business
on
hay
diphtheria
monographs
Foreman—F. H. Thompson.
slipped on the sidewalk in front of the
members: er. He was in attendance on Frederick
in of the
Overseer—W A Winslow.
following
voting
hurt
and
Preble house yesterday noon,
the
German
the
during
Guide—F. A. Pollock.
Emperor,
Messrs, noratio
Uigur, Ainuis u. jjuv- 111.,
Watch—C. 0. Moses.
He was knighted in
herself badly.
latter’s last illess.
RobC.
Receiver—F, Whylev.
and
Fabius M. Ray
John
1887.
The Salvation Army had a musical fes- ler,
Financier—H. N. Miixfield.
ets.
Recorder—E. A. Dow,
tival at their barracks last evening. Staff
Mrs. Mary C. Tolford.
CrrmrmrJf 1 orl

so

]~

GRIPPE

THE

SANFORD’S GINGER,
and the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Attended

whose

There was an enthusiastic and largely
attended meeting of the Lincoln Club

in medicine is

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

HOT

Fine Likenesses and Or-

naments to the

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
was a

Dinner,

invited to be present, including Governor
Burleigh, H. M. Heath, A. P. Wiswell

Now

There

ADVERTISEMENTS."

FOR

President Morrill called attention to the
which would come February 12th, the
numanniversary of Lincoln’s birth. A
have been
ber of

Blaine and Reed.

EIGHTH PAGE.
Cressey & Jones.
Cutler Bros. & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
N. John Little & Co.
A. P. Copp, Cornish.
Maine Steamship Co.
Norton & Haley, Cornish.
Dissolution of copartnership.

NEW

interestingly on the silver and
questions.
The portraits are fine pieces of ''VorK,
each being a very faithful and life-like
representation of its subject.
At the conclusion of the speaking,

Forest

;

Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents. CUTLER BROS. A CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the justly celebrated
BETHESDA WATER.
Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of the Kidand
Bladder, as testified by our best
neys
Physicians amt many well-known citizens. See
feb4eod4m
Descriptive Pamphlet.

Dissolution of

Best grown in China.

Finest drank in America.
and pound tea-lead packages..
The same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on receipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.

Packed only

in

half-pound

We sell only to the tirade.

Copartnership.

■\TOTI('E is hereby given that the partnership
la lately subsisting between Clayton J. Farrington and Fred R. Farrington, botli of Portland. Me., under the firm name of Farrington
druthers, has been dissolved by mutual consent. All debts owing to said partnership are
to be received by, and paid to said Clayton J.
Farrington; and all demands on said partnership are to be presented to him for payment,
C. .1. FARRINGTON,
FRED It, FARRINGTON.
feb4-lt

GIESSEY & JONES,
394

Congress St.,

OPPOSITE CITY HALL, PORTLAND, ME.

apr31_

eodl yr

Hue Steamship Company.
DIRECT LINEN) NEW YORK.
Manhattan and Cottage City

Steamers

leave FranklinWharton Wednesdays and Saturdays at 11 p. in. ■Returning, leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. C0Y1.E, Manager.
$7.00.
J. F. LTSCOMB, General Agent,
ieh 4
<ttt

